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The science on climate change has been clear 
for a very long time. Yet despite decades of 
petitions, intergovernmental conferences, and 
peaceful demonstrations, we are still in thrall 
to a booming fossil fuel industry. Sea levels 
and global temperatures continue to rise as 
greenhouse gas emissions increase unchecked. 
With the stakes so high, why haven’t we moved 
beyond peaceful protest?

In this lyrical manifesto, noted climate scholar 
(and saboteur of SUV tyres and coal mines) 
Andreas Malm makes an impassioned call for 
the climate movement to escalate its tactics in 
the face of ecological collapse. We need to force 
fossil fuel extraction to stop — with our bodies 
and our actions — by disabling or destroying its 
tools. In short, we need to start blowing up some 
oil pipelines.

Offering a counter-history of mass political 
movements, from the democratic revolutions 
that have overthrown dictators to the anti
apartheid struggle and the suffragists. Malm 
argues that the strategic acceptance of property 
destruction and violence has been the only route 
for revolutionary change. In a braided narrative 
that moves from the forests of Germany and 
Extinction Rebellion actions in London to 
the deserts of Iraq, Malm offers us an Incisive 
discussion of the politics and ethics of pacifism 
and violence, democracy and social change, 
strategy and tactics, and a movement compelled 
by both the heart and the mind. Here is how we 
fight in a world on fire.
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PREFACE

No More Excuses for Passivity

The manuscript for this book was completed before the 
coronavirus known as COVID-19 struck. As I write 
these words, the pandemic is killing some 2,00Q indi
viduals worldwide per day. It also has political victims, 
one of the first being the climate movement, whose high- 
flying popular mobilisations were punctured in an 
instant by the outbreak. The climate strikes that swept 
the globe in 2019 have been put on hold. Just before 
most of Europe went into complete lockdown, I met 
comrades in Amsterdam who had spent the past year 
preparing for one of the most exciting mass actions yet, 
called Shell Must Fall: a militant disruption of the annual 
shareholders’ meeting of Shell, advertised by the activists 
as the last meeting of the kind. Despondently, they real
ised that the action would not go ahead. In Berlin, where 
I write these words, the coalition at the centre of the 
movement, Ende Gelande, which had similarly grand
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plans for 2020, has had to call off its assemblies; the two- 
week-Jong camp in the centre of the city planned by 
Extinction Rebellion has been cancelled. Before COVID- 
19, the climate movement was soaring to ever-greater 
heights of mass participation, but'the fuel of every social 
movemen^has suddenly become so-insalubrious as to be 
outlawed: crowds. One could be forgiven for feeling that 
the fate of the planet is in the hands of some malevolent 
celestial force.* ,

But world capitalism has also had to close its shops like 
never before. Therein lies an opportunity. Emissions will 
.plunge — again, just like after the financial crisis of 2008, 
for reasons entirely unrelated toxlimate policy - which in 
itself is a good-^thing. Taboos against-interfering with 
private- property.ihay:e! .Been broken. If "a -pandemic rah
induce governmentstto*take emergencyiadtioiis5 \yhy can’t
k climate breakdown that threatens tnkill off the very life- 
support systems of theplanendo-the same? After this, there 
can-benamore excuses for passivity.

* This is not to say that aggressive climate measures will 
happen, automatically# that the curfews and closed indus
tries and paused, airports will necessarily extend into a 
transition.away from fossil fuels. We should rather expect 
the opposite:- businessras-usual bouncing back as soon as 
the pandemic dies down. The car companies-will itch to 
restart production, the airlines to fly’again, the oil and gas 
companies-to profinfrom prices rising anew. If the corona 
crisis constitutes an opportunity for climate mitigation, it 
can be realised only if acted upon.

How to Blow Up a Pipeline
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And so the climate movement might be hibernating in 
quarantine for the moment, just like everybody else, but 
as soon as this particular emergency regime is relaxed, it 
must spring forth with all the vigour it can muster. 
Whether time has been lost or gained on balance, the 
struggle against climate catastrophe will be as urgent as 
even,A pandemic may'course through the world for a. 
Qouple of years. It could peter out. It might be combatted 
with a vaccine. But global only'become progres
sively worse until the moment greenhouse gas emissions cease 
and drawdown of CO^ from the atmosphere commences. 
Nothing indicates that this will happen by itself - that 
fossil capital will die a natural death - which means that 
the climate movement will be in even greater historical 
demand one or two or five years from now. The tactical, 
choices this book ponders will then reappean

I should like to believe that the'argurtients put forth 
here have a decent .chance of surviving this pandemic, 
insofar as the movement rebounds. The need for militancy 
is unlikely to be diminished. It is thus my hope that the 
discussion in the following pages will be of some value for 
the movement in its post-corona phase — or even in a 
phase contemporaneous with COVID-19 or some other 
future pandemic. Sabot^e, after all, is not incompatible 
with social distancing.

Berlin, late March 2020
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Learning from Past Struggles

■:0n the last day of the negotiations,, we geared up for our 
f^most daring action yet. "We had been camping out in a 

labby gymnasium in the eastern part of the city for a 
Week. My friends and Lhad arrived there on a decrepit bus 

on the road, in the middle of the night, the exhaust pipe 
f"fcll off - but when 'we spread out on the yard of the sports 

^^^isentre we felt the rush of entering an alternative world: a 
fi ifdace where business-as-usual had been suspended. A 

communal kitchen served vegan food. Assemblies were 
: - open to anyone with something to say. During one work- 
f drop, a man from Bangladesh outlined the devastating 

consequences of risipg sea levels for his country; at another, 
delegates from -small island states ckme to voice their 
distress as well as their support. My friends and I secured 
an audience with our environmental minister and urged 
her to ratchet up ambitions. The science, after all, had 
been clear for a long time by now.
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One day we poured out of subway stations and onto a 
busy junction in the middle of the city and blocked the 
traffic with banners calling for emissions to be slashed. 
Activists played guitars and violins while others danced; 
some juggled; some handed out sunflower seeds to irate 
motorists. We had no intention of confronting the-police 
or anyone else;i we’d rather get arrested *than throw a bottle 
or stone. The next day,-we flooded a thoroughfare with an 
elaborate-street thdatre. Dressed up as.trees, flowers and 
animals, wedaid down on the tarmac to be run over by a 
vehicle built of cardboard and wood to Symbolise busi- 
ness-as-usual. Striding through the flattened crowd, 
protesters in UN delegate .costumes xarried signs saying 
‘Blah-Blah-Blah’ and did nothing.

. , And tiow it was the “final dayof the negotiations. Hired
buses drove all 500.ofjus close to the venue. On signal, we 
jnarched to the building and tried to prevent the delegates 
from leaving byioddngolirselves to the gates vidth chains 
and.lying down on-the ground, all the while chanting: 
‘Noimbre blah-blah-blah ... Action now! No more blah- 
blah^blah-. - Action now!’

This happened in 1995. The scene was COPl, the 
very first in the annual.-series. of UN climate summits, -in 
Berlin. The.delegates sntick out through a backdoor. Since 
then*, total-annual CO^emissions in the world have grown 
by some 60, per -cent. In the year of that summit, the 
combustion of fossil fuels pumped more than six gigatons 
of carbon into the atmosphere; in 2018, the figure passed 
ten. In the twenty-five years after the delegates left, more
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^ carbon.'w^ •released ffotrr underground" stocks than* in the 

seveftty-five years ‘before they met.
* Since COEl, the'US has set off a boorri in fossil fuel 

extraction; ontie* again becoming the-'worlds top producer 
o^'biLand»g^; home to :the largest-network of pipelines, 
k has *added upwards of 800,000 milds». multiplying and 
elongating the high-pressure* hoses for dousing "fuel on 
the fire.' Germany has-continued to-dig up nearly 200 
hiillion tons of brown coal-..the dirtiest of all fossil fuels 

every year. The open pir mines "eicpand relentlessly, 
fiarestS and'villages being torn down* «q the sooty bowls 
can “Stretch beyondvthe horizon and'the excavators can 
shovel tip more-soft rock to be set on fire.' Since C0P1, 
my hotne country, Sweden, has. inkiated one* of the larg
est infrastrueture"j^6jects .jnits'*(hktory.'^a massive ‘ring 
road’ highway. Nothing lextraaordinaTy,*just another high
way. Coiling around Stockholm, iris*meant*to carry more 
cars spewing.nut ever more millions of tons of-the noxious 
fel6ment. In April 1995,-the month COPl came td an 
end,, the atmospheric coricentration of CO2 stood at 363 
parts per million. In April 2018, it was higher than 410 
ppm.

A'cloud of smoke billows across Siberia as I write these 
words'. It originates from wUdfires of un|)recedented 
extent and ferocity within the Arctic Circle; for weeks, the 
flames have been' sweeping throi^ what should be the 
coldest forests on Earth and sending up plumes-into one 
giant formation of soot. The cloud is* now larger than the 
territory' of the European- Union. Before it dissipates.
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swathes of th^ Amazon catch fire and mrn to ash at a pace j
never registered before. « |

To.say that the-^ign^ have'fallen on die deafears df the *
rulitig classes of this world .would be.an understatement. If 
these, glasses ever- hacf, anp senses,, they have lost > dierir alii |
Ihey are, not perturbfed.by the"smell<fi:om the blazing trees.
They d6*no£ worry atthe,sight ofislands sinking;^ they do |
not mn,fi:om>the roar-ofthe approaching hurricanes;.their 
fingers' never-need to, touch the stalks from withered 
harvests; theitmoPths do not,become sticky and dry after a I
day with jnothing to drink. To appeal to their reason and. 
common sense would evidently befiitile. Thejcommitment 
to. the endless accumulation of-capital winstiut every time. i 
After the past three decades, there can be no doubt that the ^ 
mling^ classes, aro constitutionally “incapable of Tesponding 
torthe catastrophe'inany otherway than by expediting it; of 
their .own accord, -under, their ifmec compulsion, theyxan ‘
domothing'but bjurn their .v^ay to the-end. ‘ ^

.And so we ^e still here. We erect our camps of sustain- . 
able splutions. We cook our vegan, food, and hold our 
assemblies. We march, wd block, we'stagfe theatres, we 
hand over lists of demands to ministers, lye chain ourselves,* j
we march -the next too. We are still perfectly, immacu- I
lately peaceful. There, are nlore.of us now, by orders of j
m^nitude. There is .another pitch of desperation in our j 
voices; we talk of extinction and no- future. And still busi
ness continues very much as usual. < , j

At what point do we escalate? When do we conclude j
that the time has come to also try something different? ^
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When do' we, start* physically’ attacking the things that 
cohsrfme our planet and destroy' them with our own 
hafids?ds there a good reason we Jaave waited thiyforfg?

,, “ ■» ■ I ^ V s

" ’ In the summer o£2(ii:7v thoGulfof Mexico storedatecord 
amount of heat.^Its surface waters hadmever been as warrfi 
hefores When the season^ hurricanes began- to-gathen-the 
windsjspinning and swirling up, in-spirals;, they extracted 
some of that, excess enei^ as fuel for-their-motion-and 
their, rains. On IB-September, the eighth hurricane of the 
season; christened’Maria, suddehly 'and explosively inten
sified from-a category 1 to a category’5 system-and took 
on the shape, as'satellites recprded, of a monstrous Saw 
blade. Jt tore throu^ theC-aribbean island'of Dortiinica, 
mowing it dowh.'The rainforests.covering ,the, hills were 
clear-cut,, the .trees chopped and thrown into theaea^^the 
island sheared'of its emblematic greenery ip the course of 
a few hours;' buildings were .bloWn. away as .-if ahey ‘had 
been straw huts. Estimates of the. share of houses either 
vanished^ or badly, damaged ranged from 60-.to 97 per 
cent. Afterwards, piles of debris - roofs; bricks, furniture, 
cables, stw£^e'pipes, an entiife nations infrastructure - lay 
scattered over the island.lOne ofithose who fost-his home 
was the prime, minister’of Dominica,. Roosevelt Skerrit, 
who took, the -podium* of -tfie United Nations’ Geineral 
Assenibly four-days'after Maria’s landfall.

Rarely has a head of state been so shelhshocked'when 
addressing, that gathering. Skerrit spoke-of himself as 
coming.straight from ,the-front line-of a war. ‘We dug
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graves'.tdday in QominicaJ’ he exclaimed. ‘We buried 
loved qnes yesterday and I am sure that .as h return home I
tomorrow, we shall, discover .additional fatalities. Qur j
homes are flattened! Our buildings are roofless! Our crops | 
are oiprooted! 'Where there iwas green. there is mow .only *
dust "aridcdirt:’ Apdy summing tip the s«:ience, Skerrit 
ecplained to-'the .worlds congregated Readers that the heat |
in the ocean functions .as a fuel load for storms, super- ^ 
charging them and turning them into weapons of I
destruction. 3he heat was not generated by Caribbean 1 
peoples.'. An island almost, exclusively inhabited by the 
descendants of slaves and“ a-sliver of'an indigenous popula- |
tion, Dominica remains impoverished, a» world away from |
New 5(!brk City or London,’responsible fbna level of fossil [
fuel coinbustipn sominiscule’diat italone would haveleft 
no trace on the.planet. ‘The,war^has".rComejto us!’,Skerrit 
cried.out, struggling,to contain the pain. ‘We are shoul- | 
dering the consequences of the actions of others^ Actions 
that endanger our very existence... ..and all for the enrich- *
ment of a few', elsewhere.^’ He made a desperate plea to his , 
audience. ‘We need action’ - action,-that* is, to cut emis
sions and we need it. NO^^^!’ He probably knew on 
what Jdnd" of ears his words would fall. His war imagery | 
was apt; like a precision-guided-missile. Hurricane Maria ! 
departed Dominica and continued towards .Puerto Rico, | 
where the scenes were repeated, flooding and mudslides 
shattering villages and killing people in droves. The 
government, put the- death toll at sixty-four, but several 
independent research teams demonstrated that the real
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rc'was ^omewherefbetween 3,000’and 6,000. No simi- 
y|ar assessmaits were tonducted fdr-Dominita.
^ v: Two weeks before Maria, as a comment on the ongo- 
^ |ng hypferactivd hurricane season, one publication that 
^^d long taken an* interest in climate change,^therLondon 
■:^^view of Books, pulled out essays on-the topic Tmni its 
^■^i^hives and sent them to subscribers. The first was writ- 
& by the-British novelist atid essayist John Lanchester. It 

begins:

Tt is strange arid striking that climate change-activists 
have not committed any actsofiterrorism. After all, 
terrorism is for the individual by far the modern 
worlds most effective form of political action, and 

' "climate change is an issue'about which''people feel 
^ : just as strongly as aboutj say animal, rights. This is 

especially noticeable when you-bear in mind the ease 
f 'of things-like blowing up petrol stations, onvandalis-.

ing SUVs. In cities, SlJVs.are Ipathed by everyone 
except the people who drive them; and in a city the 
size of London, a few dozen people could in a short 
space of time rpake the ownership of these'cars effec- 

"7? tively impossible, just by runniiTg keys down the side 
of them, at a cost to the owner of several thousand 
pounds a time. Say fifty people vandalising four cars 
each every night for a month: six thousand trashed 
SUVs in a month and -the Chelsea tractors would 
soon be disappearing from our streets. So why don’t- 
these things^ happen?' Is it because the people who
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fed strongly aboilt climate change ore simply too | 
•nice, too, educated, tOf^o anything of the sort? (But |
terrorists are oftere highly educated-) 'Or is it that *
ey^n the people,who feel most strongly, about climate |
.cttapge on sonie level caii’t quite bqng themselves to, 
believe in it?

’’4

These words wore penned ten yjetu-s before the hurri
cane season of 2017. They were written before floods | 
inundated a fifth of Pakistan and ruined the lives of some 1
20 rnillipn people, Jbefore Cyclone Nargis. killed a couple 

'o£ humdrod thousand, in Myanmar; before Typhoon 5 
Hai)^ killed more than sk .thousand in-the Philippines, | 
before Cyclone Idai deyastated central Mozambique, * 
before Matthew, Isaac, Irma, Dorian, before the droughts | 
setdedvon Central America and. took hold of Iran and f 
Afghanistan, .before mudslides killed .mojre than -a, thou- \ 
sand in the capital of Sierjra Leone and monsoon-like rains !
washed away hundreds-of villages in Peru and the ther- | 
mometer Regularly reached levels bardy endurable by the 
human body in the Persian Gulf, before uncountable | 
other disasters. — some -reaching .deep into the global |
North: heatwaves roasting Europe for two consecutive |
summers, the wprst wildfires in the history of California | 
— all formed jn the^eauldron of an overheated world. And | 
still the same conditions prevail. They are puzzling. At ] 
least five factors make them sq. |

First, the .magnitude of what is at stake: close to all 
living beings in heaven mid on earth: ;Second, the ubiquity I
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l>f potential targidts iri advanced capitalist CouritrieSi A 
petrol station or an SUV is tarely-rrlbte 'tlian*4 stones 
fllro# away — a factbr* absent,‘bruciallj^, in countties like 
poiniriica, %hete-entlissions sources can* l)e* few* and-far 
-Iketween. Tftird, thefafcility^widi which such thirigs"* could 
be, tsjcen out of service; rio very'complicated iristruittfents 
#ould have to be employed. Fourth, die awareness of the 
atructufe and diftiensfonsoFthe” crisis (considerably more 
Widesptead' 'now than Xvhen 'Landiester s «essay .was’ 
^published), weighing ratheft' heavier oh peoples ihinds 
•daail an issue like-animal" rights. To these easily aa^ertain- 
isble factors, Lanchester added a fifth of a speculative 
Mtpre: the efficaty of a campaigfi to take out the “most 
lini'ssions-intensive devices. We do nof khowif the results

'£ ar^guararlteed, because no such-camp'ai’gns havg yet, as of 
’^' ihis wfitingl been undertaken?‘On» the othgr hand,'^ One 
A could adduce a sixth factor* that is’always fully evident: the 
j'!' enormity of the injustice being>^rpetrated. *
I? All in all, thiX*makes it strahge and striking indeed that 

; f the kind of actionsMescribed by Lanchester have not been 
taken. It is a paradox: call it simply ‘Lanchester s pafadox’. 
It registers part of the general deficit of action in response 

" ’ to climate 'breakdown.* If captured i form of Inaction 
within the world of activism itself There is a relation 
between it arid the blah-blah-blah of politicians:

The climate movement in the global North has undergone 
several cycles Of intense activity, each on a larger scale than 
before. One rolled through northern Europe between
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2006 .^and 2009. .Jp* the IJK». activists orgafiised the hrst i 
^jtnare camps: tent citi,e§‘^eq,ring as festivals of prefigura- I 
tiv^-liyifig and learning and bases„for piass actiort, against- I 
so|np,jiearby point, source, of eipissions. -. an airport, a' 
epal-fired pow plafl.ti ^ iinancial .disitrict., A group calM | 
Piape Saipid'ocgupiqd.taxiways«an<i leapjt ojito r-unways at | 
airports around fh^ couptry.;;.,Ip‘JDenmark, Swed.ep apd 
Germany, the fledgling movemenf wept jntp high gear in * 
the run-up to -GOP15 in Copenhagen, where’.a compre- *
hensiye agreenienjt, wa? expected ,to-be negotiated; «this j 
tini^ we„brpu^t 100>000 people to the*streets pn.a day- •
long march fo the A^^nue. Pifiy thousand participated,in 
the ‘Pegple’s Qiipate Sumniit’ ip a. §por.ts .and culture • 
ceptre, se>4:ral thousands ih- various blockades and Other * 

^actions:,It ah yielded.l^sdian.zerp. GQP J 5 ended with | 
thp delegates j&pnj -the. .US arid Hps. allied .killing the very # 
idea of m^datpry enrission?. cuts. --Meanwhilej the 
onslaught pf austerity pglicies ,in the wake ofthe financial 1
Cfash claimed the. energy pf ©ritish activists, apd, so in 
2Q(^9,- follriwing the debacle of COP 15,* the first twenty- t 
fitsr-centpry cycle came to a «harp.end.

A sepond began in 2011, this time in the United States. i 
After Barack Obama had failed to, push through the prom
ised cap-and-trad^ legislation at hpme'and, delivered the 1 
mortal blow to COP 15, a ftustrated. movement left the j 
halls of policy-making for the streets and launched .a \

sustained campaign of civil disobedience, ft focused ,pn s
Keystpne XL. A proposed pipeline for transporting oil 
from the Canadian far s^ds, to the refineries ringing the
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f Coast, the "ptoject' required the approval of Obaiftk, 
■,^o was made to feel somd ‘people power’:' in" AugilSt 

11, more than One thousand were .arrested at a week- 
i^ilong sit-in oiltside the? ''J^ite House. Tens of thousands 

fe- bkck td’'entirtleJlt*With‘a 'hamaaj-chain afid lock 
Aemselves With plasticities t6 its-fences. Af th^ Safne tifne, 

ivists^'-builf a* ^praWlin'g campaign fot divestment, 
i^Wnvincing universities, churches arid other institutions 

a. minimum df tohscience to sell off their stocks iri 
, gas and toal companies' so as to strip them of their 
jtimacy and prepare their downfall. “Spurred on by 

Ixfrfcane Sandy, New York City‘beat the record from 
feoperihagen With 400,001) people" ntalthihg in the 

pie’s* Climate March" in September 2014, 'the largest 
«. ®aiiy until* that date, and the tide'Seemed to'.be turnings 

®ie ne"kt year, Obama finally rejected ‘KCyStone XL.. The 
&st months of 'his presidency Were marlmd*‘‘*by another 
high' point of mobilisatidn,' when Siouit nations drew 

^^tepporters to a camp at Standing Rock4n protest against 
^^#ie proposed Dakota Access Pipeline; as ih the struggle 

gainst Keystone XL'and dozens of other pipeline projects 
^*n North America, native activists took the lead of a move- 
^ ' toent that drew in tens-of thousands of hitherto, unpoliti- 
"' Cised'people. Arid then' Donald Trump came tb power. 

During fiis firsf-week in the White House, he annorinced
V that both pipelines wduld be'constructed at maximum 

speed, and the cycle came to a dead end
But'the Crisis itself never felented. In the summer of

V ; 2018, a dome bf heat^ lodged over the ‘European
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continent, withheld the clouds for months on end and 
ignited firestorms of unseen intensity; in Sweden, milit^ 
jets were called in to bomb the conflagrations (dropping 
notjvatQt bo* but actual explosives). The whole coun-' 
try seenifd'to. shrivel. Towards the end of the summer, a 
fifteen-year-oid.gid,‘.Qreta Ihunberg, took her bike to thn- 
Sw*h pvliwent. SKe, sat^dowp on the pavement nnjl 
declared a school" strike for the climate. The picture pf, 
vulner^ility and de^ance - one lone adolescent girl, vyilh 
^iif^ 6n a-warming planet ahead Qf her, gainst the stone- 
deaf walls of an ehtire pblflicai system - she touched-a' 
perve jri ‘her generation*. Children and youth began to 
widk put of :tbeir schools on Fridays. Waves of school 
striker kpown a^/Fridays for Future’, rolled across west
ern Europe, and, pthpr paiJS'of-*world, reaching a first
peak on. 15 March Z019, when ope and a half mifliop 
sjtruck and matched m-Fhat might have been the largpst
cptordinated youdi protest in history.

A Tew weeks, latet. Extinction Rebellion, or XR, 
another offspring of the hot summer of 2018„ shut 
down much of central. London as thousands of activ
ists seized squares and bridges and slowly let them
selves be dragged away hy police. The largest civil diso
bedience action the,UK had seen in decades, unfolding 
without,a single iiicident„of violence, placed XR at the 
crest of the third twenty-first-century cycle. Copies 
appeared on streets from Neiy York to Sydney. XR had 
hit on a symbol as visually striking apd easily replica
ble as the peace sign or the anarchist A: a stylised

How to Blow Up a Pipeline
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h6urgrass, representing the-time running ouff-Within a 
circle suggestive of-the-gldbe.- f

- I'n e'arly Septerhber 2019,1 jbihed ah XR-aCtidn in my 
hometown of Malmo. The hoilrgliss banners'fluttfere<T-in 
the iilofniftg'breez&from'the s‘ea,'tvhich, accOrdiflg fo a 
newly rfele'ased" report, WilMlfdwil mucfe-of the towri4atei5 
this Centhry 6n "current trajectories, flatfards said ‘Act 
now’ and ‘JSlo morC‘ empty words^ Bahds-'of activists 
marched betweeii-juiictions and'blocked them fdr a feW 
mifiuteS,'while taking ofF-their-clothes’and pretehding to 
sWim' in the 'rising'waters. Soihe soothed thfe ifritatibn' of 
the motorists by handing out* snacks. Th' October - the 

aVes of Mobilisation now crashihg against the walls with 
the''regularity Of ali dSean—XR seized sevdral junctions in 
cehtfal Bethill some-activists were dressfed as penguifis, 
Sigers, beats; -some juggled; SOihe passed arouhd'Vegaxl 

Mtip. But as “r surveyed' the Scenes at Tiergaften ahd 
Potsdamer Platz, I realised^ thaf'they bore little rfesem- 
blande to the actions around COPl, merely by dint of 

e nurtibers. In politics, of-course*, numbers are evely- 
|jdiing. One worker staying homeds k'shirker, oiie thou
sand *are a strike;'one Greta iS a girl in Stockholm, one 

fehiillipn girls and boys a force' to reckon with. Tfie tents 
?^tnd picnics disrupting the flow of traffic in Berlin- in late 
'2019 counted several fhOusaftdS oP participants, not 
'hundreds; undergoing the most explosive-growth, XR 

ow claimed 485 affiliates across the world. The ‘autumn 
Uprising’ begah with the rising suff—as the Rebels of XR 
%rically reported -■ in Sydney alid fnOved on»to Eufopeah
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and l^opth American citieS, where the same hourglasses, 
slogans, and disruptive ajctions ^moyed. into the spotlight 
in northern- town centres, as though in .a tighdy choreo-- 
graplied dance. ».

..,The.gro>vth.GUrye.,continued"as the Fridays for Future** 
reached a nc\y;peak in4ate*Se|)itember 2019:. now it was 

’milliop o^it-pne Fri4ay, 2 niillion again the next, with 
protests registerpdp in* 4,-500 Ipcayons- pn all continents 
including Antarctica ,(whei;e plicate, researchers downed 
tools). The scales variedfrom one.young woman in Minsk, 
Belarus^ striking pn henojvn to 50,000 children in school 
uniforms niarchlng through Luanda, Angpla. Students in 
the io^-lying^; island nation of Kiribati chanted, ‘We are 
not-sinking, we are fightipg.’ But the epicentre of the. 
mobilisation was Germany, home to rppre than one-third 
of all,strikers iif t^e world-on 20 September, a fair share of 
them- adults,* some,with theiblessing of their unions. •

.. Im parts" of the global North, the movement now 
appeared to make-a qualitative leap into a mass phenom
enon. The cycle could well come to an inglorious end like 
the previpus two, on account of an exogenous shock — a 
war in the Persian Gulf, a new financial crash - or missteps, 
but nothing indicated peak mobilisation just yet. There 
were potentials for .continued grPwth, the cycle perhaps 
swinging, into an even higher circuit, simply because the 
problem in itself followed that trajectory. It would not die 
away.

For the first time, the climate movement had become 
the single most dynamic social movement in the global
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North;* known* for its youthful, joyful,-exuberant, respeet- 
ful,,,prderly manifestatioris. But there was also a darker 

C undertone, to* the- events: a isiminering *anger^ Greta 
; Thunberg personified it. Her silhouette hovered ,above 
millions of youpg people, as a sign of dieintetgenerational 

* injustice* at tfic li&rt* of climlate* breakdotyn. Shp was 
P: tnercil^sly*;blunt when'-S(toldipg world headers for their 
^/- passmty. ‘If the emissions have.ta stop, then we must stop 
f lb;e‘emissions’,>she»would isay with incontestable, uncom- 

proipising logic, but ‘no, one is acting as if we werp in la 
P crisis’..She went on a,bermanent tour through Fridays'for 
^Future demonsfrapons, XRblpckades, die beech and oak 
IlgrovdS of Hambach - a sjijred.of an old-growth /ptest 
I turrpipided by a browacoal mine in northern .Germany, 
i .whose owners wanted to tear it down -^and the lawn of 
|;*die*^5^ite House.'Jn time for one more slJN'meeting bn 
^ climate ia September 2019, she had reached .die head- 
l-quarters in Neyv York, where her face neafly burst with 

|v.iears of rage; ‘How dare yop! You have stolen my dreams 
i-tod my phildhood with your empty Wqrds. And* yet I’m 

lx one of the lucky ones. People are suffering. People are 
dying’, she. said, excoriating her audience for still only 
talldng about money and economic growth and finishing 
on a more than usually ominous note: ‘Young people are 
starting to understand your betrayal. The eyes of all future 
generatio,ns are upon you. And if you choose to fail us I 
say we will never forgive you’ - ‘change is coming, whether 
you like it or not’. Some commentators noted the shift. 
Back home in Sweden, one of them warned that if the
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millions on the streets pleading for their future would be 
let down once again, 'a fury such as the world has never 
before seen will be unleashed’.

All'three"'cycles in the twenty-first century hive spuh 
out of an insight, more and more widely shated: the 
ruling classes' really will not be talked' into action. They 
are not amenable to persuasion; the louder the sirens . 
wail, the more material they rush to the fire, and so it is . 
evident that change will have to be forced upon them. * 
Thfe movement must learn to disrupt business-as-usual. I 
To this end, it has developed an impressive fepertOire:- 1 
blockades, occupations, sit-ins, divestment, school ^ 
stfikes, the shutdown of city centres, the signil tactic of / 
the climate camp.’ Later cycles have built on and'leafned ^ 
frdm prior ones. Towards the end of the Second, much | 
inspired by the North American struggles against pipe- « 
lines, thd German movement reinvented the climate J 
camp formula and'brought it to a higher level ofimass j 
defiance: Ende Gelande, meaning roughly ‘here and no j
further’, was born. I.

At Ende GelSnde, activists pitch their tents around a 
central-area of circus tents and kitchens.-They undergo 
trainings in affinity gr'oups, dress up in thin’whife cover- . 
alls and set out for a brown coal mine. Approaching the 1 
target from-several directions, in bri^ade-like columns or 
‘fingers’, they excel in breaking through police cordon's ^ 
with the-sheet mass of their bodies, running past outwit- . 
ted guards, making their way through water cannons and

j
1

i
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fences until they reach .thd- open pit;s. ^Ihere they, slide 
down into the dusty craters and climb the diggers - the 
hunpingoi^s “excavators, like towering, rusty ships slowly 

^eating their vsray,lhroMgii the earth— or lie down qn the 
railway ‘txackg ferryirig. qoal .jtp ,t;he • fitrnaces. production, 
cgn be switched ofEjFor days,fNo fuel cary'be dug.up and 
byrnt wften tlj,e laptivists’ hold dre.^ptepiises.’ Argi^bly 
constituting the most .advanced 5tag6^)f„the climate strug
gle in purope, Epde jSel^de spanned the cycles.and grew 
year on year; in the summer of 2019, ,l6,000 people closed 
the largest, point source of emissiojis in Germany, backed 
up Ey several tlionsands more in the qamp and some 

f4O“,O00 .in a Fridays for Future demonstration. -By that 
rtime, Ende Gelande had forced the issue of brown coal to 
Idle top .of the, agenda and prompted; a national eonamis-, 
pon to set a date fot,phasing it out,-..the date eventually 
^announged as 203d. .That’s another two decades ofehutn- 
^g out coal.- Hence Ende Gelande promised to mafch -on 
^d s>yell. further and spawn more- copygats around 
Europe; in 2019, dozens of climate camps were organised 
ji&om Poland to Portugal. The learning curve went steadily 
^upwards.

Thus the cycles have not -returned to square one, but 
^ther formed,a cumulative process and rising-loop,* like 

climate* crisis itself. The American and European 
^Sections have learnt from each other — divestment coming 
^ English campuses, Greta Thunberg sailing to New York 
5*^ and the cadres iiave accumulated a wealth of experi
ences. These include ‘small wins’ — a gas.pipeline cancelled
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hare, a.-coal plant, scrapped-there - as well as some big 
IbsSes, which,, however, seeiH to ensure the movement* its . 
growth,' ^ the fire diriveS ‘more people to take the plunge 
into actMSm. But So far, the moveqlent haS stopped short- 
6f oneirfodeof ad:fcm:idfFensive-(cftfdr that matter defen- - 
S:ive),:physical fprce/.Anything‘.'that 'cOuld.be classified*as 3 

violence'ha^ bfeen;stfididuslf,‘scrupcQouSly atvoided-'lndeecf 
the comiliitment to absolute aoh-violfence appears to have 
stiflFerfed over the-cycles,, the internalisation of its ethoS t 
universal, the discipline remarkable*. ;

One example: in late Au^st 20.18, some'700 activiks 
assembled outsider compo“and‘ of seVem grey gas ciStems \ 
in the Dutch ptovince'of Groninge'n. Homd to the largest 
dnshdre field of fossil g^ in Europe, the area- has long' | 
btefi,' racked by is'eri^- earthquakes', as*-the extraction has I 
madp the land suddenly compact, and-slibside*, damaging v 
homes and building&andracking'the nerveS of-the lo'cal | 
population. We eteCted -an Improvised tamp in -front of | 
the compound,.brocking transportation. The police lined = 
up on a railt^ay-tfack-betWeen the gates and us. A ballast ! 
of crushed stones held up the rails. As dusk fell, some 300 t 
farmers marched against Shell and Exxon and ended up in 
the camp, .causing the crowd to Spill onto the railway * 
track, at which point the police started'raining down their^ 
batons and shooting pepper- spray, someone fainting and 
being cafriecLaway," others screaming in pain. Not a single | 
stone was picked mp and thrown. The supply was abuif- 1 

dant we were standhig'On top-of thousands; we could 
have pelted them - and after such an assault, other types i

I
!
I
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bf crowds 'wotdd feave respoiided in kind. The, climate 
movemi^nrwQuld, not. i

Til? .strictures > agaitist violence tdxtjend to property 
destructio'n. In-Groningen,.:^the action.ppnsensus’ every, 
p|rticipantlia<i tci, abidejby solemnly pledged thgit, we, will 
npt damage machines ojdpfrastructure’-.’A yeardater, the 
first 3we,dish ijnitajtion. of Ende Gelande took place in 
Gothenburg against the ^construction of a gas tetminal, 
dn^ no4e .in a /resh .new infrastructure for ,fossil duel
combustion rolled-put pver the continent. A copipany 
called S-vvedegas engineered the terminal and aimed for 
eight more, on the Swedish coast. Liquefied gas would be 
imported froin across the world- and punjped into the 
cophtry through a network of pipelines, to the benefit of 
a global; consortium of investors; And ,«o werwent- there 
with our white,.coveralls, to" the Gothenburg harbour, 
three fingers, ,500.people -.the largest-civil,disobedience 
action in-the-modern, history of this somnolent nation 
— and blocked afll trucks carrying oil and gas for a day. The 
action consensus stated that we will behave calmly and 

, carefully’; further, ‘it is not our aim.to destroy or damage 
any infrastructure’. We spent the daysittingonxhe asphalt.

^ Thus far, the movement for averting a s,pitallingxlimate 
catastrophe has notpijly bpen civiliTt hashpen gende and 

'^itnild in the extreme. {
Thfere Qan,be np doubt that-this posture has served it 

well. It confers upon the, movement a bundle pf well- 
known tactical advantages.. If it had‘deployed.black bloc- 
like tactics firom the start — donning sinister masks.
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smashing windows, burning barricades, fighting •-« out 
with the cops - it would never have attracted' these 
numbers. The bar for joining a disruption of business-as- 
usual is lowered by certificates of peacefulness. Our‘being 
beaten up on the railway tracks in Groningfen eatned ils 
the sympathy of the Dutch press; no one c5uld Shaear us 
as terrorists or the like. Had some of-us in Gothenburg 
started hacking on the fences or used slingshbts against 
the trucks, the scene would have descended into- chaos. 
We would have been ketded and herded off to jail; I could 
not have brought my two kids to the site and played ’with 
them for hours. Collective self-discipline - submittirig.;tO' 
the guidelines of the operational leadership; conductirfg | 
an action in accordance with plans — is a virtu6. The deter- ) 
minatiori of the movement to scale up its challenge to 
business-as-usual by means of ever bigger; holder ma«;,s 
actions of precisely this kind cannot be called into qufes-^ 
tion: this is the main way forward. Let a hundred Ende 
Gelande camps bloom and fossil capital might, find itSelf » 
undef some real pressure. ^

What can be questioned, however, is something" else. 
Will absolute non-violence be the only way, forever the 
sole adtnissible tactic in the struggle to abolish fbssiliuels? ; 
Can we be sflre that it will suffice against this enemy? 
Must we tie ourselves to its mast to reach a safer place?' ■ 
The question can be formulated in a different way. Imagine 
that the mass'mobilisations of the third cycle become < 
impossible to ignore. The' ruling classes feel themselves 
under such heat — perhaps their hearts even irielting ^



somewhat at'the sight of all these kids. with, handwritten 
placards --^ that their obduracy-yvanes. New politicians are 
voted .into, office,,notably from green parties in EuropA 
who live up to their-election promises. The pressure is 
k^t up from below. Moratoriums' on -fresh fossil fuel 
infrastructure*are,instituted..Germany initiates immediate 
phase-qut of coal production, the Netherlands ‘likewise 

f § ; for gas, Norway for oil, the US for aU of the above; legisla
tion .and planning sare put in'place, for,cutting emissions 
by at-least 10 per cent per. year; renewable energy and 
public transport are scaled up, plant-based diets,promoted, 
blaiiket .bans on fossil, ftiels prepared! The movement 
should.be given the-chance to see this scenario through.

frut imagine g. different scenario: a few years down the 
road, the kids of the Thunberg generation and the rest of 
us wake up one morning and realise that business-as-usual 

^; is Still on, regardless of all the strikes, the science^ the pleas, 
■ij^the millions with colourful outfits and banners,- not 

beyond the realm of the thinkable. Imagine the greasy 
' ■^wheels roll as frst as ever. What do we do then? Do we say 

what we could, .tried the means at our 
^disposal and failed?. Do we gonclude-that the only thing 

is learning to die — ^ position already propounded by 
'me — and slide down the side of the x^rater into three, 
ur, eight degrees of warming? Or is there anothenphase, 
^ond peaceful protest?
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;\|Meanwhile in the actually existing capitalist world- 
I'^conomy unfolding in parallel to the billowing rlimatP
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movement, money flowed into the construction of fresh 
fireplaces. In May 2019, just weeks after the XR ‘spring 
uprising’ in London, the International Energy Agency 
(lEA) released its annual report on investment trends in 
the-world of energy. Capitalists knew* what'sources ta 
bank on. Two-thirds of capital placed in pro|ects for 
generating energy in the year 2018 went to oil, gas. and 
coal ^ that is, to additional facilities for extracting'and’- 
combusting such fuels, on top of all that'alreidy spanned 
the globe - as against less than one-third of capital going 
to -Wind and sun. The share of renewables evinced' no 
growth trend. In fact, global investment here edged down-; 
wards ,by 1 per cent (not a function 'of falling .prices) 
Investment in coal, on the other hand, turned upwards for 
the first .time since 2012, by 2 per cent - that is, invest
ment in'brand new coal supply not .only continued but 
increased, although not as fast as in t>il and gas. For the 
third consecutive year,- the amount of money flowing into 
‘upstream’ ofl and gas, meaning infrastructure for deliver- 
ing those-fuels from under the ground, grew by 6 per cent
_year on year, 6 per cent more capital was sunk into fresh
drills, wells, rigs; investment in exploration alone was 
projected to shoot up by 18 per cent in 2019. The fire 

reignited itself'anew.
The lEA saw glittering treasures ahead: ExxonMobil 

expected a profit .in* excess of 30 per cent from its novel 
deep-water fields off the coast of Brazil and Guyana. As 
ever, the finanriai picture for this line of business remained 
bright. The. gas boom roared on, demanding ‘new
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pipelines. "Jexas and the prolific Permian Basin is .the 
epicentre of the development, of new^pipelines’, but the 
steel'snakei darted through the grass on other continents 
is vellj their flimmable breath abautto reach, for instance, 
Sweden* NoAsdiere on^the'horizon of ongoing capital accu
mulation could a transition .from* fossilt fuels to renewable 
energy be,sighted ([despite the latter now- being consist- 

'€ndy chea{)er’, as noted by the .billionaires ring,Forbes).
, 'Ihe lEA had. tact enough to notice a growing mismatch 
; between current trends and the paths to meeting’ the goals 
' of jnaximum sl.5!0.or'2°C'global;warming. Put differ- 
^^dy, the capitalist* World-economy operated in funda
mental disconnect from the sense and^ science of a planet 

i^on-fire, not to speak of all aspir^tioria to cool it down. And 
'• ^e disconnect was. widening..

Timed-for>the XR autumn uprising’, ‘the •Guardian 
published a series of revelations -ofyust how„much fossil 

^capital, prepares to burn.!- The world’s fifty largest, oil 
sfompanies were poised to flood markets^with more of 
^i^eir supply. Of that-group, the two companies with the 
' most a^ressive plans-were Shell and ExxonMobil, which 
Ipanned for production to increase by 38 and 35 per cent, 
iiespectively, until 2030; on the second rung,-BP foresaw a 

by 20 per cent. Total by 12. These circuits of accumu- 
ation were deeplynntertwined With financial capital: as, 

Guardian also revealed, the three largest asset manag- 
: in the world, together handling assets worth more than 

i^Ehina’s entire GDP, continued to pour money into oil, 
and coal at an accelerating pace. Nothing could be
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more 'antithetical to the advice from the science or thd 
needs of people and planet.

These "trends were no flukes of the-late 2010s. In the 
autuilin’of 2019, a team of scientists from California and 
Beijing headed by Dan Tong published an overview, of the 
global investment landscape in Nature and began by duly 
repeating the official ambition to kay below 1.5°C or>,2°G. 
‘Yet recent decades have witnessed an ulipfecedented 
expansion of historically long-livedj fossil-fuel-based 
energy irifrastmctUre’,*they went on to gauge the mismatch 
- indeed, ‘the youth of fossil-based generating units 
worldwide is striking’, no less than 49 per cent of currently 
operating capacity having been commissioned afier.2004,' 
theyear of COP 10. Through ;its cycles so far, the climate 
movement has mide no dent in these .steadily spiralling 
curves. On the whole, it has not* established, physical 
contact.with the adversary - primarily, of course, because 
the Stat^ standing :ih between have shielded fossil capital 
and punctiliously served it- with everything n^ded for 
expanded reproduction. More than -that: private capital-^ 
ists and capitalist states are-nfren impossible to tejl apart, 
the latter Behaving and investing just like the forrner.

Brick, by brick, the fireplaces thereby build on them-* 
selves: Once an investor has constructed a coal-fired power 
plantx)r a pipeline or any other such unit, be will not want' 
to dismande'it. Demolition on the morrow of completion 
would tnean pecuniary 4isaster. It takes a lot of capital to 
get” something like a deep-water field to pump -up the 
black .gold, and, some time must pass before, the initial-
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■ ini^tment pays off; and once profits havescOme gushing 
in, the ownerIviUrhave an abiding interest in keeping the

I unit at work fon 'ds. long as possible. Discarding "it iy not 
^ impossible; ift would merely-caus^ losses. It woulddiqui- 
ldate“xapital. For.this-reason-ecohomic, nottechnical'^a 
unit of .power generation from-fossil fuels is expected’to 

I'have a lifetime of around fortyyears; A-plantor a pipeline 
built in 26120 shouldj fromihe standpoint of .the investor, 
preferably still be in operation,byI2060'..Swedegasplanned 
to pump, gas- into Sweden- from the terminals amder 
construction uhtil that date. Goal-firedpower plantsoften 

; run evenionger, for sixty years* or more; the worlds largest 
pcoal exporter; Austtalia*.continues .to open mines; notably 
Itho giant Adani mine in Qtfeehsland, to-feed new-'born 
rplants in India and elsewhere, topped by'a fo'dr-times-^ 
|krger mine Another company wants to builds The globe is 
' wrapped in schemes of*this kind^.j Thus’scientists can 
»calculate the 'committed‘emissions’,- defined, as the.C02

■ -emissions to come jf the infrastructureoperates to the end 
• of its, expected lifetime. The more capital is ploughed into
this field, the more emissions are committed (and the 
stronger the interest in defending husiness-asrusual, and 
the greater the mass of profit firom fossil fuels, and the 

•more money to reinvests . .)„
* How much exactly?* Tong and his tolleagues estimated 
that Committed:emissions from already-^running power 
plants T not counting extraction, transportation, defor
estation —.“would be enough to take the world .beyond 
1.5°C. Combined with proposedphnxs, they wcfuld nearly
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exhaust the budget for the amount of carbon that can be 
telexed-while still giving the world some chance of stay-* 
ing below. 2°G. Another study from 2018 concluded ithat 
-committed emissions from operating plants would surpass 
the limit for both' temperature, t^gets, while plants-in 
various stages of4he planning; proems would add the sajne 
amount as -the‘extended commTtment. Yet another found 
that ixteumbent and planned coal infrastruetdre alone 
would crash thev2‘’Obudget.‘Something along these lines 
is, as the saying goes, in'the pipeline.

How cap capitalists gO-dn like this? ‘Current invest
ments’,'the stfudyton coal observ?s,.can be seen' ‘as an* indi
cation thhr investors' do not' believe in flimre plimate 
policy or that‘they*are confident in their own lobbying 
power.’ Ihey still feel that they owrr the world. Fixed^capi- 
tal df this, size is normallysubject to risks -and sensitive to 
the anticipated ‘policy context’. Given the money involved, 
it would be imprudent to undertake these investments -if 
swings and alterations in.the economy threatened prema
ture devaluation, let alone liquidation, but these,capital^ 
ists do not see any wrecking balls coming their way. They 
think'they have nothing to fear.

Many in the climate movement and most of its intellecm*- 
als would shudder at the thought of another stage beyond 
absolute non-violence, for a particular doctrine has taken 
hbld: that of pacifism. It comes in two main forms. Moral 
pacifism says that it is always wrong to commit" acts of 
violence. This has peculiar consequences. In August 2019,
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I a )foung'man:app,eared in a courtroom-in the Norwegian 
I capital ofiOslo with thick purple bruises-like ski gl^es 

arpiind his eyes, scratchanarks all over his face, the wounds 
stretching; down his neck: unmistakable signs of-rough 

i mahhahdling.'lhe previous day, he had entered a mosque 
wfth two shotguns and a pistol and started shooting into 

m the prayer room. Inspired by recent massacres at a.mosque 
in Christchurch (fifty-one killed) and asshoppihg mall in 
El Paso (twenty-two.killed), his intention was to kill .the 
maximum number of worshippers — embodiments of the 
sujiposed threat to the'white race ^-but barely had he fired 
his first, bullets before* a sixty-five-year-oid man, 
Mohammed Rafiq, dressed in a shalwan^ameez znd sport- 

l.ing’a'big'white, beard, threw himself over the .assailant.
Rafiq .knocked him, to *the ground,* wrestied with him, 

I‘Warded off the young man’s attempt to gouge out his eyes, 
kicked' away his weapons- and. held him in a. chokehold 

Until- the. poUce arrived.
* No massacre transpired. But evidendy, Rafiq used a 

E: considerable amount of interpersonal violence in the 
^ : encounter, which would.imply his fall from pacifist grace: 

f fe a moral pacifist, Rafiq-ought not to have resorted to 
J ^ch means. Moral pacifism claims to hold life in the 
p iaghest regard and detest its violent termination, but a 
y^defensive act that saves lives .and reduces, violence isunac- 
Ijceptable* to it insofar as it involves active physical force. 

Shis seems flawed. It also appears to yield a priori to the 
P Worst forms of evil: precisely those agents most intent on 
^ -taking as many innocent lives as possible -r fascist-mass
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mtirderers^ For instance - will be* the least receptive, to 
meek non-violent oppo'sitidn. Indeed, the precepts ’of 
pacifism have often come’across as»exhortations to surren^

to suffering ^d^trodty.
A:moralrpacifistxan respond to-this-sort oFiobjection 

by saving*, ‘Granted,'some'violerlce must.^ accepted'^in 
some cases’ - at which point the pacifist, of course; ceases 
to be- a-pacifist ‘and .becomes like.'evetyorie eke. Barfing 
aforementioned fasdists; veiy few'believe that violencd and 
war are inherent goods;-almost all consider, them,prima 
facie “bad‘things thatxkn be justified-only in certain c^es, 
anckthen they proceed to disagree, over what those-cases 
at? and'what features they have mcompion. Among ethi
cal-sfandpoints, there 4S no-such* thing, as ‘contingenf’ or 
‘relative padfisrn-. A pacifist who makes exceptions is, a 
just war theorist. But.there is another resporlse'availahle to 
the'former: letting evil befall oneself Without trying to 
strike'it down has a value of its own. Moral.pacifists have 
a way of inoculating themselves against mundane retorts 
such as, ‘what abput your own' child?’ or ‘what about the 
Second ’World-War?’ by retreating into a numinous place- 
Openly or'vaguely.they valorise self-abnegatipn; crucifix
ion or some other sacrifite as; held up by religious faith 
—■or,>,to be prfecise, by a particular interpretation of some 
such faith. On this-view, Mohammed Rafiq would have 
acted more virtuously had he remained seated on the floor 
when the murderer stormed in.

There are traces-of moral pacifism indie teachings of 
Bill'McKibben. The first cycle of .the climate movement
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had no leader or figurehead, but^e second had McIQbben, 
a tireless organiser, "an .«lectrifying speaker, a prolific writer 
with moro than a^zen book-length-essays, a novel, an 
autobiography and countless .stirring-snp-eds> under .his 
belt..,Organic intellectual and*-conjurer grassroots 
cartipaignsj he was .a driving force behind theractions 
against •Keystone 2CL,. the'diovemen6.for divestment and 
350.org, .the global,network-overlapping the second and 
third cycles.. Atthe end of the.former, he was dubbed khe 
leading climate activist in the world’. i

In -McKibbeni rendition* of non-violence, “‘there, is-a 
I spiritual insight at. its cote’. That insight is ‘the idea of 

turning the other cheek, of taking on unearned suffering, 
;riie latter a favourite trope of his, borrowed from Martin 

i Luther King}f. According-to the adage from the reverend, 
s%nearned “suffering is. redemptive % For someone* who is 

? t!iot a disciple of this, theology, , the idea can-be hard to 
grasp. Why would it be noble to-subject oneselfko suffer
ing one doesn’t deserve? The claim to oppose evil here 

'pears to tevert into a mystical rejoicing in it, as a sort of 
hapfismal waterfall. More to the^poiiit: how can this he a 

llremisefor combatting the injustices of the climate catas
trophe?. If-McKibben wanted to-, take on-isome .unearned 
suffering, he could apply for citizenship in Dominica, set 
up a plantain andhanana farm and wait for the next hurri- 

* Canfe. If he wished the tedempxion of unearned suffering 
fisr others than himself - presumably the more generous 
attitude - then surely it would be most productive to let 

i global heating run its course unopposed. McKibben
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obviously doesn’t draw these conclusions, which speaks to 
his very great credit,, but sacralisation of unearned suiFer- 
4ng seems, at thedeast, an uAstable plank for this struggle. 
Isn’t suffering unearned by the victims precisely what Is so 
morally jepugnant'about the unfoldingxrisisPJfso, why 
mak^,it,avVirtue?* *

Slipping out of .the -antinomies of moral pacifism, 
however^ is the second version: the strategic one. It,says 
that violence committed by'-^social movements always 
takes them further from 'theit goal. Turhing to- violent 
methods is not so much.wrpng asrimpolitic, ineffective, 
counterproductive poor strategy, in short; non-wolence 
is* hallowed less as a- virtue than as a superior means. 
Although derived from and accented by the* moral sdurce, 
it is: this strategic doctrine that has "gripped the im^ina- 
tion of the movement. McKibhen now prefers to speak of 
non-violence in instrumental terms, as a '‘technology’*'or 
‘techniques the greatest ‘innovation’ of the twentieth 
century; turning the other cheek Is above all ‘the tactically 
sound choice’. But it is XR that has codified the tenet 
most'stringendy. In its own origin story, the Rebellion 
began' with a small group, of people in the UK going to the 
library. Freaked out about unmitigated breakdown, they 
wanted to find a workable strategy for changing the behav- 
iout.of the powers that be, and what they found was ‘the 
civil resistance model’. In the official handbook of the 
Rebellion, Roger Hallam, xofounder and ideologue, spells 
out the creed:
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There are'two T^es of.disruption: violent “and non- 
Violeiit.. Violence is a tradition^'method. It is bril
liant at getting, attentioil and creating chaos'and 
„disruptipn, but it iS-often“disastrous whenitromes to' 
.creating progressive . change. Violences? destroys; 
.democracy and the-xelationships With opppnents 
■N^hich are yitd to creating peaceful outcomes* to 

.socialscouflict.^ The social:science is totally clear on 
this:*violence does not optimize thechance of success-i 
fill, progressive'outcomes. In‘fact, it almost always 
leads tp fascism .and authoritarianism; The alterna
tive, then,'is non-violence.

Kluchas there is scientific consensus that global heating 
the' outcpfne of human deeds^.sCT the sum. total'ofwacial 
|enceand history-"'^ the,studies’—supply .an unambigu- 
is lesson: Tf yoftpractise non-violence, youaremore likely 
succ^d.’ It follows, that .pojpular.mobilisation against 

ipending. extinction ‘has to stay non-violent. As soon as 
>u allow violenc:e into the »mtx, you destroy the diversity 
id community* basis upon which all successful'mass mobi- 
itions arehased.’ Full compliance with this command is 
le number one forall participants’; Rebels arc instructed 
oflFer flowers to the police. McKibben, -for his part, frets 
3ut cracks in the discipline that might allow>adventurers’ 
sproil the movement:, only the purity.and. monopoly of 

m-violence gives it a-fighting chance to'wki.
Such strategic pacifism is deduced from a particular 

not of faith, but of history. It has set the climate
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movement in the global North bubbling and fizzing with 
reference to struggles past. One scholar has temarke'd on 
a whole new wave of comparisons’ infprming its vision, a 
surge in the interest in historical tprei^pedents pepple 
winding against shop^ess odds, great evil suddenly put to 
an-end (-'that can break the hold of apathy. If they could 
prevail,'the reasoning goes, so can we. If they changed the 
world by. all means but viplent ones, so we shall, save it. 
Analogis|n has become a prime mpde of argumentation 
and the main source pf strategic thinking, most visibly in 
XR, the rare organisation thatdefines itself as a result of 
historical study. Note that thp argumenjc ns -not that 
violence would be bad at this particular moment — say, 
because .the level of class struggle, is so»low in the gldbal 
North that adventurist actions would only rebound and 
suppress it further: words that would ne\^er pass XR'lips 
— nor that it might be expedient only under conditions of 
severe repression. Instead, analogist strategic pacifism 
holds thaf violence is bad in all settings, because this is 
what history shows. Success belongs to the peaceful.

The roster of historical analogies begins with slavery. If 
the abolitionists <»uld turh the tables on tfiat nefarious 
institution, so long taken for granted as a natural 4)art of 
modern economies, through boycotts, mass meetings and 
thundering denunciations of iniquity,, then we will do the 
same; just like us, they were first, disparaged as crackpots 
arid unreasonably impatient radicals, until righteousness 
gained the upper handi Morals and strategy here blend. 
Abolition is .conceived as a reprogramming of ethical
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l-h-

C!ddes--'^latiery wentfirorii^fouridation to abomination and 
fossil foels"will go the same way— and the abolitidniSts as 
afitiM with ■'mdfal"force.. Otj^ as-oile Oxford professor 
rntich taksen by-XE?aild-Greta-Tbunberg wrote in 2019^ by 

^ way'df analt)gy;'‘'thfe anti-slavery nlovement'only took'off 
once* white peOpfe in’^Europe" and America be^n ro see 
people of African descent riot as property-blit as people.’

Then thefe SWCte the 'sliffragetteS. They obtained the 
vote for women throrigh-non-wiolent civil disobedience. 
XR^has invdked them aS-role ’models; having shut down 
central tondon in April* 2019, the Rebels earned them- 

■ Sclyes the sobritfuet‘the new suffragettes’. Orie of the most 
avid arrestees, C^ebrgtf Monbiot,-recalled the suffragettes 

ras anfristructive example from** the history researched by 
XR^and applied ‘to the* greatest predicament humanity has 
ever faced’/Ndblest'arid mbst-curinirig of all, however,"was 
Gandhi. McKibberi haS'revislted the history of the twen
tieth century and‘Concluded that the mahatma is the one 
figure of that age Who can still speakm ris: ‘I’m not sure I 
can think of a politics other than Garidhi’s that offers 
much prorriise.’ The mahatma not oiily drove the British 
from India but ^single-handedly launched the attatk ‘on 
die legitimacy of'colbhialism'the world around’, and if he 
could achieve all of this with'his ahimsa, then we have a 
template for our times. Gandhi wasf'the Eiristein of nbn- 
violence, ‘our Scientist of the human spirit, our engineer 
of political* courage’; McKibben has described how he 
returned from a trip to-India early-in the century with 
Gandhi on the brairf'and* rolled up his sleeves to tackle
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Ae climate crisis. In 2019, the inahatmas naipe ohoe 
agaia floated through squares and intersections in London 
and other European cities. Nqt- tof forget'the US. civil 
rights mpvement;^;perhap;s the most conipelling analogy,

in^ltilj. yivid,i the 'traditioa unbroken,^ die;-package ,of 
tactics fainlltar,* and esteemed. . .,fi *
4 ; And then'there are,-the eVents*of more recept history, 
begintting .With? the -yictpry over apartheid,-, pn analogy 
particularly popular in conjunction with divestment. ‘Jlist 
as aparjheid, was the nioral isSue- of the. kte twentieth 
century ‘climate change" is the, nioral -issue qf our tihit’, 
'MdKibben hals said,, alluding to suffering in nomwhite 
pdriphferies of the world, and "‘the sanje kind pf .tactic is 
what’s, necessary to face it’. As apartheid .was vanquished^ 
so the fossil fuel indfistry.will be. Andihen-there followed, 
just' around the time, when Nelson Mandela'»was jeteased 
fromr prison, the revolt -against Margaret Thatcher’s 
proposed pblLtax — the XR handbook devotes one chapter 
to it: ordinary people writing letters, t^efusing to pay the 
tax,-volunteering to go to jail — and then the fall of Slobodan 
Milosevk.and the “toppling of Hosni Mubarak on Tahrir 
Square, all bequeathing the, moral of strict non-violence as 
the royal road to climate stabilisation, all underpinning the 
strategic pacifism that is. utterly hegemonic in the move
ment. How should this narrative be'assessed?

A comprehensive appraisal is beyorid the scope of this 
text. But there' is 'perhaps some value in a quick glance
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back at whafniakes tip th^catnori. Slavery was not abol
ished* by conscientious white ^people gently “disassembling 
theinstitiltion: 'Ihelfnpulset'o-subvertSt sprang; o£course^ 
froth the. enslaved-*African^, themselveff,- arid' they^'vtery 

frarely:possessed-the option* of noh-'O^iOlent civil xlisobedi^ 
ence;.'staging a'sit-in orfthe-fieltf or boytojting the^fdod 

> offered by the master could only hasten theft d^th- From 
Nanny of -the Mafoons- to Nat. Turner, collective action 
gainst slavery perforce* took onthe character of’Violent 
resistance. The -first- sweeping^ emancipation of slaves 
occurred in the Haitian Revolution - hardly-a bloodless 

-affair.'As some recall slavery'in theHS was-terminated by 
. a*cmFwar,“ whose* death toll still remains close to* the 
f a^fegate from all other military tOnflicts the country has 
*;bcen“embroiled iruTf there was one white abolitionist who 
I helped‘precipitate’thausHowdOwn, it was John BrOwn, 
with his afmed raids On the^ plantations and^ armouriesi 

^^Talld Talld Talk!’ he exdainjed-after yet Another-’conven- 
s tion of a pacifist abolitionist'society. ‘That will'never free 
'Ae slaves!'Whatls needed is action - action.’

^JC^ailld slavery have ended without the slaves and their 
.’fllies-fighting back? The-schplar whfthas most ambitiously 
^fought to downplay* die ‘causal impact-of slave revolts, 
j^rtuguese historian Joao Pedro-Marques, has met with a 

irrage mf criticisms from mother-specialists in the field, 
pne of the'-most prominent, Robin -Blackburn, has 
Retorted that the very notion of slavery as unethical 

harmful to. the slaves, whOm the masters -wished to 
portray as happy and dodle - originated in- the acts of
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^plosive* refusal: Even .the most pacifisf Quakers pointed 
to the revolt^^ as ptpoCof tfie horrors of the peculiar insti
tution. ‘There was^a curhulative character to anti-slaver)^ 
in the “age of abolition” Blackbulrn writes: a .Steadily, 
riSjog ride pf discontent .and'.discomforj:, sent off;bylthe 
quakes.,0ti'the plantations. ^ranted,-ampng.a hoSt pfother 
fectors,}thoefForts of peritioner^^detnonsttatprs and le^s- 
latojs contributed tp the ending ofslavety, but to reduce 
the process to fheir.eflFQrts*^ or even,to make them the gist 
of the stcyy—is about as accurate as the'belief that yoga is 
the sole dath’to. human happiness. - , ^

The suffragettes are instructive. Thqir tactic.of'chpice 
was property destruction. Decades of patient pressure on 
Parliapient to give women , the vote had yielded nothing, 
andisoiin 19.03rimder the slogan ‘Deeds not wprdsi, the 
Women’s- Social .and Political Union, was founded. Five 
years later,- twp WSPU members undertook the first mili
tant action: breaking windowpanes.in thd pritne ministers 
residence. One of them told the* poliqe she would bring a 
bomb, the next time. Fed up with their own fruitless depu-, 
tations to-Parliament, the suffragettes soon specialised in 
‘the argument of the broken pane’, sending hundreds of 
well-dressed women down streets to smash every window 
they passed: Jn the most concentrated volley, in March 
1912, Emmeline Pankhurst and her crews brought much 
of central London to a standstill by shattering'the fronts 
of jewellers, silversmiths, Hamleys toy shop and dozens of 
other businesses. They also, torched letterboxes around the 
capital. Shocked Londoners saw pillars filled with paper
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^Ifowing 'up flames, ,tke wdrk of some activist having 
th'ro^nflntapjffCel soaked irl kerosene and a lif match. The 
civil resistahce.model? More-like the hiethods envisioiied 
inpLanchester’s paradox. - *

>’Militanfcy \Vas'4t the core of saffragette idehtity: ‘To he 
militant-in sdme.'form, or-other, is a moral* obligation-, 
PaTflkhurst lectured.‘It is a duty'which every woman will 
owe her own-conscience atld-self-rCspect, to'^ivCmen who 

' are Jess fortunate th^ she is‘herself, 'and to all who are to 
corne after heiC’ The latest full-body portrait-of the move
ment, Diane Atkinson’s Rise Up, Women!, gives'an ency
clopaedic listing of militant-actions: suffragettes forcing 
fhe'-prinie minister ouf of his car- and dousing him with 

I pepper, hurling a- §tone atiT:he fanlight 'above Winston 
i Gfiurchill’s doof,.sefting upiAi stafuesand paintings'with 
I hammers arid axes, plalitirig'bombs on sitelv aloflg thC 
^ rotites of- royal visits, fighting policemen with staves,
“ charging against hostile politicians with dogwhips, break- 
i big die windo^vs in prison cells. Such deeds Went hand in 
l^hand with nSass mobilisation. The suffragettes prit up 
: flaammoth rallies, ran their own presses,-Went on hunger 
ffeikes::deploying the gam‘tit-of non-violent and militant 
rSEtion.

After- the hope of attaining the vote by constitutional 
leans Was dashed once more in-early 1913, the move- 

'■lEient switched'gears. In a systematic ‘campaign-of-arson, 
suffragettes set fire to or blew'up villas, tea pavilions, 

boathouses, hotels, haystacks, Chutchesj post offices, aque- 
"■ducts,'theatres and a liberal- range of other targets around
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.die country. Ovpr.the course of a year an4 a half^the 
WSPU claimed responsibility for 337 such attacks. 
culprits were*apprehepded. Not a sifigle life was lost; <^nly 
empty buildings were set ablaze. Ipie .sufiragettes took 
great pains to avoid injuring people. But they considfered 
the situation urgent ehpugh to juAify incendiarism votes 
fQi; women, P^nkhurst explained, syere of .such pressing 
importance that we had to4ispre<dit the Government and 
Parliament in the eyes of the world; lye had to spoil.English 
sports, hurt businesses, destroy valuable property, demor
alise the world of society, shame thochurches, upset the 
whole orderly conduct of life!. Some Ittaoks probably 
went unclaimed. One historiau/suspects -that the; suffra
gettes were hehind one of the *mpst‘spectacular blazes'of 
the period: a fire in a Tyneside coal wharf, in which -the 
facilities for loading coal were copipletely gutted. Thpy 
did,, however, claim responsibility for the burning of 
motor cars and a steam yacht.

The incon^rtlence of Gandhi ‘has a different slant. 
Anyone who sees in-him a paragon should pick up Kathryn 
Tidricks masterful biography of the mahatma. During his 
tiitie, living in South,Africa, he found his British masters 
marching off to the Boer War — and ran after, begging 
them to enlist him and his fellow Indians. A few years 
later, the British ^Lgain paraded out to the provinces, now 
to the Zulus who rebelled against oppressive taxes and.had 
to be flowed and mass executed into submission, and 
again Gandhi asked to serve. To his disappointment, he 
was taken on only as a stretcher-bearer and nurse on' both
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ocpdsions, but in-his aut;obiography he claimed his share 
of fnaxtial.glory by arguing that medical staff arc as indis
pensable* to war -as a^y sol4iers on the front. ‘Qahdhi 
famously resisted any use of violepice.’, runs the standard 
characterisation, hern’ll^ thd words»,of yet another writer 
who, thinks die climate movement should model itself on 
the maljatma^ Did he? Perhaps the Boer and Zulu episodes 
were youthful blunders?*

Hardly had,, the first-World War broken oii't-before 
Gandhi offend up -to .the Empire himself arid as ijiany 
hidians as he cpuld*dispose of. In early 1918,'pertain 
movements were busy trying to end the slatighter,-agitat
ing fbf soldiers tq desert and turn against, their generals, 
at which’-point Qandhi decided that more Indiins^had to 
be‘thrown into thfe'trenphe§. ‘If I became your tecriiiting 
agent-in-chief, I mighr-r^in-menpnyou,h'd'flatteredfhe 
viceroy, promisjilg another h^lf millidn Indian men^on 
top of the one ’million already in regiments pr grave- 
yards^ leaving novstbne in the countryside unturned in 
his search for,eager,.volunteers (few showed up, which he 
coifsidered a profoundly humiliating;setback). In these 
reerpitment drives; the mahatma pursued a logic of-sorts. 
As long as Indians were effeihinate andr weaky;,the British 
would never consider* them equals and, grant-them, inde
pendence; ,to recuperate their* manhood and strength, 
they had to bepome brothers-iri-arms. Gandhi s strategy 
for national liberation never — this is true — condoned 
violence against the British, but it did include violence 
with them.
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. As'for*the former type,,Gandhi mightllj^ disapproved 
of the poltulahviolenCe dgainst iheBiritisK occupation that 
seemdd to Sccoinjjany mass actions as slirely-as' exhalatidn 
fdlldws d deep* breath. After'setting up'campSigns for s&^- 
a^aha, eWgaging* Indians in. moA-coopdratidh and 
ttfs^hfeakiAg'drt rAisse*-he’would receive^ Word»of cit)wds 
^bAtagiAg' transport system's, cutting telegrkph #ires, 
burning shops, breaking fntd police stations ahd attacking 
constabtilaries. Ho was'iluniinoxdd and livid“ever|>^tirAe. 
He likewise, frowned^ upon ahti-fosci^t' ’fesiStance. In 
Ndvembef 4938; in the /after Ktistallnacht, the 
mahatmd published'ah'OpOii fottet to the Jews ofGerrhany 
e^Ofrtihg’them.tfct^ick to the'principles of non-Vidlence 
and'to. delight 4n the tdsults. ^Suffering voluntarily undef- 
gone will bring them'an inner> strength*, and joy.^ In thu 
case;of wat^'Hider rtiightimplerAeritV general ihassacre of 
the JeWs’,‘ but"'Uf the Jdwish rnind ‘cOuld’ be. prepared for 
.Afolunlary Suffering, 'even"die‘'rnasskcre'I "have imagined 
could be turned Into', a* day Of thanksgiving’, fof ‘to the 
^dd.‘fearing,.death‘haLS“no.tetr6h-If is a joyful sleep . 'Facing 
objections, Gandhi .had to clarify his'comrrientS'and add 

•subsidiary'ar^ment's*— Jews have never mastered the art 
of non-violence,' if only they* could take on their sufierintg 
with courage, even ‘the stoniest-German “heart will melt’' 
-^indeed; ‘I plead-formore sufferiifg^and still more till the 
rneltiAg. has become' visible fO the naked eye’ (January 
1939). In any case, '‘thfe “rUethod of violence gives no 
greater guarantee than that of non-violence. It gives Infi- 
nitely’less.’

How'to'Bldw Up a PipeJihe
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The plth^pf no'n-violdnpe, in Gapdhi s philosophy, was 
5 abstention from sdyual intercourse: the soul, would i;each 
exalted heights only if |t learned tp crucify the^ileshj In 

c the piid^t pf njas^ ^niobjjiSation irf 192G, he directed all 
Indies' to, go, celibate until further potipe. Best, ail 
would l?e.if ljupianity as .a“whole,pegSed,to copulate; then 

I the»gpecies would transmogrify into something holier. It 
” fiallqwed'diat orph^kges* were .unsound ipstitptions;‘arti

ficially keeping aliye babies bprn outofie^jcessivedust and 
thereby awarding uncles •liying.-Hospitals fiad the ^ame 

f rfect of propagating sin. Disease, in the Gandliiapwiew, 
results from irhpurity and must be allowed to do its4eans- 

;ing work, and the ^same goes for extreme weather and 
^eartfiquaices: with unusual consistency, the mahatma 
i preached'that, victim^ pf such events Jiad if coming. .‘Rain 
!k^physicaLphenpmenon;it isno.doubttelatedto human, 
happjness and unhappines§; if so, how pould it fail to be 

^related to his [tic] good and bad deeds?’ One could descend 
I considerably deeper into this rabbif hole.

Over his ,lifej Gandhi’s political compass gyrated 
wildly, the steady magnet being his view of himself as ‘the 

fpre-ordained and 'potentially divine world saviour’, in
■ Tidrick’s summary. The fact that this man can emerge as 
anTcon of the climate .movement -mot to meption ‘our

^scientist of tfie human spirit’ — attests to the depth ofthe
■ regression tin political consciousness between the twenti- 
sfeth and the twenty-first century. If the,movement,needs*a
lodestar from the past, it might as well choose the Sudanese 
Mahdi, Nostradamus, Rasputin or Sabbatai Zevi. Needless
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tomass, mobilisations led by thd‘Indian National 
Congress had impressive feature’s,“and the Sdlt March ^d 
the •withdta'^al df cooperation with Britisfi authorities' 
^enNUSpiratiofi down the‘agCs. ‘But to attribute indcpend- 
drfcfe“€o‘them: exclusively is, once again,-to' loOk at hisfoiy 
-v^iti# bufe^yb.-‘'S&b^tfern. viokncC marked-tlte route W 
ludiij Jfifdmrthe mtttiny of 1857 to that of i946;'wheh the 
Britislf finally'packeduipian'd left, a-wdrld war had intef- 
veUed'and drained‘the Empire'of its strength: these weire^ 
the years'" when deColdfiisation s^ept the'globe". The selec- 
tidtf of sdiyagraha aS the take-away fUom that process serves' 
oTtil)Spreserit Wishes and'bia:ses.-How did Algeria get free? 
Aitgola? GuiUea-Bissau? Kenya? Vietnam? Ireland?- 
- The-civil 'rights Utoverfient is a better case for the paci

fist ajr^nlent.'The-hlb'ntgdUlery bus boycott,-the. lunch 
counter sit-ins, the Birtningham- 'offensive,' the Selftia to^ 
MoUtgomery marches and dther 'hon-tiolenf -actions 
rfeallydid upend sCgregationln the South, showing African 
Aftiericans a way to improve their lives and raising their 
co'nsCioUsness to irreversible heights; As tactics for imme
diate gains and mass- participation,‘‘'they were far more 
effective than their reflexive’ detractors ^ among fheni- 
•Malcolm X — would allow. Indeed, so well did they work 
that soine folks resolved to protect them with guns. In 
This Nonviolent Stuff'll Get You Killed, Charles E. Cobb Jr., 
hinlself a former field secretary-for the Student NOnviolenf 
Coordinating Committee tSNCC), tells the history of 
how'the civil rights movement was girdled with armed 
protection. In the Deep South, rural African American
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I communlties,had developed a Ipng tradition of stavipg qff 
murderpus^ as^ault;s with weapons; ‘vyhen tte. movement* 
took root kild jbpgap to .deliver concrete -benefits^ if/ace4' 

f th^ sair\e threat t;osphys;^.survival. ,Klansmen and:other 
; white* 5upr^piacists;yir5ul4,.?urtound, movement b^es- in 
the nigljt,‘<a$sjissiriate actiyi^ts, amb.ush marches and seek 
to drown the budding civil"rights in bipod,. ToP much sya^ 
"on.,the lipe fpr. black cotnniunjties ,to‘let that happen.*

; Hepce they produced stockpiled guns, refiirbished napye- 
n>ent. leases ‘freedpm houses’ - into, yeritable foijifica- 

rtions, provided armed escorts for field sepretaries! from 
' ShJCC apd CQRE, organised armed carayans to*and-ffom 
5 mass, meetings, Guns in hand, -black people phased,away 
fKlapsmen in the. night, guarded picket lines ffpm a 
distance,..accompanied marphes andwpter registrations* 

?not in opposition to. but in unison With the civil, jrights. 
■ movement. Conunitted pacifists firom the North tended 
; to, adapt to these realities. Even the reverend did: .visiting 
i Martin LpthenlQng in his parsonage, soon after his home 
had beefi 'bombedi. a journalist was .about to sink into an 
armchair vjhen hp Was alerted to a couple of loaded guns 

i on it. ‘Just Cor self-defence J King explained.
‘What is the, best way tQ resist?’ Jhis was, in Cobb’s 

account, the question African Americans ^ked- them- 
sejyes during the civil rights struggle. Nop-violppt civil 
disobedience caught on because it wprked - better .than 
the alternatives, 'such as guerrilla yrarfare against the 
state. — "and'Was appreciated prepisely as a tactic, rather 
than as a* creed or a doctrine. With such an approach to
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^oii-^ioleAce, deviations'camfe naturally. Thd best way to 
'resist' in some circumstantes (on- a bridge”' patrolled by 
police) Volild bot be-^e-best in'others'(Klansmen enclf- 
cliiig- a hbuse).- ‘From' the beginning’, Cobb affirnls, ‘the 
linfe between armed s6lf-'defense,Jmd the non-viblent asser- 

‘tioii of'civil rights was blurred^ and'it%as efeti'*m6fe 
blurred ih the wider*picture.
* The civil rights fnovenient advanced throUgh a'spirited 
intei^lay with other AfricaO Arhericari'currents. The burst 
of laws enacted to ensure the rights of black people ih the 
1960s was not entirely its ovE^h doing,’the shared honour 
particularly evident' for the Civir'Rights* Acr of 1964, 
c’entreptece nf.'the new l^islation. Why did the federal 
government meet the long-standing demands of Martin 
Luther Kihg and his peers at this ’monfent? The turning 
point came at'the Birmingham offensive ih 1963. When 
the Sit-ins, khedl-ins and jail-ins againSt segregation in the 
city landed Kihg in a'*prison‘cell, the first rocks and botdes 
flew. After two 'white supremacist bombings, the distur
bances sped into the premier black urban riot of the era, 
with rovihg crowds asSiiling polite officers and' smashing 
property; for the first time,-federal troops were sent m to 
quell such an eruption. From his c:ell. King could now 
Signal a warning: if the demands of his movement were 
not met, othef, mote mehacing forces vvbuld arise. If the 
ehannel of non-violence remained closed, ‘millions of 
Negroes, “out of frustration and -despair, will seek solace 
and security'in bla'ck nationalist ideologies’ 4nd then ‘the 
streets of the South 'virould be flowing with floods of
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blood’. .I^Jow this, scenario oirdled the blood »of the 
Kennedy administration. Men who had* the president’« ear 
began td bombard him with the advice that unless major 
concessions were",made, public order would break down. 
Absent swift results, ‘Negroes unquestionably'wilMook to 
untried and perhaps less .responsible leaders’ - tiotably 
Malcolm X - and,before this spectre,-the federal govern
ment acquiesced. The civil,rights movement won the Act 
of 1964 becatise it.had a radical flank that made it appear as 
a lesser,ei/il in the eyes of state power.

That flank was associated with black violence, ever an 
incubus of the white American psyche. In the classical 
sthtiy of the .radical flank effect. Black Radicals and the 
Civil Ri^ts Mainstream, 1954—1970, Herbert H. Haines 
recaps the, dialectic: ‘Nonviolent direct action struck at 
the heart of powerful politi<:al interests because could so 
easily turn to violence.* The result rwas federal action 
designed to make, further protest unnecessary.’ And 
Birmingham, of course, was only the beginning: a few 
years later, the cities of the-North were aflame ^ more than 
one thousand businesses damaged or destroyed in Newark 
alone in 1967; 313 tiots natiofiwide in- the* first- eight 
months of 1968 — and again the government tried to stem 
the tide by-throwing fresh laws at the movement, such as 
the Civil, Rights* Act of 1968 banning racial discrimina
tion in housing, passed amid the. roar of sirens and crash
ing screens. Property destruQtion was a- particularly 
distressing prospect. If the cities burned,, ‘the.white man’s 
Companies will have to take'the losses’, whined one close
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adviser to Kennedy ^d Johnson. Over the course of the 
1950s ahd ’60s, * the benchmark of moderation shifted 
rapidly, as the-radical's of yesteryear the civil rights lead
ers “who incited people*to bfrfak thfe law — came to look 
ifeasonable and restrained. Next to the rhreat of black 
revolution.- Blaclc Power, th^ Black ^Panther Party, black 
guerrilla.grotips integration seemed a-tolerable price ”to 
pay. Without 'Malcolm^ X;. there might not have been 'a 
Martin'Luther KiOgtandwice^Versa). , '

The theory, of thertadical flank effect-h^s application 
far beyond the African 4mefican struggle. Thfe hisfo^ of 
working-class politips in twentieth-dentury western 
Europe serves as an- .illustrative example.* The vote, .the 
eight-*hour working day, the rudiments of4 welfare state 
— the progress made by the reformist labour movement 
would have been inconceivable without the hank to the 
left and east of,it. In the words of Verity. Burgmann, ‘the 
history of social-movement activity suggests that reforms 
are* more likely-to be achieved when-activists behave in 
extremist, even confrontational ways. Social movements 
rarely.achieve .everything they want, but they secure 
important partial victories’ when one wing, flanking the 
rising .tide in the mainstrekiU, prepares to blow the'status 
quo sky-high.

Now this provides food for thought to the climate 
movement. The fact that (as of this writing) it has not 
engendered a single riot or wave of property destruction 
would be taken as a sign of strength by the strategic paci
fists, proof of correspondence with their ideal. But could
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it‘not also be seen as |Jie opposite — as a failure to attain 
social depth, articulate the antagonisms that rua through 
this crisis and-, not the least,^acquire a tactical asset? Does 
this movement possess, a radical flank? Greta Thunberg 
might well be the climate equivalent of Rosa Parks, an 
inspiration she has acknowledged and oftea been 
compared, to. But she is not (yet),,.an Angela .Davis.■or a 
Stokely Carmichael*.

Selective memory applies to-South Africa too. It took 
more than divestment to bring down apartheid. It also 
to6k more than civit disobedience: in the '1950s and early 

i ’60s, the'African National Congress (ANC) experimented 
"with bus boycotts, strikes, pass-burning, campaigns to 
’ refuse segregation in trains and post ofiices and found that 
they invited liftle else than overwhelming repression^ After 
the Sharpeville massacre in 1960, the-ANC* leaders real
ised that they had to ratchet up the pressure and formed 

-Umkhonto we Sizwe, the Spear of the Nation, or MK. It 
was Nelson Mandela who pushed for the reorientation: 

j‘Our policy to achieve a non-racial state by non-violence 
i has* achieved nothing’, and so, we will have to reconsider 
lour 'tactics. In my mind we are closing a chapter on this 
question of a non-violent policy.’ Having won over his 
colleagues .to the new line, Mandela was appointed first 

if-commander of the MK.

Our strategy was to make selective forays gainst 
military installations, power plants, telephone lines 
and transportation links; targets that would not only
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hamper-the, military efFectivendss of the state, but 
frighten National Party supporters, scare- away 

" foreign capital; and weaken the economy. This we 
hoped would bring'the government tcT the bafgain- 

"Trig table. Strict instructions were .given to members 
*"of the MK that wetvould'tountenance cfoUOss of life.

. But if. sabotage did not "produce, the results we 
wahted, we were prepared to move on to the next 
stage:.guerrilla warfare and terrorism'.

Sabotage remained thcemain^mOdus operandi,of the 
MK. Rather like the suflfagettes, the commandO'.‘units 
crossing the borders into apartheid land .struck against 
property ^ thingsdike-elecjrio pylons and‘power stations. 
The actions had ;3.. rousing effect on-the masses of .the 
townships,-who sawTn them evideiAce that resistance'was 
possible and' streamecf into, the ANC. Songs, slogaits, 
dances and other .isymbolic acts celebrating the MK 
suffused the mobilisation against apartheid into the 1980s, 
when the ANC captured its strategic doctrine in the 
formula of‘the hammer of armed struggle" on the artvil of 
mass action. There is not much for strategic pacifism to 
draw on here.

. Reaching the days of Margaret Thatcher^s pnll tax, one 
must ask if there is a little censoring angeL sitting on. the 
shoulder of the strategic pacifist and instructing him in 
the ways of redaction. As everyone who has ever heard of 
the tax knows; the revolt culminated in mass riots in 
London that killed it off. That XR can devote an entire
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cHaptdr .xo this .struggle without mentioning: this occur- 
: rence. is indicative ■of.the psychology jof strategic pacifism: 
sk is an.jexercise in active repressioni None, of-the'above is 
: ne-ws,or information hard tor come by^.'Ihe bloodletting in 
^ihe slave-revolts andthe^hlS civil,war,.the militancy of the 
^ suffragettes,' Gtandhi’ssdevotion to-theimperial-army, the 

rmed protection, and .radical -fl^nk cif the, civil rights 
[ movement,, the-Spear lof'the Nation — .this is. all in the 
’public domain. And yet-strategic pacifism, adduces .these 
Isequences of struggle to admonish the climate movement 
lagainst any‘aberration from non-violence. It is a mixture 
|bf cant and forgerp It reneges on its promise to treat civil 

lisobedience as a tactic— something you do because it 
iWorks well, which implies openness to reassessment. If 
Ihbrl-violence is not to:be treated as a-holy covenantsor rite, 
then one mustiadopt the. explicitly.anti-Gandhian>:posi* 
ion.pf Mandela; ‘I cadledffor. non-violent protest for.asr 
mg as it was effective’,- as- ,‘a tactic that.should beaban^ 

|doned when it no longer worked.’ Strategic pacifisrri turns 
lis method info a-fetish, outside of history, unrelated to 

Ittme. ’ =
The logic of the-comparisons would instead have to be 

|inverted. It would need to sap admittedly, violence 
loccurred in the struggle against .:slayery,< against -male 

lonopoly on the vote,-against British and other colonial 
loccupations, agmnst apartheid, against'the poll fax, hut 

be struggleagainst-fassilfuels is of a wholly different charac- 
tter and will sucjceed^only on condition of utter peacefulness. 
iBut ’Would there -be convincing reasons for such a
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.position?* Is 'the root.^;system .of fossil fuels within- the 
prevailing'.orderso shallow that-they canhe extracted with 
smaller ’effort than any of those other ills? Are th^ not 
entwined with overbearing" pother and fabulous profit? 
^houldrwe expect’there to be less friction, less conflict in 
/A«.transition,.in which^emissionssmust go-from balloOn- 
ing.jto ^ro? Do out experiences solar tell'us that we can 
accomplish this without ever having to contemplate other 
methods,' or what exactly sets thexlimate apart from those 
other crises? If the-analogies ar^ taken seriously —rnid- this 
emergency ,should4ndeed*rank. alongsidC'^slavery of apart
heid — the conclusion" would seem to tend* towards the 
opposite. Burin some respects, this emergency is worse.

It could be’argiied’that humanity has never faced a situ
ation like this before, and'so comparisons with the past 
■are void. There is some truth in this. The structure of the 
sclimate problem* diverges from’the analogues the move
ment likes to cite." Eossil fuel combustion is not a system 
for keeping a racially defined population in captivity and 

whipping the maximum amount of labour out of its 
bodies. One factor, that madrthe Kennedy administra
tion cave inm thexivil rights movement‘was the'embar
rassment of cops brutalising demonstrators -before roll
ing-cameras, a prickdn ihemoral superiority that the US 
claimed iii.the Cold War - a factor of a specific time, not 
to be conflated with the 2020s. Every conjuncture 
described above h^d.concrete determinants not in-place 
today. Most crucially, fossil .fuels- are dot a political
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arrangement like limited franchise or pasS laws': they and 
the technologies they^ower are productive forces imbri
cated in certain property relation's. At this level, of 
dbstraction, the analogy with slavery does have some 
pertinence, as Mdxine Burkett has suggested ^ enslaved 
people-were 4lsb ^productive forces, used in a tremen
dously destructive fashion, embodying gigantic .Capital 
that had fo be'liquidated. MoredVer, as climate scientist- 
cttm-activist James Hinsen has argued, fossil fuels, like 
slavery, cannot be the object of compromises;' no one 
.w;olild consider reducing slavery by 40 per cent or 60 per 
cent. All of it must go.

Gi\fen that fossil fuels are this kind of thing, the 
toppling bf dictators makes for poor parallels. Roger 
Hallam of XR holds up the image ofthousands of demon- 
stratbrs flowing into a-squarcto demand the departure of 
a tyracnt. ‘The arrogance of the-authorities leack them' to 
overreact, and the people - approxiibately 1-3 per cent of 
the pbpulationds'ideal - will rise up and bring down the 
regime. Its very quick; around one br two weeks on aver
age; Bang: suddenly its over. Unbelievdble; but it happens 
that way.’ Clearly it woht happen that way; fossil fuels will 
not be 'abolished in a week or two (nor WasT slavery)..It 
won’t conclude in miraculous fashion, because fossil fuels 
^e‘ not a rickety siiperstructure like the regime of Slobodan 
Milosevic swept away by the blow from people who aspire 
to basic freedoms shared by most everyone else. Business- 
asrusual is not a sideshow to bourgeois democracy,'a relic 
frotn an authoritarian age.that requires correction - it is
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material form of contemporary Capitalism, neither 
mote nor less.

And,yet*the ‘civil resistance model’ -b based onmfive-! 
njents,/or pushing digtatprsj more precisely as they ha^e 
beeq.' construed -in , Wl>y Civil Resistdnc/^ Wofks hy Fyira 
Ghenpweth ^4 J.- .Steph'aq,* the Jbook ^thp' XR
fpqnders-.ppred over in-.the-library; a,catechism i){ strate^ 
gie “paigifism. ^Cheqowetb' afid §tephan place autocracy 
and foreign occupation iq oqe cpfqer and democracy 
aqd iqdeperidencg'. iq the other. 4Iheq they classify 
Cqiqpaigns/or transitioning ftcyn.die fojmer.to the latter 
as* either violent pr nonrvioleAt. Compiling mote .than 
3P.0 cases iq a.database, the bulk concerned lyith derqoct 
racy, they conclude that non-violence is,tv^ce qs likdy to 
succeed.- P^esfiniafis yrent violent, :SlQveqians ^stayed 
noq-violent; the former .failed vviheresthedatter .succeeded, 
^e lessoq for activists seems-, crystali clears ‘and is the 
Source. ,of the -XR comqifmdments-.

Behind the .sheen of arithmetic rigour, however, 
Gheno\yeth-and Stephan exhibit,theusuaJ>p,missiQns and 
suppressions. They parade the campaigq,.-^gainst,,Sytiaq 
presence iq Lebanon iq 2005 as an instance of noq-viplent 
triuniph^but say nothing about the struggle by Hezhollqh 
and Other guerrillas -tp -dislodge,, the incomparably more 
brutal and entrenched Israeli occupation; the fad pf the 
Nepalese monarchy is ascribed tp eivU serenity, the Maoist 
insurgency left oqt; anti-apartheid is categorised a$ non- 
yiolent...Even nonrvioleqce. against Hiderfs depicted ^as 
n;rore successful than yioieqt resistance, a sleight pf hand
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hln«trud Gaiidhian-spirit.'Tllis comparisdn-bf-applfeTand 
i I6ranges from history is designed to drive home the message 
^«haf "as sodir- as* activists go Violeiit, they cut their Own 
^ throats^ explaining disparatte Outcomes -^Vvhy Sloveiiia is«a' 
^demoti^cy aild Palestine iS still occupied - and CfiFcctively 
; turning activists-into omnipotent agents in- caasal chains, 
i The analOgism" drawn from GhetiOWeth and Stephan and 
turned intef the XR-model is n*Ot quite the intellectual' 
bedrock.

On the other hand, it Could be argued that while thte 
clifnate crisis.departs from all thatcam'e before it,,we have 

i no Other” experiences to falhback oh than those gained in 
dissimilar- stfUggles,"* sudl as agaiiist dictatorships. And 
long-lived autocracies can-attain a rigidity and irflrfiutabil- 

- ity rCmiriiscent of the'fossil ecbnorfiy. SO'we" might loOk at 
one Case of cardinal importance to> 'Cherioweth and' 
Stephan/ Iran.’They seek to»*eatablish the incompatibility 
between violence and mass mobiliSatiOh as a universaldaw, 
and the revolution that knocked down the Shah was 
ihdfeed ohe'Of the most popular in history,’direedy eng^- 
ing an'estimated 10 per cent of the population - compared 
with, for Sample; thel per cent that participated'in the 
overthrow of the Soviet Union. Incidentally, the run-up to 
the'departure of the Shah had some felfern'ents reminiscent 
of recent climate "mobilisations: demonstrations recurring 
at” filed intervals ih the calendar, drawing* eVSr-larger 
crowds; widening and intensifying strikes (including 
among oil Workers)';' occupations’ of key sites (suCh as 
factories and palaces). What tipped the balance? In the
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story cpnstriicted by Chenoweth and Stephan, radical 
Iranians firSt sought to defeat the Shah by means of armed 
struggle in the 1970s,-notably through the Marxist guer
rilla, grqup known as„the Fedaiyan, and failed dismally. 
Btit ^hen they switched t6 pon-violence, they reached 
i;hdr goal in AQ tipi?. , «.

The problem is that this sounds, once again, more like 
a,piprnihg prayer .than an account of what happened. The 
most detailed exmnt. chronicle of the process, Mjs^^gh 
Parsas Social Origins^ of the Iranian Revolution, delineates a 
torrent of popular onslaughts rising so high aa to eventu
ally submerge the Shah regime, from Mazandaran in the 
north, to Mashhad, in the east. Having sustained-attacks 
frorp rhe arirty, goyernrijent thugs, the civil police and the 
secret police known as SAVAK for mpnths, the mobilised 
masses aggressively struck back at the armedrforces’ in. the 
autumn of 1978. In*Amol, they equipped theras,elves,with 
bows and poisoned arrows^ overwhelmed the .garrisons 
and seized their weapons; in Dezful, they dropped bags of 
sand on patrolling soldiers, who were thep jumped upon 
and disarmed; in Hamadui> they burntdowp government* 
buildings until the city ‘came to resemble an ancienf rpih; 
in the capital Tehran, hundreds of such, buildipgs and 
banks were-on fi^e by early November. In Ahvaz, manag
ers of US oil companies were shot or had their cars set 
alight.- From Kermanshtth in the west to Kerman in the 
south, ftu-ious crowds laid siege to SAVAK offices, tore 
down statues of the Shah, stprmed the homes of regime 
officials, took over dries ancTdefended them against thugs;
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having stocked up on arms plucked from the epemy, the 
revolcitionjlries fqriiiqd tnyriad militia^. Tho Fedaiy^ 
rushed forth,and pouticed txpon polige stations, military 
trucks,, gfewdarmeries. Bpt most of the violence'of the 
crowds 'W^as-directed at property, not at people’. AlLof this 
stfrged higher arid highet in tandem with‘a general-s.trike 
Cripplirtg productioti arid mass deftlonStrations - several 
tnjHions on ,the 'march-by December* - patalysing die 
streets.‘By^F^bfuary=1979, a‘situation,of dual powenhad 
dfftierged, with tem'ntots of the regime cliriging "ontd 
power through thfc'milit^.-kt "Chit-point, tiommandos 
from -the Fedaiyari joined mutinous- air force* cadets arid 
‘bfbke the-dfeadlotk ithtough an armeddnsufre£tiort’*, in 
the wOrds of Asef Bayap ptpetninent scholar of the-Ifanian 
Revolutiop. It "v^astat this pOint the forces of the Shah were* 
routed. A'moftient of mass euphoria* supervened. <* 

Some chapters frohi this story Were re-scripted for 
Tahrir Sq'uare, which, since the eighteen days in the spring 
of 2011, has entered strategic-pacifist lore as one more 
proof of peace power. But the millions of Egyptians did 
not reach that square "by offering flowers to the police. On 
the decisive 'Friday of Anger, 28 'January, they picked up 
gas canisters, pieces rif pavements’ and other 'projectiles 
and fought their way diroUgh the dense cordons--across 
the bridges to Tahrir - a confrontation tharturtied peace
ful protesters Into violent prOte'sters who defeated the riot 
police out of-riecOSsity and despair’, tO' quote M. ’Cherif' 
B^siguni’s hefry Chronicle of the Egyptian Revdlution and 
Its .Aftermath. Of the eighteen days it' took to expel
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Mubarajc, the „thrqe first might possibly, coimt sis non
violent. During the remainder, at least one-fourth of the 
.country’s“police stntihns - over .50 per cent in Cairo, over 
60 in Alexandria — were packed. The national tally of 
dempli^hed polio? yehides. reached 4,000., The effect ,of 
tfiis^detpnation ojfmass viplepce against the.,police.(vhich, 
heedless to,say Was responsible for the ,va§t'majority of the 
casualties) Ava$ .not'to-scarp away prdin^ people, but 
precisely the oo'ntrary:.^it; invited them to Tahrir. It. opened 
the sluice-gates across the Nile, by burning policemen put 
of‘their ‘stations. smd*degra,ding the repressive capadty of 
the.st.ate to such,an extent tfiat it could only lookpn as the 
demonstr^Lfors topk. over. Contravening ‘the civil resist
ance ppdel’v anti-regime violence and street p'rot^ts were 
^jynergefic' and complementary, in the words of Neil 
Ketchley, another student of the Egypfim Revolution. 
And diis seenis more like the rule than the exception.
. Indeed, Ketchley and his colleague Mohammad Ali 

Kadivar, have, sifted thrpugh all democratic transitions 
.that occurred between 1980 and 2010 and found that as 
a rule, dictatPrs are unseated by people )vho first come in 
peace and then, after running into jthe fron-clad state, 
swing .sticks, throw stones and hurl Molotov cocktails. 
They call this ‘unarmed collective violence’. Practised by 
.civilians, improvised weapons in hand, this is not yiojCnce 
exercised hy a standing army with high-tech weaponry. 
But.it can be flung* against the repressive .stite apparatus 
and dispensed ag^nst property to smashing effect: it 
‘disrupts the civic order and so raises the costs of ruling for
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ati incumbdnt regime’. Unarmed Collective violence was 
jiresentdn the lion’s share of the tffansitiohs, but ignbred 
by- ChenoweCh 'and' Stephan, who had to exorcise it to 
generate their 'result, their ‘twice as- likely conclilsion 
hiding the -m“ad iriultitudes from Chile' to Inddriesia, 
Pakistati'to Madagascar, «ven Serbia. Other scholars have 
Co’ntributed to the debunking of their data set.- Chenoweth 
and Stephan are riot'the IPCC of resistance.

The remaining' question is vt^hether it is possible to 
locate even one-Minimally relevant analogue to the climate 
struggle that has hot contained some violence. Strategic paci
fism* is sanitised history, bereft of realistic appraisals of 
what has happened and'what hasn’t, what has worked and 
what has gcine vv^orig: itis a guide-of’scant use for a move
ment with riiighty obstacles. The iri^istence on sweeping 
iriilitancy under'the fug of civility — now dominant not 
only in thfe' climate movement, but in ihost Anglo- 
Ariierican thinking and theorising about social move
ments - is itself a symptom of one of the deepest gaps 
between the pfesent and all that happened from the 
Pfaitian Revolution to the poll tax riots: the demise of 
revolutionary politics. It barely exists kny longer as a living 
praxis in powerful movements or as a foil against which 
their demands can be set. From the years artiund 1789 to 
those around 1989, revolutionary politics rriaintained 
actuality and dynamic potentiality, but since the 1980s it 
has been defafned, anticjuated, unleafned -and tufned 
unreal. With the consequent deskilling of movements 
comes the relrictance to recognise revolutionary violence
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as ^ integral comggrnent. This'is the impasse ip wiiich the 
climate, movement finds itself: the , historical vicmry.of 
capifaJ and the ruination of the planet are one ^d the 
same thing. To break out*,of it, we have, to learn how to 
fight all over again, in what might be the most Unprcfpi- 
tious moipient' so far jn the histoiy of human habitation 
on this, planet.

And here we* reach the one dimension that '.most 
distincdy sets this, crisis apart: time. Whence suffragettes 
took to the streets,, they had liad enough of women being 
excluded from the state for cenjturies.Trom hij Birmingham 
jail, Martin Luther King pointed out that we have waited 
fqr pore than 34Q years for' our consfi^ptipnal and 
Gojd-givep rights’ and explained to his white addressees 
that ‘there comes a time when the cpp of endurance runs 
over’. Many if not miost struggles in the pasr have obeyed 
such a temporality of exasperation - enough is enough, 
jYa basta!, etc. — but ip this case, it is sujjojrdinate to prog
nostication. The worst has not happened; it is on the way, 
at speed- Perhaps an applicable analogy here is with 
fascism (the resistance against it ever the worst case for 
pacifists). In the early 1930s, it became more evident by 
the month that Germany tvas slipping down a slope that 
wopjd end in the Nazi seizure of power. ‘How much valu
able, irretrievable time has, been lost! As a matter of fac4 

not much time is left,’ cried one of the voices that most 
insistently warned of .the danger and urged his audiences 
to- spare no efforts in combatting it (here in December 
1931). Now one shouldn’t exaggerate the contrast between

62
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these two lines of time — they cross each other: the emer
gency is already here, the cup of endurance fast running 

i over - but the onrush of cataistrophe does haVe a tempo
rality of its own. It imposes tight constraints on those who 
want to fight.
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Breaking the Spell

f At the time of COP 1, few would have thought that two or 
lAree decades down the line, the economies of the world 
f would discharge nearly one gigaton 6f carbon per month, 
Idle corporations busily planning for augmented capacity 
®to conlbust fossil fuels and the governments presiding 
Wer it all, proudly or passively. The irresponsiveness to the 
' Crisis has exceeded expectations. So has, no less fatefully, 
fthc response of the climate system: at the time of COPl,
' few scientists foresaw that the land and the oceans so soon 
’ Would fail to soak up the gases emitted, become overfilled 
■'and disturbed and start leaking and puffing carbon diox
ide and methane at such a rate. The northern zone of 

' permafrost, for instance, is a subterranean storehouse of 
carbon'frozen for hundreds of thousands of years. When 

'tfie planet heats up, the soil begins to thaw, microbes set 
' to work on the organic matter and decompose it, releasing 
cariion dioxide but''mainly methane - a greenhouse gas
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with eighty-seven times greater warming eflPect during the 
first two decades in the atmosphere — a process how accel
erating beyond the predictions. Forest fires work the same 
way. Carbon locked into trees and soil escape when the 
flames pass through,.as they now do more often, for longer 
periods, at higher intensity, over vaster territories, the 
primary fires of fossil fuels igniting secondary fires from 
Kamchatka to the Congo. Scientists lag behind these posi
tive feedback mech^isms and struggle to capture them in 
their models. The carbon budgets have yet to fully inte
grate them, and if they would, they would contract 
further: if the thawing permafrost and. proliferating wild- 
fir^ and other mechanisms were accounted for, there 
would be; even less of a margin' available to stay below 
1.5‘’Cor2°C.

Thus \ye find ourselves between two scissor blades: on 
the one hand, unbending business-as-usual, taking emis
sions ever higher and confounding hopes for mitigation; 
on the other, delicate ecosystems crashing down — the 
extraordinary inertia of the capitalist mode of production 
meeting the reactivity of the earths This is the temporal 
predicament in which the climate movement has to devise, 
meaningful strategies. ‘Even under optipaistic assump
tions’, the pathways to ^ ‘tolerable future’ are ‘rapidly 
narrowing’, in the words of the umpteenth scientific 
supplication for ‘immediate global action’. Using models 
with incomplete representation of positive feedback 
mechanisms, writing in 2019 - another year of rising 
emissions — Dan Tong and his colleagues concluded that
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K l-5°G,,s|:ill cemajped ‘technically possible’ on two fondi- 
K tions. First, to haye ‘a^easonable chance’ of respecting the 
E limit, human societies would have tp institute ‘a global 
* ^prohibition of all new “COj-emitting devices. Now. the like- 
I lifiood of the ruling classes implementing a.globd prohi

bition of.all new C02^emitting devices because scientists 
tell’them to, or because billions of-pfeople tyould otherwise 
suffer, grievous^ harm, pr because the planet could* spin 
into a hothouse, is about the same as them lining tip pt the 
summit o,f the steepest mpimtain and nieekly proceeding 
to throw themselves off the ^dge.

So here is-what this; movement of millions should do, 
for a start: announce and enforce the prohibition. Damage 
and destroy new COa-emitting devices. Put them out of 
commission, pick them apart, demolish them,«burn them, 
blow them up. Let the capitalists who keep 6n investing in 
the fire know that their properties will be trashed. ‘We are. 
the- inyestment risk’, runs a slogan from Ende Gelande, 
but the risk clearly needs to be higher than one or two 

|. days of interrupted production per year. ‘If we can’t get a 
serious carbon tax from a corrupted Congress, we can 

j impose a de facto onp with our bodies,’ Bill McKibben has 
f argiied^ but a carbon tax is ^o 2004. If we can’t get a prohi- 

bition, we can impose a de facto one with our bodies and 
any other means necessary.

“t Tfiat, however, would only be a start, for the second 
condition for staying below 1.5°C — or indeed any other 
boundary between a tolerable and an intolerable future 
- would be ‘substantial reductions -in the historical
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lifetimes’'‘of fossil fiiel'infrastructure.-Not'only n^ but 
existing, young'and old C02"fernitting devices woidd have 
to be .deactivated. The Science is eminently'dear 6n this 
point. “Because so much -valuable,- Itretfievable- time has 
beeridost - as a matter bffacr, not much' time is left - aSseb 
have tb “bfe Stranded.- Investments'must be Written off-too 
early' for capitalist taste; on one ’estimatd, -the instant 
stispension'of-every-project-in the I)ipeline would rhake 
2°"C achievable only if accoiiipanied by the decbmnfission- 
ing of oiie-fifth bf all power planb running on fossil fuels 
(this estimate is as of 2018*- mote years or decades of busi- 
hess-as;usilal Wotild raise the requirefneht). That is a lot of 
alttady sunk-capital. .Nbw oAe reason'Why^limatd-stabili- 
satiori apf)ears Such a frightfully daunting chkllerlge is thdt 
no* Stkt'e* seems- prepared to even float'this idea, because 
capitalist property has the status of' the ultimate' sabred 
redm. Who dares to- throw it dfi the? Scrapheap?* What 
government is -willing to send' in its •forces to' bnsure the 
forfeiture of this amount of profit? And So there must be 
soirfeone- who breaks the spell: ‘Sabotage’* writes R. H. 
tnssin,nne of the finest contemporary scholars in the field, 
‘is'a-sort of prefigurative, if temporary, seizure of property. 
It is’ - in-reference to thecli'mate emergency —‘both'a logi
cal, justifiable and-eflFective fOrrn of resistance and a direct 
affront to the sanctity of capitalist ownership.’ A refiheiy 
deprived of electricity, a digger in pieces: the stranding of 
assets is possible, after all. Property does not stand above 
the earth; there is no'technicd or rfatural of divine law that 
makes it inviolable in-this emergency. If states cannot on

How tb Blow Up'a Pipeline
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their own Initiative open up the fetices,rOth^s will jiaye to 
Ho it for them. Qr property will costrus the earth.
; , The irpmediate purpose of suCh a camp^gn against 
COa-emitting piroperty, then, would be twofold: estab- 

a disincentive to invest in more of it and demon
strating that |t can be put out of business. The first would 
|not require that all n,ew devices be disabled or dismanded, 
:only enough to credibly communicate the risk. Strict 
^selectivity would neef to be o|)served. There was a random
ness to the property destruction undertaken by the suffra- 

j'gettes, which wpuldnjt do now; if activists from the climate 
^movement were to attack post oflSc^ and tea shops and 
Itheatres, investors would not be dissuaded Crom anything 
|in particular. It would h^ve to be coal wharfs and steam 
f yachts only this time. But just as the suffragettes sought to 
f twist-the arm of the state - on their own, they could not 
'legislate any voting rights - the aim would be to force 
? states to proclaim the prohibition and begin retiring the 
^ stock. ‘The current global energy system is the .largest 
? network of infrastructure ever built, reflecting tens of tril
lions of dollars of assets and two centuries of technological 

i evolution, 80 per cent of which energy still ^mes from 
j fossil fiiels. No pne in his or her right mind'would think 
' that bands of activists could fiurn all or one fifth of that to 
foe ground (or that such a tertiary fire would be unequiv- 
oc^y desirable). At foe end of foe (hy, it will bp states 
that ram through foe transition or no one will.

But foe states have fully proven that they will not be 
foe prime movers. The question is not if sa,botage from a
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militant “wing of the climate movement will sblve*tlie cHsis 
on its own - clearly a pipe dream - but if »the“dishiptive' 
cbmrnbtidn necessary fdr shaking busiriess-as-usualout of 
the rflts can come atout without if. Ir would'seem* fool-- 
hafdj^to trust in its absence and stick-tb tdctics for nornial 
tim'fes.-^Recbgnisihg the dire”nes§”of the situation, it'is high 
tinie for the movement to *mofe decisively Shift from 
protestto resistancer/Profest iswhdn I say I dori^ like tliis". 
Resistance is whertl put an epd td what Idbntlike; Protest 
is" when I say I refuse' to |o “along with this anymore. 

^Resistance is V/heri I make sure everybody else stops gbiiig’ 
along tobj as one West German cofumtiisf wrote in 1968,- 
relaying the wprds of a visiting Black Power activist. Th'efe 
will be no shortage of objections' to such resistance. Wbuld 
it,'to begin withr be technically f)ossible?

‘Pipelines are very easily sabotaged. A Simple explosive 
device can put a critical section of pipfeline out of opera
tion* for weeks’, Pipeline and'Gas Journal in
February 2005. At that poirit,'the Iraqi resistance against 
US bccupatibn had executed nearly 200 attacks on pipe
lines. ‘The sabotage campaign has created an inhospitable 
investrffent climate and scared away oil companies that 
were supposed to develop "its oil- and ^ industry, the 

snivelled; to make-matters' worse, similar offences' 
were committed in the part «of Kurdistan dnder Turkish 
control and in Chechnya, Assam arid Coloinbia^'^here 
Idftist guerrillas had* pierced a key pipeline so ffequendy 
that ‘it became known as “the flute” ’.
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.Tliereiis a long aiid venerable-tradition ofsaboraging 
fb^il fuel infrastructure, for cgJier tp^ons than fts injpact 
on tlterUmate. 'fhe Al^C cqnslderecfoil supply an Achilles’ 
leehnf apartheid. In tlie 1960$,, the \Yhite state set up the 
jinpahy-gaspl to.ensiire its energetic foundation, not the 

ifa^t by jCopyertingrabupdant domestic, cOal to synthetic 
Ipetrqleunf ttrougi:^ hydrogenation, ra, cfiemic^, process 

inch advan^d by thfe Nazis. One,of the most spectacular- 
actions' in the frepdom struggle targeted. Sasdl. In June 
19§p, commando units fropi MJC cut Jaoles in the security 
fences around two hydrogenatipn facilities, and. planted 
ipiijes Jn their tanks. Lasting for three days, .the smojce 
Jplume. .could ^ be seen by elect^rified audiences in 
Iphannesjburg: it ‘shattered the myth .of white’invulnera- 
Jility. It was np| about the quantity, qf oil that >vas lost. . , 

It was that column of smoke that was important. Sasol 
^as-a symbol,of powpr,’ in .the words.of ANC miUtan^ 
Prene Ginwala. In the assessment of Mandela, the action 
sntributed .to the revival of the movement in. the early 

L980s. ‘Noqe pf these attacks’, one scholar of the MK 
sserts,4‘came close, to bringing down the state, but they 

provided physical evidence of a tangible/>of^«ri<a!/threat 4:0 

le regime — reinforcing the sense, as Nadine Gordimer 
mplt, that “something out there” represented a,shadowy 
ireat to the long-term future of white supremacy’ The 
feade of dnrability;Jiad been fracjiured.

But .the pioneer of pipehne sabotage is the Palestinian 
sistance. Jn the wake of-thp First World War, European 
id American oil companies swooped down on. fee deppts
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discovfefed ih-die Persian Gulf. For the British^^andate in 
Palestine, the 'central industrial project bec^e the 
cbnstriicfioil of a’pipHine, cutting straight from Kffkuh 
across thb Jordanian desert'into the riorfherrf'\C5ist'.Bank 
and Galilee and all the way to the refihety in Haifa:; from 
which Ira^i oil could' be delivered to Ae \v6rld market. 
Wherf.the Palestinianriosenn a*gener£ strike in 1936 — 
the most forthidable ahti-colonial* uprising Of the era 
- much of the action came to revolve around the pipeliri'e. 
Two months after the'strlke comMeiiced, rebds" blasted it 
for the firk tirtie. At the zenith of the three-years-forig 
tevplt, they tofe it apart ahnok every'night: set it "ablaze or 
|)und:ured ft with pot-shots; along the sections where it 
was burled underground; bands.of fivebr six would, dig 
into the soil, expose the pipe; Break it ^md throw in flam
ing rags wrapped around stones'. Forced to close-the'line 
again and again, the British colonisers were deprived of 
their main Source'of revenue ahd energy. As it’stretched 
unguarded over long distances,, they were unable’ to 
defend this vital pipeline, and admitted so mucfi’, in the 
wordsof Ghassan Kahafani, the wordsmith of the Popiilar 
Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)', while ‘the 
“pipe” as the Palestinian Arab peasants 'called it -was 
enshrined in the folklore which ^orified* acts of-popular 
heroism’.

Sabotage along the same lines was relaunched'by "the 
PFLP in 1969. In May of that jCar, six fighters from'the 
Front sneaked into Israeli-occupied territory'ftom'south
ern Lebanon, 'trekked across the mountainous terrain of
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the Golali Heights and located ap unguarded portion of 
the> pipeline carrying crude .oil from . Saudi Arabia to the 

I Mediterranean.* TbjSy stayed overnight, excavated the 
pipelines plaijted an e?:plosive device and slipped away. 

LWee^ later, another cell "infiltrated the refinery .imH^fa 
and set off a fiornb, ^4 be^re the encfof the summer,, the 
PFLP had also deniolisbed icwo high-voltage towers and a 

ipipelirje in the hlaqab’ desdrt. jU-Hadaf, the weekly ijews- 
i paper qf the PFhP* edited by Kana&ii, explained that-the 
feaim was to ‘hit the enemy economically, specifically in the 
llfir^e of oil production. In a repent-reconstruction of the 
fepampaign of -1S69, ^chary Davis Cuyler has shown that 
Idle Front understood 6il as a material base for the hostile 
Itripity — US imperialism, Israeli colonialisna, Arab reac- 
#tion — and sabotage as a way to ‘strike At the ligaments of 
lempirp

Jn ^the ,time of the Pipeline and Gas Journal lapient, 
l^dwever, it was Nigeria that saw the most extensiye prop
erty destruction. After the non-violent movement against 

le oil corporations ravaging the Niger Delta appeared to 
lave hit a brick wall in the late 1990s, the organised youth 
if Ijaw and .other communities made a bid to eject them 

^by force. In late 2005, thd Movement for the Emancipation 
lof die Niger Delta- (MEND) announced itself Jby giving 
lihese corporations the ultimatum to le^ve or ‘face violent 

attacks’. Inaugurating a guerrilla war, unique for its 
incentratjon on qil, MEND then undertook ‘a fantasti- 

feeally audacious series of attacks’, with Michael Watts: 
loving swiftly on boats through, the creeks aqd swamps
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to blow< up pipelines, strike vessels, overpbwef offshofe 
platform^, ^sault offices, kidnap oil employees. The first 
in thfe .series, was labfeUed ‘Operation Cyclone . Between 
2006 and *2008, when t^e insurgency stood at its^height',. 
MEND shup down a third of production in Africa’s prin
cipal oil country. *‘Ihe. ?tablfe ^4 regularised' flow of oil’*, 
Watts bbserved, ‘Was placed in ‘questionin an.historically 
unprecedented way.’ Ebr a.Brief mb^nent, if seemed as 
though Shell, ExxonMobil-and the o|her pfe^ators “wer© 
'on-the verge of withdrawal.; ®

’E|Uring,“the 'Egyptian Re\folution, the pipeline the 
Mubarak regime .used to^supply the state pFIsrael With gas 
-:helow market prices - attratted some of the popular 
rage. After ten sabotage actions closed the spigots, Israel 
cancelled payments and the agreeiUerit brdke down. An 
estimated thirty .explosions rocked th& pipeline in the 
period between the eighteen days of protest that brought 
down* Mubarak and’the cpup of Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. In 
India, the Naxalites have istfuck- regularly against coal 
mines and rsiilways; in 2009 and 2010, authorities 
Cbmplained ffigt they strangled transportation of the'fuel 
and established-de facto no-go zones for investors wishing 
to ppen new mines, shaving off one-fourth bf the coun
try’s coal oiltpUt. Among other actions in the summer of 
2019, Naxalites attacked coal transports in'-the state'of 
Chhattisgarh, set ablaze sixteen vehicles'carrying-coal in 
Jharkhand and Torched twehty-seven machines and vehi
cles at a construction *sitp' for a -national highway’*in 
Maharashtra plus a coal tar plant, with no end in sight.
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The .Egyptiaft and* Ind/an,. revolutionaries had Jitde in 
common, but fossil, fhel infrastructure was, targeted* by 
both.

.Then a,Stew reeprd was^set in the Gulf.,None of the 
above* came, close fo,the effect oEjthe drones launched by 
the Hodthi rebels in‘Yemen-— .anpther country‘with a' 
tradition of pipeliije sabot^e - against Aramco s refineries 
ip Abqaiq, the world s biggest,oil processing facility, on-14 

I %ptember 2,019. Tlie unmanned, vehicles-swarmed into 
dip precincts to puncture storage tanks, light fires, disable 

; processing'trains; in one fell stroke, ‘half of the oil produc- 
Idon in Saudi Arabia, ^accounting for 7 per cent of global 

supplies, had.to be taken offline. No single action in the 
mistory of Sabotage and guerrilla war had achieved a 

immensurate brpak on-the pumping of oil. Accordipg to 
chorus pf pundits, it heralded a new. era of-asymmetric 

warfare: now rebels can use tipy, cheap, toy-like planes to 
lock out pillars of the energy system. Business news site 
loomberg quivered. The Abqaiq action provided stark 
ddence of the vulnerability of global prude supply in an 
ge of disruptive technologies thac-can bring a century-old 
idustry to its knees - at least temporarily.,What more 
)uld a climate activist dream of?- 

^ivenj this record from the past and-present, the ques- 
don is not whether its technically possible for people 
rganised outside of the state to destroy'dip kirut of prop- 

that destroys the planet; it evidently--is, just as its 
chnically possible to shift to renewable energy. The ques- 
3n.is why. these thin^ don’t happen — or rather, why they
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happen for all sorts aof reasons good and bad, but nor for 
thr climate: It is-Lanchesters paradox 4fl’the global Sotlth.^ 
Commodities that combust fossil fuels rhay be compara- 
tiyefy thinly sptead in the Sdjuth, but it is sufficiently criss- 
crossed byinfrastructure.for their.productibn to be hdme 
tb.tbe rithfest tradition*of sabotage. The South reds under 
the blowsifom dimate^breakdpwn. It has the mOSt tb,4ose" 
in the short* apd rtieditifn' term, and'popular conCern-is 
rife: far higher than in the North, acOdrding tO^ome polls. 
This is y^here "the‘knOW-hpW. of‘grand; property destruc
tion is tnostalivej and-still it Is cOnspicUous by its absence. 
Two. explanatory factors spring to. mind: the general 

• demise 'of revolutionary politics, steeper for- die’ higher 
point of departure in‘the South thanin'the North, bring
ing-down the levels of consciousness required to connect 
thesdots, and, more particularly, insufficient politicisation 
of the clirtmte crisis.‘People, might agonise over it; they 
rarely see a means for fighting back.

Consider the country of Egypt. It is extfemdy vulner
able'- the ridng sea-penetrating the Delta and spoiling 
fields with saltwater; the summer heat growing instiffeTr- 
able in .Carto; the harvests' in Upper Egypt predicted to 
shrink faster than in most other breadbaskets; the'rates of 
evaporation in Lake Aswan and-the'. Nile poised to spike 
- and yet the climate question* is all but dead. Right after 
the fall of Mubarak, there was" a-tiny opehing for popular 
engagement with in Then Sisi brought doiVn the curtain' 
and turned the country sharply towards more fos^l fuels. 
Not only did he revamp and reverse the agreeUienf'with
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Israel ^ naw-it \v;oulcl be Egypt importing newly discov
ered territories controlled .by that"State - he ^Iso

ladea-dasl^forgoalf planning for an eightfold increase in: 
eomhustion capacity, overseeing coAstrudtion.qf the larg
est coal-£red ppjyef plant in Africa (if not, as,the (Shinese- 
Eg^tian opnglomerate plaithedi in the ,world)^ Jnitial 
ptQtests, were, sjniffed out, aiJ unhappy environmental 

linister.sackedl FqWi countries haye seen’ja similar regent 
spurt .in the growth qf committed enjissions. Few are so* 
|>lessett,yviith„stmlight'and wind thit are,ao .egregiously 
jUne?:ploited'(^ccojlnting for less* than 1 per cent*of elec- 
iricitj^ generation .Under Sisi). Few combine these factor 
ejndoyymqnts \yith-,;ait equally fresh and raw history of 
revolutionary struggles that includes sabotage. - but those 
struggles haVe been utterly squashed- Perhaps one -day} 
^illiohs of E^qjtians will stream into the zone of the Suez 

^analro protest against the forces wrecking their lives and 
ilonie of them-veer off towards Sisis coal plants; perhaps 

lat could mjake,a difierence. But-that day is-too distant 
)r comfort.

There are comparable -compounds in other countries 
i*f the-glo,bal South. Irin Jutches from one climate disaster 

I the next, has a ruling classof millionaire.muUahs sitting 
9n riches from oil and gas,ieaves„potentials for renewable 

lergy untapped and boasts a sprawling tree of revolu- 
ion^ politics, razed in,theyears.4fter 1-979, Th^pedaiyan 
is no. more. South Africa, Nigeria,' Colombia and many 

;rs fit the broad,pattern. Biit sabotage of fossil fuel 
infrastructure, is not patented by the gldbal South; in fact.
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it‘iS«.as bM'a^ the inffastructure itself, going back,to' thd 
■Luddites aild-the ^r'lug Plot Ridts and other working-class 
raoVertients^ taking'it ^"our on ^team-engines and industrial 
machines In Eilgland, ■?\yhich only -makes the paradOx 
more ihystefiotis. Devices emitting C0f have-been physi
cally Idisruptfed «fbr two ceilturieS by subaltern girbups 

!iildign'ant..at -the. powers thty have animated - aUtbrAa- 
fion, apartheid, -occupation'- bnt'nOf yet as destructive 
forces Jn/tnd of'themselves.

Western Europe-had its own moment of sabotage in 
the i 970s arid ’80s, in solidarity with the liberation strug
gles in whatwas then known as’the Third Wotld. In’ 1972, 
Palestinian fnilitanis blasted a pipeline belonging to Esso 

noWExxonMobil -.near Hamburg..In thfe mid-1980s, 
-cadres from "the ‘anti-imperialist ifont’ — Action D.iteCte 
(France), Rote ArmeC Eraktioh .(Gerhlany), XDelliiles 
Communists Combattants (Belgium)-- teamed up for a 
campaign against NATO pipelins traversing their coun- 
tris; a dozen pips and pumping stations were blown up. 
■As part of the international outcry against apartheid in the 
1980s,-activists firebombedr pdtrol stations of companies 
that continued to trade witK-South Africa, notaEly Shell 
stations in the DutcL “province bf Cronin^n.-•''Shell 
stations Were occupied and bufht out in Sweden in the 
mid-'1990s in revulsion against the' treatment qf the 
peopls of the Niger'Delta. But for the climate, nothing of 
the sort.

One facet of the retrogrssion in Europe in recent 
years is the far right’s virtual monopolisation of political

is
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violefice, the Francd' of Gilets JauhesJbeing the m^n exjpep- 
tion. t)‘uririg4tlie so-daUed. refugee crisis of 2015, ninety- 
,twd arsons were committed- against a^lum dbntres in 
Germany.- a mirroring of the-radical flank effect, on .the 
farthestnright - pushing the state towards closed borders; a 
similar spate of fires coursed- through Sweden, the second 

' main recipient of migrants in the EU. Not a single attack 
was.j:egistdred against Jfossil fuel infrastructure in either 
cbiiritry. 'Ihat’-distrlbutiommust fall under the-headline of 
patholdgi(^hinfian irrationality in the midst of this crisis. 
Property destructioh still happensits^^just done by,the 
-wrong people for very wrong causes. Buf it doesn’t have to 
come in'the.form“of explosions, projectiles, pyromania," it 
doesn’t presuppose the.military .culpabilities of the PFLP, 
the MEND br the,FIputhiS.,It can.be performed without 
a^colilmn of smoke. That is preferable. Sabotage can be 
done softly, even-ginfgerly.

Oh*, a warm; quiet night in July 2007, Ostermalm, the 
most affluent neighbourhood in central Stockholm, home 
to billionaires arid aristocrats and an nmbience of stately 
calm, redeived a visit from a-group of .young women and 
men who lived elsewhere in the city.^ Someone took her 
dog for -a night walk. Someone, peered but the window 
before turning oflf the light. -Someone wobbled home, on 
his bike, but no one seemed’to notice us when We walked 
up the streets, stopped and bent down, walked again at a 
fosrclip, stopped and bent down, rose, moved oh. Along 
the sidewalks of Ostermalm, the trail of a hissing, fi^rling
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squudufifolded fothojurs. In the morning, sixty owners of 
SUYjs found their cars declining on the asphalt- On their 
windscreens, ’they had a leaflet to read:

We;have deflated,one jor jnore of the tyres bn;yQiif 
■SUy* X>oht take .if*personally;. Its- your SUX we •

„ .dislike, Youjare ceftainly aware of how^much gas it' 
guzzlfes, so we'don’t need;to.enIightte yoju about it,i. 
.hilt what, you seem to not Iqjow, or hptcare abouq'is 
'that all. die.^oline ypu “burn to drivetyouf ,SOV pn 

t the« city’s streets, has dey^tatingf consequenfces.'for- 
^others,' ,
Ht r» ^

and then we recited the ABC of the crisis. We pointed out 
that as an affluent Swede, the owner would be fine for 
some,time —.unlike'poor people far,away, those first to’Jbe 
pummelled by the storm.- The worst of that storm could 
still beaverted ‘if we slash emissions. .Now. Not tomorrow. 
That’s-why we have-disarmed your SUY.brreleasing-tHe 
air firorp the .tyres. .Since you -live in a- city with .decent 
public transport; yon will have nQ,,difiiculty .getting to 
your destination,, / Asfiiltsdjungelns Indianer’, the sigria* 
ture.line translating tp ‘Indians of the Concfifite Jiingle’, 
admittedly a silly and even inappropriate- name. (We 
receivedan email froma Natiye-American upset about our 
cultural appropriation.) In; the -vyee hours, we claimed 
responsibility for tfiis first action in a communique to* the 
press and launched a blog: There we enjoined others to get 
to work.
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. The. biog'coUtained a list of images and. names of*the 
main ^UV models^ from’the-Volvo XC90, the bfiest-sell^ 
ing specimen in Sweden: at that point, to the. notorious 
Tiummer - ahdd rimple manual. Unstrew the cap on the 
valve of the tyre, inside, there is a, pin that will release the 
air .if.pushed down., insert a“ piece ’of gravel the size‘t)f.a 
boiled couscous grain iof com. of black pepper .- or,, we 
suggested,.use alftlung bekn -'ahd'screws th’e 6ap badcort. 
With, the litde object pressing down the piri-inside“the’ 
valve,'"the-tyre will be fully deflated •aftier.abotit-’ahfholir; 
Don’t forget tc>-istick’the printable leaflet under the yvind- 
screen wiper, so the’ owner can’t miss the tinkering and 
won’t drive off with empty tyres, bilt will have a chance to 
ponder his chdice: Avoid, trucks* uSted "by* artisans and 
workers, jeeps for people with disabilities,.^minibuses‘and? 
ordinary cars, we advised any Imitators:' aim straight for 
the..SUVs. of the rich. They don’t serve any practical 
purpose — SUVs are not so common on Ostermalm 
because of the rugged terrain in that neighbourhood; 
rarely do they leave the soft carpet of the city asphalt — but 
emit excessive CO2 just to-flaunt their owners’ wealth. We 
likened SUV drivers to the upper-class youth of 
Ostermalm, who early in the, new millennium had devel
oped an infamous habit, of purchasing bottles of ultra- 
expensive .Champagne, uncorking-thehi and spraying out 
the liquid in the neighbourhood’s bars, just to "show .off 
how much money they could waste — with the difference 
that -this exhaust, did more than wet ^ floor. It killed 
people.
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A wildfire of sort? it was: copycat groups of Indians, or 
‘tribes’ as-.xhey would c^ll themselves, appeared across, 
Sweden ip thdsnmmer and autumn. One night raid could; 
tal^e out 20Q 'SUys*in the ituier city of Stockholm, duly 
followed by a communique; 5ftin Gotl^enbarg, ofil hand
ful- in Vaxj6,“ or 70"in‘the?posh Western Harbour_^is1frict 
of Malmo. Jt Jbecamea,media sensap^jn. Appearing at the 
start b£ the first'c^cle .of climate .Activism, just fiqfbre A1 
Gorepnd the lECC.were ayv^decfthe Nobd peace prize, 
natighaloutlets rushed.tp eoverthe phenomenon and the 
Iqcal^press to print reports-qf ‘thd.rporning after’-. Ihe 
weekend-jnagazine Of Dagens Nyheter, ‘Sweden’s main 
daily, embedded a reporter in a ‘tribe’ that worked its, way 
through ‘exceedingly SUV-dense quarters’, hid vwhenr lit 
up* by headlights and continued in silence, operatipg as 
but .one -contingent in a movement xpider formation, 
understandable ta.many, cheered on and emulated by 
enough numbers to prompt a backlash.

The Indians became objects of fuming indignation. 
Our actions didn’t even do any lasting damage to .prop
erty; the mildest of nuisances, ‘it imposed on owners.the 
loss-of time and money involved in getting the car towed 
ta the gas- station or refilling- it in situ^ But it -^as pure 
mortification to some. In their /eclining position, the 
SUVs had about as .much .stature and purpose as. a bin 
bag, their purpose capsized in flagrant incapacity. It was 
too muqh to bear for a segment of owners. ‘If I would 
have seen you “in action” I would have killed you, ran one 
of the death threats we published on the blog (this was
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before the'^ge of social media trolling) ‘I arid many 
(^therS.pufydn op-the same level ‘as suitide bombers alid 
pae4c:yhiles.'Indeed I'wotild have preferred to see s6fiie 
paedbphileS^ fdeased and the'cells' filled with your kind. 
DisgiCsting punk§, xead up a bit befote-yoif run around 
like 'some.‘fucking .guerrilla.’ Internet .forums for* car 
oWn'ers, sbldieis, ruen’s sports bverflowed with reVelige 
fantasies. There-appegred a blog called Cowboys "of the 
Concrete' Jungle ^ith pjedges^ tb deflate the’ lungs, ^of 
Indians. This tourtterfofce disseminated-stickers Vith*-the 
image of a poy hoTdirtgagun, above ‘which read the words; 
'The-air in my tyres js private property - deflation is'an 
assaiilt bn dernpcracy’ The'magazine Motor Life Today 
published a piece ortthe suppbsedly ongoing distribution 
of firearms and live ammunition to SUV oWnbrs; warning 
that'many wete hunters ahd-military anen and expected 
some Indian to-bathe-in blood any night now’. The vehi
cles were said to be guardedhy grim men in dark clothes’. 
Al^yays the grim men: never far below the surface, the 
terror .of symbolic Castration for owners who had invested 
not Only class but manhobd in their monster cars.

No violence brpke out. Only once did a manly every
day hero'chase down an Indian in'an-undergfound train, 
stopping it (rather symbolically) and holding it uhtil 
police came to arrest the woman. In late September, Ictibes’ 
ih‘Stockholm and Gothenburg responded to the threats 
with another wa-^^e pf deflation, -dedicated to the half 
million victims of torrential rains and flooding in Uganda 
- in solidarity, strike at. some of the most morbid
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emissions sources irj'the Western world’, we incited. In 
the first‘half bf2Q.07, sal^ of Volvo SUVs in Sweden had. 
continued their-steady rise,, but in the second’half they 
plunged by 27 pier cent, -ydth-similar .drops fof other 
models! We took some of the credit for .this. When we 
drew'up g. balance sheet of the tampdgn jn-December .we 
counted more than.1,500 SIJVs, temporally ‘disarmed’, 
as y/e would* say. A couple,“pf repoci^hadsreached.us of 
owners: starting .theij: cars Jn 'spite ,of our. pre^utions; 
venter wais cbming, meaning slippeiy roads, all-the more 
so fprjche snow being mixed .with mn., We didh’t want to 
'ppt ,liv^ at* risk. Annpuhcing a ‘ceasefire’, asking- SIJV 
.owners to‘reconsider their options in peace, we called off 
the,canipaign and pledged to restart it at sojne later poifat. 
Then the.5ycle turned downwards and towards COP 1:5 in 
Copenhagen. It came to its sharp end; the-Indians of .the 
Concrete Jungle never resumed jcheir activities, J consider 
that unfortunate.

The deflation of SUVs we luxuriated in was direct action 
as prank, perhaps too jolly and tender to deserve the term 
‘sabotage’. All the fossil fuels burnt in the decade,since 
then should.bolster the case for more hands-on approaches, 
•and if there is. anything ,to be learned from <his litde 
episode, it is that some exercise of the imagination might 
allow activists to neutralise COz-emitting^devices'with easily 
accessed means. But an objection can, be heard: why go 
after private, consumption? Hasn’t .die mpvement worked 
hard to shift attention away from consumers — the
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favcfured subjects o£ liberal discourse - to the production 
of fossil ^1015? 'NSC'bufdn’t pointing to the fohner rfepreseflt 
a slide backwards? *

■'*' But consumpdoh h part of the problem, and most 
particulkrly the dinsumption of the rich; Theie is a very 
fight correlatioii between dnconie and'wealth" on the one 
hand and COz'emissiofis on the other. It haS beeridemon- 
stfat'ed frohi-C&ada to China: a-diminutive’'share of the 
population, accounts "for a •vrildly outs'ized portion of the 
^ released^ To be rich'in the world todaj^ is to come out 
■on fop in che distribution of the' ‘unequal ability to 
ipollufe’, as‘Dari6»Kenner names it in his Carbon Inequality. 
•'lb be super-rich is to ovm multiple mansions, SUVs and 
luxury cars; yaShts, jets and helicopters and-why not also 
4 private' airport, & private submarine, a privatd semi- 
submersible platfottn sferving as a floating habitat with 
eVefy* desired afnehity. After a metidiil'dus study on the 
levd of households,-Kenner condudes that ‘all rich indi
viduals in the US and the UK have a significant carbon 
footprint associated with their lifestyle’. He gives the 
example of Lofd and Lady Bamford, who ha'V'e a taste for 
flying' guests to pdrties. In March 2016, fhey chartered 
two-Bodng jets to' take 180 friends bli fourriays of sump- 
fUbus’ celebrations' of their birthdays in the palaces' of 
Rajasthan.

On an aggrfegate level, sifch lifestyles register as 
phenomenally skewed emissions, although data Constraints 
— the rich are not alv^ays upfiont about their emanations — 
and differences in methodology yield variations. One
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OjrfaiiL report'from 2Q15 suggests jliat the freest 1 per' 
5ent.pf^ummity has a carbon.footprijat 175.tirjfie5 larger 
thair.that.of‘the poorSst ^0 per cent;, distending^the hier-, 
archy,th^riciiest Americans beatthe poorest MdiT^mbifans 
nvotthpus^d, tirpes qyer. .Qne article pja^li^hed-by liana.

Ottp, aJ^d ^ier colleagues in'Nature Clifn^te Change ip 
2019 finds‘^thgt the-* richest Q-JpA per cen; o£ rhe,sp'eci^s 
ernh one-jhird rnore-than thfe pooresrhalf. Anofrler.sjc,udyt 
frofti the same year hones, in On. superyachtSj^defineii^ 
y^hts.. longer }han 2A metres,'often ^ging a^pyeJO- An. 
estimated 0.0027 y>er nent nf hp^anity h^ sufficifint 
assft§,to.ptirchasy ^ven the smahest nib|lels. ipisnountlpfe 
other enyironpienral darp^ges - suph as tlie.^upeiygcttt 
otyned by Mic.rp§oft cofpnnder Paul Allep'crashing* into 
andj trashing .80 per« pent pf a protected .cPral' feefi ip 
January , 2p 16 — this-study c^^ulates, only the 
sions .froipi. the. gasoline burnt to ,mpvp tlip> §upery|iphfr. 
afound.. 'Ihe.glo.bal flept has 300 yehicles...In a year,,4t 
genprates’.as much CO2 as the JO million inlmbitattirs pf 
gurundn 1

If you want to emit as mpch CO^as possible, thpre iss 
no faster way than to go on a flying binge. That.alscx.comes 
xJose to the defiilitibn of being ripfr. today. Qne ^inglp. 
flight from Lxjndon to .Edinburgh* emits more COi than 
the average Somalian does in a year; from London tp New 
York, more than the Nigerian and the Nepafpse; from 
London to Perth, more than the Peruvian pnd the 
Egyptian, the Kenyan and^the Jndian.'-YJiere are fifiy^six 
countries ,in the* world with annual per capita emissions

§§
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lower tliari Ihe eftiissions ffom one ilidividixal oftce 
UetweeA London and New York. These" figUresr work orf 
tdnse#atwef» esfiiMt^^-^f thp impair of aviatidn. Who 
spews'this iirefrdln* the skies?- pvendA'Such a flying-prone’ 
country as En'gtaAd, 1 per cdfit of residents todk a fifth of 
all 6vefseas‘flights‘i4“ 2018ri0‘pei:^«teflt took half and 48 
per-cent*fidne. Btit thd'.su|)er-ri€h. prefer dfeir very own 
planes,* or renting ohe frdrh Warren Buffett,-whosS fleet‘of 
toxury'dragcfhs iruise'the skie*s‘td-pfedictable'effect.'Tlie* 
private jetS-operating iii4the US alone gdhefate as mticfr 
COa'aS "half gf Butundi-doJ^es in a year;

ThiS'-femily' df erriissiofts-has a Well-attested'ethical 
ftatus. It Was first pinpointed iii 1991 in a classic essay by 
twd Indian -climate .schbkrs^ufid- activists. Anil Agarwal 
aftd SunitCNaraiif, 'Who took issue with calculations that 
treated all emissions as equal. ‘Can we realfy equati", they 
asked, ‘the carbon dioxide contributions of gas guzzling 
automdbile'S in Eutdpe and North Aftierica or,‘ for That 
matter, anywhere in the Third World with the Methane 
emissions of draught cattle and rice fields of subsistence 
formers In West3engal «or Thailand? Do these people not 
have a fight to live?’-A' quahtunl of methahe from a rumi- 
iianl of paddy inight have the same radiative forcing as a 
quantum of. CO2* frdM' ah SUV,. Agarwal 4hd Narain 
acCeptedr but the" iho'ral substances ^re like chalk and 
cheese.

This insight was then picked up and formalised by 
Henry Shue, ori*e oftfhe most perceptive'philosophefs'of 
the climate crisis, ‘who developed a distinction, widely

^ Breaking the 'SpelH
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accepted in the literature, between luxury ^n4 subsistence 
emissions. The former happen because.rich pepple Uke to, 
v^pw in. the “pleasure of their rank,- the latter because, 
poor people try tp survive., If a peasant farnily inThdia, uses 
coal to‘ cook their food, pf light ,up their house with;6lec- 
tricity from a. coal-fired power .plant, the only ^available 
alternative might be jno: stove and no lamp. Because they 
are locked in^a fossil .economy, |hey Jiave little choice but 
tp use the C02-emitt;ing energy on'offer, fipm^one who 
drives a superyaght capnot be thus -exonerated; he coiild 
easily abstain from his boat without foregoing a yital need 
pr right, indeed without experienging any discomfort 
whatspever. Subsistence emissions occur ^n the pursuit of 
physical rfeproductipn,. in the absence* of feasible'alterna
tives. Luxury emissions can claim neither ejfPuse./People 
don’t need yachts — they want yachts’, in the words of a 
CEO of a top spperyacht manufacturer.-

Now the border between needs and wants is famously 
porous, but to ignore the distinction in this, context ‘is to 
discard the most fundamental differences in kind fhat we 
understand’, Sljue argued back in 1993. He y^as grappjling 
with the question of what emissions to cut first. ‘We 
ought’, he contended, ‘to start with the purely wasteful, 
friyolous, and superfluous emissions of the affluent eng^- 
ing in activities they do not; need to engage in.’ Or, ‘even 
in an emergency one pawns the jewellery before selling 
the blankets’. This argument was conceived at a critical 
moment in, climate history: in the early 199Ps, as the 
COP summits began to roll, governments were expected
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to reach a settlement capping global emissions. The thorny 
issue Wbuld be* h'o^' to divide the allowable reiiiainder 
between rich, and poor.* Shue Was oneof many who argued 
that* the latter could hot be'requifed^to slam the brake-on 

“theff development and give up the qufest for modern living 
standafds so*fhat"the former-could continue to fly high; 
basic decency arid the whole scholarly apparatus of justice 
theory instead demandejl that the''poor be given mtfre 
room to emit. It was to this end Shue rti'ade his distinction. 
Two decade^ later,* with the COP summits still passively 
rolling toward disaster,* however, he was forced to admit 
that the situation no: longer held.

' If, back-in'the 1990s or early 2000s, the rich govern
ments would have agreed to a ceiling on' the aggregate and 
a>Shrinking of their'quotas - as pretty much everyone else 
demailded-- the podr might indeed have been given some 
room. But no cap Was'ever instituted'. Global emissions 
Continue'd^'to glow by leaps and bounds. The rise in 
temperature on Earth is a function of cumulative emis
sions since the time of the steam-engine; the more emit
ted, the hotter it gets, which is why one can draw up 
sorhething like a carbon budget. GOP25 and counting, 
the thirtieth anniversary of epochal uselessness approach
ing, -all reasonable carbon budgets are close to depletion. 
There is'not much, room left* for anyone. ‘No one, rich or 
poof, can have something like a righ^to emit because all 
emissions must be brought to zero in no time.-Luckily, 
this does not condemn the poOr to eterrial' poverty,- for 
what they need is-not emissions but energy, and with the
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renewable,kind cheaper across,the board, the-trEtosition 
does ppt-require-the sacrifice of their material ^aspiratipns. 
But where does this leave the distinction between luxury 
and subsistence emissions? H^it now lost its, releyancp?’

To thq contrary. Luxury-emissions become;piore“atro- 
cibus, at the t^-^nd of carboA budgets, for at least six 
reasons. First, the harm they inflict is now immediate, 
Enj,9ying a day out on asteam yaCht in 1913 was*not yet 
a great offence as such,^ .because fdatively Jittle JCG2 had 
b^en accumulated in the atmosphere, the concentration 
still hanging below 300 ppmj theaddition firofn.the chim
ney did not supercharge-a hurricane'or set the;match to a 
dry forest. .But when the atmosphere is already glutted 
with <302, extravagant excesses have those directly injuri
ous effects, which;me^s, ,to skip the euphemisms, that 
they send projectiles flying-towards randopily chosen poor 
people. The rich could-claim igporance in 1913. *Npt so 
now. A group of American and British criminologists have 
consequently argued that conspicuous consumption of 
fossil fuels ought to be classified as, a crime. It is aggravated 
by the circumstance, secondly, that the main source of 
luxury emissions — the hypermobility of-the rjch, their 
inordinate flying and yachting and driying — is what frpes 
them from> having to bother with thp consequences, as 
they can- always .shift ta safer locations. To be super-rich 
and hypermobile above 400 ppm is to dump leth^ hazards 
on others and get away from, them in one masjter stroke.

Third, luxury emissions represent the ideologic^ spear 
of business-as-usual, not only m^ntaining but actively
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championing the most‘unsustainable .Jdnds of consump
tion. ■This, is crime sold as ideal liying. Consumption .im 
middling’Strata-is patternddon it, ^%-nouveau riche across 
the .world scrambling to join the 0.0027 per cent. The 
damage donejto the planet above l°C‘Owes something to 
those who‘continue to advertise profligate-distipation of 
its tesQurces-as the meaning‘of life. Eourth, the burning of 
money has an additional ethical connotation when that 
money* could be diverted to helping, the. victims of that 
same burning. Ilona* Qtto and her colleagues point out 
that in 2017alone - according to officiaijrolls ^forty-four 
individuals inherited more thari $1 billion each}-a total 
sum of* $189 billion.' The four largest global funds for 
financing adaptation to climate impacts apprtwed projects 
counting.tci $2.78. billion. Forty-four individuals thus 
cashed out sixty-eight times more unearned wealth than 
what the worlds victims of climate catastrophe were allo
cated, .^d most likely, some of it went straight to super
yachts and the like - as if the act of injecting poison into 
the groundwater also coincided with snatching purifica
tion tablets out of the hands of slum-dwellers. This 
compounding of the crime can only intensify at higher 
levels.

And, fifth, the original insight holds more than ever. If 
we are ever^oing to start icutting emissions, on any plau
sible principles, luxury will have tabe the first thing to go. 
The mdre gigatons of carbon out there, the fiercer the 
clashes might be over whose emissions to initially termi
nate when the hammer finally falls. There is as little room
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left as'tfiere.is time to postpone that reckoning. From this 
coridition“derives the sixth and last reason: the very special 
straCegit-Status of luxury ernissions. They are supremely 
demoralising'for mitigation efforts. Merely catching sight 
of a supferyacht glidifig through the estuaCry,. on hearing 
about the latest, record-in private'tovver construction, pt 
readings about the .still-s6arin^ sales ifigures for the most 
gAs-^tzXmg cars on the nlarket is'enough to break anyone s 
hope that we will ever bend'the cuiVe, If we vdnnot even get 
rid of the most preposterously unnecessary emissions, how are 
tVe going to M^n moving towards-%zero? “The" more gases 
accurfiiilated^ the xUore* accentuated ^this .centrality. 
Subsistence •emissions; must be Overcdftie-just as much as 
_any-other, but they “have none of these features of lukury 
in a C02Tsat‘urated vvorld^ wanton criminality,' ihsUlstion 
from the fallout, waste promotion, -Withholding of 
resources for “adaptation, persisting in the most odious 
variants and cfetentatiously negating the very notion of 
cuts'. A peasant who’ emits. CH4 from her paddy or CO2 
from her stove cannot- be held morally responsible to 
anything like asimilar degree. Indeed, the more entrenched 
the fossil economy, the slimnier might be her margin of 
choice.

It. follows that states should attack luxury emissions 
with axes - hot because they necessarily make up the bulk 
of the total, but because of the position they hold. Otto 
and her colleagues propose compulsory restrictions on 
household and individual emissions’ to humble the rich. 
Now the likelihood of the ruling classes implementing
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compulspiy- restrictions on the consumption of the rich 
- on themselves*, that is -c is about the same as them 
donning leather jackets and proclaiming wan commu
nism. Nor is this crime likely to,,b42 investigated and pros-, 
ecuted, for capitalism, as the criminologists note, is, all 
about rewarding and adoring it. Under thfe current balance 
of class forces! the average capitalist state with some 
pretension to care about the climate will'rather be inclined 
to begin at the opposite end; with an attack on subsistence 
emissions. < t

This is what Emmanuel Macron, king of climate 
diplomacy and private luxury,'did in France in 2018. The 
fuel tax that triggered, the Gilets Jaunes targeted the cars of 
the popular classes..Rising'rents'and house prices had long 
pushed French workers out of cities, into hinterlands 
where public transport is chronically underdeveloped and 
so owning a car is essential’ to commute to work'and 
access public services. Shue would recognise,the situation. 
Macrons carbon weighed five times more heavily on 
the bottom 10 per cent of the population than on the top 
-- effectively “a regressive tax, on subsistence, while luxury 
was released from all restraints by/<f President des riches. It 
backfired, as it should. But if other bourgeois govern
ments were to work up Macrons passion.for the climate, 
they can be expected to start fumbling in the same direc
tion., Luxury .emissions, long* acknowledged as the low- 
hanging fruits of mitigation, are left dangling, heavy and 
rotten^ without any state daring to touch them. Time to 
pick up some sticks and knock the fhiit down.
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It might take attacks on luxury-emitting devices to 
break the spell cast in the sphere of consumption. Mpch 
like divestment has kriven to remove the licencer' froip 
fossil 'fuel dividends and, replace it with ,a‘'Stigrfia, the 
purpose here* would to hammer home another 
ethics: rich people cannot'have the rightto copibusbothers- 
to death. They might coffceiv^'Of the air thkt keeps them 
bloated, as theii* private property,.and on the«same princi
ple tjiey should be .dllbwM to strut around with nfuclear 
warheads^ Disarmament, indeed, but above all aruattempt 
to“. break-but *into the only viable^route for^ mitigation: if 
w?.have to cut emissiofis.noW, that rneans we h^vt^to stqrt 
with the rich.Xt lies at the outer edge of the thinkdble. And 
so we might, take a leaf from, the Fedaiyan, whb began 
their sttuggle 'against the Shalt at a moment when the 
workers, seemed to stand sunder ‘the absolute domination 
of the enemy and felt an ‘absolute inability to chapge the 
established-order’, in the words of Amir Parviz Pouyan. In 
his essay ‘On’ the Necessity of Armed Struggle and the 
Refutation of the Theory of “Survival” ’, he captured the 
suffocating atiftosphereof a regime that seemed Unaltera
ble, deterministic, beyond popular influence. Could >hope 
survive under such conditions? ‘We must take the offen
sive in order to suryive,’ Poyan charged;

Acts of petty sabotage in locations, establishments or 
whatever else belongs to the bourgeois, bureaucratic 
and comprador enemy,, in general the rich, would 
expand the spectrum of initiatives. These acts of
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sabotage,* as they continue, will especially endanger 
the very thin^ the enenly is extremely afraid of 
losing. . .) The*spell breaks .and the enemy looks 
like a defeated,?rnagician. •

#

* lMo.t)ther .text so jolted the "generation of militants that 
spearheaded,the fall of the Shah*.

It would be a Convenient mistake, however, to think that 
consumption i^ a problerh exclusively of the supCr-richest 
,O.O027 per cent. Not ,even luxury emissions are* their 
prerogative. SUVs have conquered car markets, with stun
ning conse(^ubnce^ for the planet; in late 2019, the lEA 
reported thkn thi^ was the second-largest driver of the 
Increasing global GOj,emissions since 2010. The power 
sector came first, the swelling SUV fleet second, beating 
heavy industry - cement, iron, aluminium and aviation 
and .shipping “by wide margins. If SUV drivers were a 
nation, in 2018 they would have ranked seventlvfor CO2 

emissions. The* incessantly growing share* of SUV sales 
offsef all gaihs from fuel efficiency and electric vehicles; so 
large and'so heavy, these tars, continued to-devour prodi
gious amounts of gasoliiie, as well as energy in the stage of 
manufacturing. But the latter was excluded from the lEAs 
calculations. Had they been included, the climatic destruc- 
tivity would have been even more pronounced in the data, 
and this for a commodity that serves no discernible human 
need: safety inside these tanks is an illusion, as SUV driv
ers are far rnore likely than other motorists to crash, roll in
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a crash and die. As the lEA noted, thes^ monsters-have 
sold so well around the world Jbecause ‘they are considered 
symbols of wealth and status!. A planet incinerated.by the 
rich, and by the desire to count among them.

Sales have skyrocketed in the global North in nicely 
symmetrical” parallel with the clinaate crisis. 5UVs. first 
seized the US, reaching.63, per cent of ear sales irt 2016 
(the seventh consecutive year of total sales gains — ‘an 
unprecedented string’’, according to analysts). In ^Europe, 
the ‘Chelsea tractors’.made,their entry jn,“th^ early 2000s, 
just before the first, cycle of climatetactivism;,at its end, in 
2009, they had taken 7 per cent of th'e'market. Ihat share 
stood*at 36 per-cent in.2018<and was projected to,reach 
40 per cent three years later. Growth was no l&s ‘marked 
in Sweden, where SUV sales jumped .20 per, cent* in the 
five short years between 2013 and *2018. No Indians then 
attempted to halt the trend.

Auto -producers constantly roll out new models and 
spend -lavish amounts, advertising -them. But the move
ment ii.on their track. In September 2019, activists from 
Ende Gelande and other German outfits mobilised Z0,000 
people* in demonkrations* and dirdct actions against the 
Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung, the world’s largest 
motor show, iri Frankfurt. Never before had the car indus
try been subject to such indictment.-It came' on the heels 
ofa .series of lethal SUV incidents, most dramatically the 
killing of four people — including a-^ixty-four-year-old 
woman and her three-year-old-grandson — by a man who 
lost control of his luxurious Porsche Macan and slammed
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into pedestrians on a‘sidewalk'ih Berlin. Calls went up for 
the*‘tank-lilffi’ cars to be banned. After Angela Merkel had 
inaugurated the 'show in Frankfurt, activists climbed on 
top of SUVs and unfurled banners readirtg Klimakiller. 
Two months later, the journal Liberation reported that 
one street in the sixteenth arrondissement of Paris, home 
of French high society, had had its SUVs deflated one 
night. Expect more of that target selection.

It is not entirely correct; to say that the movement has 
refrained from damaging and destroying property. On the 
night when ^Donald Trump was> elected president, two 
members of the Des Moines Catholic Worker movement, 
Jessica Reznicek and Ruby Montoya, trespassed onto a site 
for construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline in Iowa. 
They brought coffee, canisters filled with rags and motor 
oil, placed them on the seats of six pieces of heavy machin
ery and lit matches; five gf the six were burnt out in the 
attack. Autodidacts ifl the field, Reznicek and Montoya 

•then learnt to use welding-torches with oxygen and acety
lene to burn through the steel in the pipes. Protective gear 
on, they raided the pipeline up and down the state in the 
spring of 2017 and pierced holes in it, compressing each 
hit-and-run strike into the span of seven-minutes. Then 
they returrred to arson. Equipment at multiple sites were 
set on fire with parcels soaked , in gasoline. The property 
they attacked belonged to Energy Transfer, a conglomer
ate of pipeline companies on whose boards one could find 
Rick Perry, secretary of energy under Trump.
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Reznicek^and Montoya had immersed,themselves in 
the movement against the Dakota Access Pipeline centred 
on Standing Rotk; they reacted .to. defeat not by capitulat
ing, hnt' by moving on to the next, phase.? As the two. 
Catholic workers explained in their communique,

After exploring and exhausting all avenues of process, 
including attending publiccommentary hearings;* gath
ering signatures for valid requests lor Environmental 
Impact Statements, participating in civil,disobedience, 
hunger strikes, marches and rallies, boycotts and. 
encampments; we- saw the clear deficiencies of our 
government to hear the peoples dem^ds.

Eventually they r'esolved-to come out and confos. ‘We are 
speaking publicly. t» empower others to act boldly, with 
purity of heart,, to dismande the infrastructure which 
deny us ,ouf rights to water, dand .and liberty,’ Re^nicek 
and Montoya announced at a press conference. Their 
sabotage delayed construction of the pipeline for an 
uncertain number of months, but no matter how 
frequendy they perforated it, two individuals, of course, 
could not on their own bring down the juggernaut. That 
would have required'organised upscaling:

In Germany, the conflict over the fiambach forest 
came to a head in September 2018, when police moved in 
to clear the way for the brown coaljnine. A village in the 
canopy first had to be torn down. Over several years, 
activists had built some 60 treehouses, up to 25 metres
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High,, forming iAterlinked communities oi ‘barrios’ in 
perriianent->pfotection of the forest. The police jieeded 
cranes ta reach <hem;flhe first company to be contracted 
v^ithdrew after dissent among the. staff, the second after 
public pres^ure.-'Tlie third.rent oufits cranes to cops so 
they could swing up in the air to catch the activists and 
"crash their tripods; cabins and two-storey villas in’scenes 
eliciting outtage over the. things the state would do for 
toal. Then .someone enteted the warehouse of this third 
company "and sepit on fire. The action was repeated at 
another depot. Meanwhile, "die German branch of Friends 
of the'Earth frantically "pushed a lawsuit against the coal 
dbmpafiy.in the regional court, which, in a surprise Victory 
fpr’the movement, ordered .a stop to die clearance pend
ing, a verdict. Fifty thousand people gathered on st field 
nexfto the forest to celebrate theueprieve and reassert thfe 
commitment to defeat co^; as -of this writing, the tree- 
houses arej rebuilt, the barrios inhabited, the groves still 
alive with insects and birds.*

The Hambach tree squatters have been waging low- 
intensity conflicts with police and companies, sometimes 
conducting petty sabotage in and around the groves. The 
Zone a defendre (ZAD) in Frahce used militant tactics in 
its successful struggle against the planned airport north of 
Nantes. Another few cases notwithstanding, the move
ment has by and-large left property destruction an untried 
tactic. What if it became more than a one-off occurrence? 
What if hundreds or thousands followed in the footsteps 
of Reznicek and Montoya? On what grounds could that ’
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be cause for regret knd condemnation? One tnighf argue 
that it would opeh the^dams of violence, on, even ad'lib; 
terrorisfm. As for the former, !^eznicek and Montoya hotly 
dispute that, their afctionsJ’fell ittto that category: “Ihe oil 
being taken out of the 'ground land the machinery that 
does it and the* infrastructure which supports if v-^’this is 
violent’, Rezriicek stated in, art interview..‘We never at all 
threatened'human life. We’re ^acting.iif art effott fo save 
human life, fo'Save out planet, fo save our resources. And 
nothihg,was ever donehy Kuby or meoutside'of peaceful, 
deliberate and steady loving hari'ds.’ In the 'Catholic 
Worker tradition, ennobledday the^'Serrigan brothers who 
used'blood and riapalmtto destroytlraft'fileS.during the 
Vietnam War and spoiled nuclear warheads during the 
late Cold War, righteous property de'struction falls within 
the boundaries of nonviolence.

The position ’has scripturaf support. Jesus- Christ was 
no stranger to the tactic: the Gospel of John tells us that 
he became so infuriated at- the sight of money-changers 
raking in profit-from sdliiig cattle in thd temple that he 
used ‘a*whip of cords’ to drive them all out, before pour
ing out their coins and overturning their tables. Some 
support can also be found in secular philosophy. It has 
been argued that the similarity between breaking the bone 
of a child and breaking the bone of a table is deceptive: 
only the child can feel pain. Oply shecan,be traumatised, 
only her dignity violated; the table is devoid of interests 
and mental states. Physical force that injures inanimate 
objects does not, on this view, count as violence, because

Breaking the Spell mi

it cannot haVe the results that cx>nstitute.the prima fiide 
wrongness of what we call violence. At a minimum,* those 
on,the reeeiving end musf bdSentient beings.

.Far iftore'common, however, is the opposite view. One 
much-cited* philosophical' essay -says that violence ‘is 
always r/one, arid it is.*always.done to something-, typically 
a person,* animal, of piece of property’. The latter class of 
objects - windows, automobiles, places of business 
- might be subjected to breaking, burning, stone-throw
ing and an array of other violent aCts. But what about the 
ordered demolition- of a dilapidated- house, or the 
controlled burning of. a garden patch.^ To meet the crite
ria, the physical attacks damaging or destroying property 
have to be ^highly-vigorous#, or incendiary, or malicious’, 
the latter-the .weighties^ attribute. In a similar vein, Ted 
Honderich define^ political violenfce- as .‘a use. of physical 
force that ihjures^ damages, Yiolates or destroys people or 
things, with a political and-social intention’. Chenoweth 
and Stephan submit that ‘violent tactics include bomb
ings, shootings,, kidnappings, physical sabotage such as 
the destruction of infrastructure, and other-types of physi
cal harm of people .and property’, which makes .it even 
more impressive that they* can name a single case of non
violence. The fall of the Berlin Wall? People didn’t-caress 
the cement..

But strategic, pacifists are right in asserting that in*the 
eyes of the public, in the, early twenty-first century and 
particularly in ihe-global North, property destruction does 
tend to (X)me off as violent. Likewise, most people would
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think of a whip of chords as a weapon and,the chasing 
away of money-changers'and^overturning of their tables as’ 
a minor whirlwind of violence. One should, not succumb 
to an argumentum ad populum, but neither .should one 
ascribe meaning ro “words that*deviate too much from the 
common l^guage. If we were to exclude objects from the 
definition of violence, we would have to try to convince 
the world that a crowd of Gilets Jailnes marching down the 
Champs-Elys^es and pulverising every retail store along 
the way would in fact be practising nonviolence - mbre 
than a conceptual stretdi, a waste of rhetorical effort.

We must accept that property destruction is-violence, 
insofar as it. intentionally exerts physical force to' inflict 
injury on a thing owned* by someone who‘does not want 
it to happen (such as Rick Perry and his fellow Energy 
Transfer shareholders). But in the very saAie breath, we 
must insist on it being different in kind from the violence 
that hits a human (or an animal) in the face, forthe reasons 
just-specified: one cannot treat a car cruelly or make it cry. 
It has no rights truncated in the moment of incineration. 
Some harm befalls .the person behind the car - the driver, 
the owner - who is prevented from using it as he wishes. 
But it would be something-else to set fire“fo him. Martin 
Luther King - his moral compass d wonder of reliability 
next to Gandhis - endorsed this distinction in his apolo
gia for the urban riots of 1967: ‘Violent they certainly 
were. But the violence, to a starding degree# was focused 
against property rather'than against people’, and within 
the genus of violent acts, this made.all the difference: ‘A
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life is sacred. Property is intended to serve life, and no 
matter ho>v much tve surround it with rights and respect, 
it'hasTtOvpersonal being.’ Why were the rioters so violent 
with property then.^ Because property represents the white 
power structure, which they were attacking and trying to 
destroy.’

On the standard view, which also seems to be King’s, 
an inanimate object can undergo violence by virtue of 
being property - standing in a relation, that is, to a human 
being, who can claim to be indirectly hurt when it is hurt. 
Shattering,aj:usty thassis discarded on a dumpsite would 
scarcely be violent, since no one would be around to 
sustain the loss. But this indirectness is also what sets 
property destruction apart, for one cannot equate the 
treatment of people with the treatment of the things they 
own. E^f^en the man most deeply in love with his car should 
admit that slicing up its tyres and slicing up his lungs 
tome With separate ethical tags. Only the most extreme 
form of bourgeois fetishism - claiming that the owned 
object is in fact animate - could muster a case against this 
differentiation. There is, however, one exception, one type 
of property destruction that approaches killing-and maim
ing, namely that which hits material conditions for 
subsistence: poisoning someone’s groundwater, burning 
down a family’s* last remaining grove of olive trees or, for 
that matter, firebombing a paddy field in an Indian peas
ant village because it emits methane would come close to 
a stab in the heart. At the other end of the spectrum is the 
blasting of a superyacht into smithereens.
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if we accept that property destruction is violence, 
and that it is less grave. thaA violence against humans, this 
in itself neither condemns nor condones the practice. It 
seerns that it ought to be avoided for as long as possible, 
fivem a 'revolutionary Marxist should -regard it as prima 

wrong, because private property is the form in which 
capitalism snares productive forces that often — although 
at'a falling rate--.cater to some human-needs. We would 
hot want a situation where people went around thro-vving 
bricks into cafes, and'toppling school .walls‘and slitting 
jackets on a whim, just fbr-.the hell of it. Highly pressing 
circumstances must rather be present for attacks oa prop
erty to come under consideration. Then .begins the act-of 
balancing.

Ts not a womans life,, is hot her health, are not her 
hmbs more valuable than panes of glass?.’ asked Efnmeline 
Pankhurstr Or, in the words of one. philosopher-mulling 
over .violent civil ;disobedience: if a grossly immoral-war is 
being-waged, the right of railway engineers to keep-the 
tracks in good shape may be superseded by ‘the 'more 
important right of the people in the country to which the 
troops are headed, to life itself’. In the climate breakdown, 
the scales might tip quickly — on the one side, things like 
pipelines and diggers and SUVs; on the other, .a weight 
that must tend towards the infinite because it encompasses 
all values. A woman’s life, her health and limbs, the right 
of a people to life itself And everything else is in peril. 
Because of the temporal dimension, moreover, Pankhurst’s 
question must also be posed from the standpoint of future
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gener?itions: will those in school today or born next year 
grow up to think that the machines of the fossil economy 
were accorded insufficient respect? Or will they look back 
oh this moment in time rather like we, or at least those of 
us with a modicum of feminist leanings, look back on the 
suffragettes and see smashed windows as a price worth 
payipg? But when suffragettes broke panes, torched letter
boxes and hammered on paintings, these things had,' in 
and of themselves, at most a tangential relation to the 
problem-of male monopoly on the vote. Now the machines 
of the-fossil econoffiy are the problem.

One might turn to contemporary scholarship on civil 
disobedience'and'political violence for further guidance.
^J^lliatn Smith, one of the most astute theorists, has 
recendy turned 'his attention to direct action, along the 
lines of ‘occupations, sabotage, property' damage and 
other types of force’ designed to dissuade opponents from 
proceeding with their'plans and deter them from dupli
cating their efforts. He regards this taxon of action as 
distinct from civil disobedience, with its emphasis on 
moral suasion. When could it ever be justified? He sets up 5
three criteria. First, I

i

direct action should be limited to disrupting prac
tices that might result in, or imminently threaten to |
generate, serious and irreversible harm. The urgency |
of the situation might be sufficient to override a ^

presumption in favour ,of lawful advocacy or civil 
disobedience, if too much damage would occur j

i
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before the process of reflection and reconsideration
tiriggered by the latter.t:oUld.run its course.

It should be noted that this‘argument is not tai|ored for' 
the climate-crisis, which receives no mention.

Second, there must be grounds for believing .that 
mellower tactics have led nowhere, and that this lapk of 
progress, is itself a symptom of the structural" depth of 
the ills.. 3niird, there should, be^ at least ideally, some 
higher charter, eonventiop or edict.the wrongdoers have 
flouted and violated and that the activists cart refer to. 
Thanks.to three decadesmf institutionalised logprrhoea, 
therelare no scarcities here: from^the UNFCCfC -to the 
Paris Agreement,* not to speak of the ceremoniously 
promulgated national pledges and plans (at. least in 
Europe), whole libraries’ worth of covenants and 
consensuses have been assembled fdr climate activists to 
pursue the felons with.. But Smith concedes that all 
three criteria need not.'be fully satisfied. ‘The severity or 
urgency of the harm’ may be such that direct action 
needs no further warrant.

There is nothing madly aberrant about this radicalism; 
rather, the literature is replete with similar deductions. 
Nor is Smith alone in claiming that the right to resistance 
at some point can morph into a duty. In fact, once the 
gravity of the climate crisis is duly recognised, it is difficult 
to see what ethical precepts .could be marshalled to keep 
that morphing at bay and uphold a ban on destroying the 
causative property. To date, no case has been made for the
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pfecedence of the physical integrity 'of COi-emitting 
devices.

What of*,terrorism? We have sefen Lanchester speculate 
about a scenario where people scratch SUVs with their 
key^ and subsume if under that term. Is that appropriate? 
EeW otheE’CoAcepts 'are as loadM with ideology or colouted 
by a particular •’inoment; Violence’ has a history as old as 
the misCs of time,*but ‘terrorism’can now hardly-be uttered 
without the likes of Donalds Rumsfeld and Trump ventril
oquising. Less reasoiTj then, td mkke eoncessioris to ordi
nary usage. If terrorism is to have any analytical substance, 
its* core definition must be the ‘deliberatily indiscriminate 
killing of innocent civilians for the purpose of instilling terror 

something very nearly like it. We have rejected die 
claim of Jessica Rezfiicek and Ruby Montdya to be“ ndm 
violent — should we alsb label them •terrorists?'On this 
definition,-it would be risible.

In just war theory, the differentia specifica of terrorism, 
the particular moral transgression that blackens its name, 
is-the failure to discriminate between combatants and 
non-combatants when killing people. Reznicek and 
Montoya didn’t Idll combatants. They killed no one, 
injured nobody, touched not a hair on anyone’s head, and 
so they* must be placed at the farthest' remove from the 
category of terforfem. Someone who would brand them 
terrorists would in all likelihdod refuse to extend the term 
to'people who invest or indulge in C02-emitting devices; 
thus recommending that acts that wound no living beings
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be.4eemed terrorism, and acts that actually, cerdfial^ly kill 
people be absolvedi Such conceptual abuse .from the 
guardians of business-as-usual would not be in the slight
est surprising.' Indeed, it s.eems to Ixave' ^ready begun, m 
atrtitipation of t|ie onset of property destructiomat scaje: 
in,2019,,the Danish and Swedish intelligence Services and 
tbeif‘academic mouthpieces warned that cl^ate tprror- 
ismds.on the horizon, in the word? of Magnus-^anstorp, 
ideological hitmaij MDf, the repressive state apparatus -in, 
Sweden, who had never hefore spiUed a public word on 
thp^oliruate, question and (did-not, of,course, refet>to the 
eninbpstion of fossil fiiels. He and his fellows had acts like, 
dieznicek’s'and Montoyas, on their radar;,‘One can easily, 
imagine’, oneOanish expert opined on theactivists^of the 
thirdvcycle, ‘that they become frustrated with apolitical 
system, that .does not in their eyes take this matter .seri~ 
ously enough, and a srr^l,portion of thern might resort to 
violent actions’, this hypothepcal scenario being.isketched 
in May 2Q19. Behold the paradox.

This -is obviously not ro suggest, that CO2 emissions 
should’be categorised as act§. of. terrorism, which would 
also constitute conceptual abuse, although arguably of a 
lesser sort, insofar as blind killing is central to^ what tertor- 
ism is*. TJie term should not be devaluated, fhe crime not 
trivialised.-Someone who enters a mosque with<the,4nten- 
tiort to kill the ma^mum number jof worshippers ,is 
undertaking an act of terrorism;, someone "who drills, a. 
hole'in a pipeline or sets a depot aflame performs ‘a cate
gorically distinct act’, in the words of Steve Vanderheiden;
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leading philosopher of environmental ethics. One could 
re"tort that die latter also seeks to create an atmosphere “of 
fear. Is not'the idea here to t'errorise capitalists into'subihis- 
sion?'But the establishment-of a deterrence cannot'be a 
sufficient coiidifioil* for terforism.-If is common knowl
edge'that the prison'system''exists to deter citizens'from 
infraaions of the law; by threatening to abolish theit free
dom of movement; closed-circuit TV cameras, armed 
^ards and a panoply of other fully normalised phenom
ena have similar fimctionsj Parents have told‘lurid7tales, 
raised their voice, eVen smacked itheir children todhcul- 
cate fear Tor uhwht)lesome things. All of this mighf'be 
objected to; nohe<>£if can be called-ferrorism. The unique 
objecfite of the mosque killer is to cteate an atmosphere 
where Muslims for their lives and go to Friday prayer 
in the knowledge that they could be killed at any m6ment 
just because of who they are. Fear for the loss of property 
is't categorically distinct fear. It pertains to the balance 
sheet and budget, not the body.

‘Vandalism would-be a more appropriate term, as 
would ‘sabotage’, which we have used as a synonym for 
the« damage and destruction jof* property; as long as no 
blood is sbted, this is the paletteto dioose from. It changes 
the moment blood is shed. This could happen, by mistake 
or design; dt does not have to. In 2004, two scholars >^rk- 
ing*for‘the Norwegian defence establishment'searched 
through 5,000 recorded incidents of terrorism and found 
262 cases of what* they called ‘petroleum terrorism’, 
defined 'as attacks on oil -infrastructure and persbnnel.
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cp'n(|entrate(i in the Middle h^ast, J^igeria -aild Colon|t|ia. 
(ofthose-attacks, otieXl) Jia4 bgienconductedh^ environ- 
ment4ists).><Dnly ll„per cent/esult^d ip any casualties, 
,\isu3|ly one ojr'twp.-, RenjoVing the attacks, oh personnel, 
thjg^c^Ualty figures all but disappeared. Tfie, deadly attacks 
had^prim^ily he^h-conducted by^^Isl^ists - aS, in, tbe 
^ger^n civil v/^ - who fe]t. few cpmpunctions ;about 
blpo^etting, whjere^ leftist and other. secuUt groups, 
including . the^ Eurppeap anti-imperialist .front of tjhe 
l^SQsj tepdpd to eschew it. The occurrence'of deaths'and 
iiijjiirjes in conjunction wj.th petrojeum t^rrpris.rn could 

Norwegians concluded, he explained by differ
ences,jin. ideology’.. But thgij: doesn’t ^mean-that Islaiiiists 
have to. kill when they attach oil:« the drones diving into 
Abq^q did. not produce., a single recorded injury to a 
human body.

^e fine .art to .betnastered here is.that.of contrplled 
pplftigal violence..^Mien thp tpwriships boiled, ^er the 
Sharpeville massacre,. Nelson Mandela tried tq convince 
his fellow ANC leaders thajc violence would begin whfether 
wd initiated it or not. Wotild it not.be better to gui4e this 
violence ourselves, according to^priiiciples where we saved 
lives by attacking ^rtibols of ojppresdon, and not-people?’ 
Sages like Ranstorp may have spotted a similar ferment 
(though the similarities clearly shouldn’t be exaggerated). 
When Mandela weighed the option?, they included terror- 
ismi and guerrilla. ^Y^fare, but ‘terrorism inevitably 
reflected poorly on those-who used it. Querriflgt warfgre 
was a possibility, but since the ANC had been reluctant to

ap
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embrace'Vible'nce at'all, it made sbAse'to Begin 'wi'th^the 
form of violence that inflicted the least" harrh against'ihdi- 
viduals: sabotage.’ -

At’the*iAoment of this writing, when the third cydld'is 
steadily tovjrMng upwatds, in a political climate'Still 
haunted by al-Qaeda ahcLDaesh, it-wbuld be catastrophic 
for" &e movement if ahy part of it used terrorism'.' The 
same could'go for‘uiiintteded casualti'es and injuries. The 
mbral tapifal the dimate rliovement has amassed could be 
depreciated of obliterated in one blow. If killing has'bad 
cbns‘equencesf6r fhf-right cause, its primafacie impethais- 
sibilityls not atteiiiiatedbut amplified, and so any climate 
Militant wha’conteMplates sabotage should abide b^- the 
original rules of the IvlK not to endanger life in any way’ 
- of, With 'William Smith, they should Be ‘constrained, 
proportionate and discriminating’. She should' 'warn 
people of the jisk of the ‘ injury* whdre'applicable, ,’deSist 
from harassing or ifitiMidating persons, take precautions 
fo avoid damage fo the environment. Can such'resfraTrits 
Be 'guaranteed? Obviously not. Like all tactical choices, 
the/ mii^ be fofged in the moment. Jessica Rdznicek and 
Ruby Montoya ate tutors in this department, dismaiitling 
fossil fuel infrastructure with "steady loving hands.’

i

I once-asked'Bill McKibBeri,'after art energising'speech to 
a"* capacity 'crowd, 'when -‘'given that'the situatibtt is-as 
urgent as he poftfayed it and we "all know it is we' esca
late. He was visibly ill'at ease. The first part of his response 
presented what we rriight call the objection from
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as^jfngtry: as. §t).Qji as a social movement' pngaiges 
viplj^nt'^cts^ it« moves; onto the terrain favoured'■by the 
enemy, who is overwhelmingly superior in milimry capa- 
bilid^. TJie state loves a.fight of arms; it knptys it will win. 
Our. strength is, in-number§. '|his is a pet^gument for 
strategic.pacifists, but it-is disingenuous. YioJ^cp is-not 

the* sole field tyhere a^rametry prevail^. The, enemy .has 
ovfftyhelmin^y.superior capabilitiesTa virtu^ly ^//fields, 
including mpdia^pfopaganday- institutionsd coordination, 
Ibgfstical resoifrces, political legitimacy.^d, above,all;- 
rponey. |f the, mcyement ^should .§hpn, uphill <batdps, a 
4ivp§tmeht camp^gn-seems like the worsji: possible choice; 
trying ^to sap fossil eapitaL,by mpans of capital. ,, 

There is a centuries- or even jniUennia-lppg histoly.of 
slipgshots downing Goliaths ^apd.other tactics, ingenigus 
enough to.find cracks iafhe enemyi ^mopr.^As part.of 
theanass resistance in the besieged Gaza Strip in the spring 
of .2018, Ealestfiiians invented ..techniques for sepding- 
kites. and helium-inflated condoms carrying incepdiary 
rnaterials acros.s the wall to burn Israeli-property..The most 
pqwbrful state in dig Middle East, PtPed to the.teeth \yith 
atomic bombs and fhe most sophisticated systems for 
intercepting rockets, stood* helpless before these, lumpen 
missiles from the most thoroughly deprived fragment of a 
people. Jn the'popular uprisings that, swirled, across the 
globe, in *20d9, not only did crowch smash fioutiqpes in 
Beirut with iron, bars,, set fire to SUVs in the po.sh neigh
bourhoods, overlooldpg,Port-au-Prince,. throw themselves 
into ferocious clashes with police in Quito - the largest
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pipelinelh Ecuador shut down after iridigenous protesterls
- ‘disrupted^ it - burA‘%anks'and official-^buildings in Iran 

and Iraq and rip' up' the civil resistance model day.ffiier 
day.*They also revelled in creative new-old technologies of 
warfare* without gUns. In Santiago, they'used up to fifty 
handheld laSers- to bfiilg'down police drones ftorfi thCsky. 
In Hong Kong,’ they filled streets with mini Stonehenges’
- one* brick* laid'horizontally over two standing ones*- to 
block th^ paths of police Vehicles, and built giant wooden 
catapultsj niedieval-style, to fling petrol bombs towards 
the liii'es of the Chinese state. No law says that asymmetry 
in field'can never be overturned from below, nor that 
vidlAice must* conflict with the strength of numbers.

‘ Rathfer,' unarmed collective violence is one expression of 
that strength^ bUe way of bringing down the seemingly 
invincible.'Pfoperty destruction has always been essential 
to“ it.*Canlt ever*adquite mass proportions in the clittiate 
Struggle? Only if the movement first overcomes the taboo 
gainst ft.

Then there is the objection from timq, quick to make 
an appearance: we have not yet exhausted non-violence. 
We have tO be patient. We must give perfe'ctly civil disobe
dience another chance and let it mature“for^more years if 
needed; it must not be ditched ahead of time. But in this 
case, u charge of rashness could scarcely stick. Due to the 
temporality of the problem, ugain, the opposite objection
— a’ surfeit of patience Until now - would fit better. We live 
in a dream world’, Gedrge 'Monbiot once observed:
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i Qur .dreaming will, as it hai begun to dp .already,- 
/Hestro^ the conditions necessary for Hum^' life on*

, Earth. Were we governed by reason, we-woi^d^beon 
, Jthe “barricades today, dragging thfe drivers, of Range 

Hovers and-Nissan Patjrols put,of their seats’, occupy-, 
ing* and shutting down the- coal-buroing^ pdwet . • 
stations, bursting in upon the Blairs’?i;etreaf from,

> reality in Barbados and demanding a reversal*^ of 
economic life as’ tiramatic as the’one “we bore when 
we went to war with Hitler.*

Those-words were written in 2003. ’ '
'But npt everyone can mix a Mojdtov cocktaiLor^fill a 

coffee^canister With motor oil! This is the objection from 
demography, averring th,at ngn-violence- is’ inherently 
attractive to‘the masses arid violence' exclusionary. At first 
sight,-it also seems,disingenuous’, for wfe do-rfot normally 
think vthat activities requiring spd:ial skills and"physic^ 
corhpetences should, for that very reasdti, be renounced; 
no, dne .saved by a firefighter Would complain that he 
should have stayed at home, because riot everyone has his 
fitness and agility. Social processes tend to ihvolve divi
sions of labour. At a closet look, howpver,* the objection 
carries more force, for it deals not with technical but with 
political relations and arrangements, and here mass .partic
ipation is a value in itself, unlike in. an operating-theatre. 
And', empiricdly .speaking, overall, Chenoweth and 
Stephan are correct in-claiming that ‘barriers to participa
tion are-much lower for non-violent-resistance .than for
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violent insurgency’. The festive atmosphere in a square 
taken over‘by protesters has more to speak for it and less 
to scare people away than a mayhem of stone-throwing. 
This-is onp re^on-why 1.) non-violent mass mobilisation 
should (where possible) be the first resort, militant action 
the last; and 2^) «na -movement shotild ever voluntarily 
suspend the foriAer, ohly give it appendages.

That said, the mass-“appeal of the civil disobedience 
eticjUette can be overblown. XR has gone out of its way to 
shower- the police in love. ‘Police, we love you — it’s for 
your children too’, ran a common chant in London. After 
the action in Malmo in September 2019, the local branch 
of .the-Rebellion posted a picture of an activist anda cop 
having £ttete-a-tete;*all smile and affection,, and confirmed 
that ‘at the end of the day, we’re all in the same boat’. In 
the handbook,, we learn that Rebels should seek to ‘actively 
try to get arrested’ and that.'this desire is ‘at the hPart of 
Extinction. Rebellion. Well this appeals to some people. As 
pointed out in an open letter to XR after the London 
‘spring uprising’ in 2019, written by the Wretched of the 
Earth, a network of climate- activists of colour, together 
with Ende Gelande, the Hambach forest UccUpation and 
a plethora of other-allies, throwing oneself into the arms 
of the police isf a sign'of privilege. People from racialised 
communities might hesitateuto do so. Middle-class whites 
dan count on the good manners of the cops; working-class 
Mushms and blacks and migrants without papers don’t 
have-that assurance. This might be one reascfn whyXR, in 
its first year of existence, was pished by a whiteness out
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ofall proportion-to.the demographics in cities lik&tondon 
and .Malmo. Others would, fepl .sun^oned by* a more 
confrontation^ 6r eyasiyo approach taxhe-repressiveustate 
apparatus. At the end lof,the,. day,.-as; the Wretched of ithe 
Earth'asserted, we are tpo Jn^y'and too mariifolddo'.fit 
iritQ.one boat:* the only vessel that fan make room for .the 
level of .participation required to .win- this ‘fight ;of ojir 
lives’ is ‘-a diversity and plurality of,tactics^ Ye^, such diver- 
sityiand plurality vdll open'for interhal tensions, which Ho 
movement that has altered the coufse-of history has done 
wnhont. There is something suspicious about total tacti
cal .conformity..' ^

..Taken from-the .reading of movernents against dicta
torships,.-a related objection Cites democracys'violence is 
detrimental” tp the god of peaceful, constitutiond.delib- 
etatioUvIf theenemy is beatCn up or worse, he is’^expelled 
frpm.the circle of the,rjghtful.inheritors of the-nation and 
.wonicotne back to sit at the table as he should. (Chenoweth 
andsStephan add that-foreign investors will be frightened.) 
Blit' in the -kind of struggle the climate mpyement is 
waging — against a set of productive forces flojirishing in 
mature democracies - this ar^ment lose^ Some pf its 
applicability. It loses the rest when we consider only the 
type, of violence reserved for. property, as another philoso
pher-.has elucidated: ‘seizing and destroying -the- gold- 
enctusted'jet of a plutocrat is an eminently striking and 
symbolic form of protest’,* and ‘given that the- plutocrat 
himself is not threatened’, np antidemocratic ostracism 
takes place.
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TKe secx)nd.partof McKibben’s response advanced the 
objectioii"from’ popular support. As soon as- violencfeds 
thrown irito the mix, it evaporates. The movement can 
win sympathy by ‘Clasping .hands* around the- -White 
House,'Of-blocking a .^ terminal with a fleet of Cahoes, 
or staging a die-inPin a natural history museum,‘but it Can 
only'repel the public by burning things- or- clashing With 
cops. There is deafly a grain of truth to this, particularly 
in the^US. France i^ifierenti-A French social motement 
does-not automatically become a pariah if" it-spices'.up 
mass mobilisation with some property destruction'and 
rioting: there is, no biological law of repellence, e\?en in 
the global •North.‘«^ther, we face-an ostensible paradox 
here,, in that the US Is a vastly more-violent society - as 
measured by the diffudOn of guns, the incidence of mass 
shootings, the civilians killed by police, the veheration of 
armed heroes in popular culture, the belligerence of the 
state •and any other yaidstick'- than France, and yet the 
intolerance for violence committed by social movements 
is. at its highest, in the former. But'the paradox dissolves 
when we*-consider that* the US swept the slate clean for 
unrestrained capitalism by means of genocidal violence. 
France, on’the other.hand, still has a perennially renewed 
legacy of-popular upheaval and a-comparatively combat
ive .^working dass*. The", tolerance for»subaltern violence 
stands in'Inverse relation to-the'absoluteness of capitalist 
dominance- and- the- consequent' suffusion of a social 
formation With violence - the American allergy, in other 
words, is a pathology.
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■Aoiericans, however, aren’t the only ones who live in 
sick societies, and activists obviously have to learn'how to 
behave inside theta without instandy alienating their 
intended audiefices. But neither should they take pilblic 
aversion to even the softest sabotage as a natural fact. 
Levels of receptivity are contingent on time, and this must 
hold in particular for the climate struggle. If intjhe still- 
not-so-hot year of 2007i the Indians ,t)f the Concrete 
Jungle could deflate SUV tyres in Sweden widiout.’inQLir- 
ring any losses in support for the climate movement — it 
was the Cowboys that were up in arms - then what, forms 
of sabotage could not go down well, even in this.most 
depoliticised of social formations, in 2025 or,.2040?. At six 
degrees, the itch to blow up pipelines might be well-nigh 
universal among whatever humanity remains. We should 
posit a law of a tendency of the receptivity to rise in a rapidly 
warming, world; anything else would be to presume .a 
species-wide death wish? If fossil fuels continue to be 
combusted and temperatures to dimb, physical attacks on 
the sources of the more and .more dreadful, lesS and less 
deniable calamities should resonate with broader and 
broader layers. The only thing that could interfere with 
this tendency would be an actual annulment of business- 
as-usual, a Green New Deal or some similar policy pack- 
^e breaking the curve and movirtg it towards zero r- then 
property dekruction would appear superfluous'to very 
many.. This would of xx)urse be* the best-case scenario, to 
which alhefforts should contribute. In its absence, recep
tivity must go up, from however low levels, because
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climate breakdown dops not smoulder; it^has no stasis; it 
will beexacerbated by biogeochemical and physical 
process&^that, cannot be -negotiated, and in the lighp of 
this, temporality, typical predictions x)f popular support 
for yiolence would need to- be revised.

The problem, of course, is that-blowing up a pipeUne 
in a six-degrees world would be to act a little late .in the 
day." Should we wait for approval from a near-consensus? 
A majority? A big'minority? The task of climate activists 
cannot be to -take an existing level of consciousness as a 
given,, but»rather to stretch it. They should walk ahead — 
.not too far'from the massesj-which would lead to isola
tion; nor injhemedian or rear, which would obviate their 
mission. They must prepare to be calumniated by some 
(anything else wopldhe proof of inefficacy) while steering 
clear of tactics, that would put off too many the tight
rope walked by any,working vanguard. Actions should be 
undertaken if plan,*^oal and execution can be explained 
and. garner support in an intimate relation to the existing 
consciousness, to be pushed up a notch. This is one reason 
why it would be a very bad idea indeed to assassinate a 
coal executive or fly an. aeroplane into an ExxonMobil 
skyscraper. Intelligent sab(5tage is something else. It should 
be explainable and acceptable to enough numbers in some 
places,- and if not today, then .surely after a little more- of 
thig, breakdown.

Time-and timing are, of the essence. Every ‘extreme 
weather event now blows with the forc:e .of accumulated 
emissions, and gives a foretaste' of misery to come. That
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shdtiM be die monient to strike and st^etch^ next time the 
\^dlclfi^es bntit through fhe forests of Europe, take-dut a 
digger,, Nest time a Caribbean .island is battered beyond 
recognition, burst :in upoiv a .banquet of luxury emissions 
or'k Shell board meeting. Ihe weathef is already, political, 
but' it is political Jhm one side dniy, blowing off the steam 
built'up by the enenly, who is not made to feel the heat or 
take the* blame.' It is part of Manchester’s- pafadox ‘that 
climate-aaivistS have yet to tinje theif‘actions to Singular 
climate, catastrophes. Capacity Could be heldin reserve.

.-The same temporality* may swiftly^mOve' the beftch- 
rrfark-bf moderation, as'it didMuring the Civil %ightx era: 
lylartin Luther King'appeared-ladici in the late 1950s, 

Extinction Rebellion* in'2019. W^ith the'eihergencfe of a 
flank, positions shift. That is when progress can be'rtiade: 
when representatives of XR -sit down with the* British 
government to negotiate a path'toxero emissions-by-2025 
- perhaps the ministers will insist on 2028 - some mitiga- 
tionwOuld "finally be uitderway. To end Up on" that'table, 
XRoritS equivalents might need a little linrequestediassis- 
tancej just as MLKohce did. If is the "duty of the erstwhile 
radicals’to'denounce* the new flank and accuse itnf under
mining their endeavours. If they were to applaud the trou
blemakers who threaten or commit'acts of violence, they 
Would not gain the edge of respectability and receive uo 
invitation to the policy-making chambers. A positive radi
cal flank effect presuppo'seS, with.'Haines, ‘a division of 
laborln which moderates and radicals perform very differ
ent roles’: the latter StO’ke up the drisis to a breaking-point.

X20
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the former pfFer* a wky outs It follows that prosp€a:tive 
militants.'^hopld e?;pepC;,and even hope for condemnation 
front th^ tuainstieami,) without which the two would 
become indistinguishable and the effect be lost. Putdjffer- 
dtjtlyi they should not try to convinc:e XR or Pill McKibhen 
ot*any other part of the tnoventent committed to absolute 
noorviolepce to-pick ,up the fcocktails-and the canisters — 
itsuiot their job.'Jts.the. job of the factions to come.

'ThereJs, howeyer,,as Haihes andlOthers: have demons 
f strated.and McKibhen apprehended, also a palpable.risk 

fot a negative i^aAicai. flank effect.-Extremisms can make a 
moYeoieut Tpok^o distasteful as tq deny it all influence. 
There is no lack, of exampfes pf moyements shooting 

I themselves in the foot. Because pf?the magnitude of the 
stakes in the climate crisis^negative effects cpuld.be unusu
ally ruinous here. Militant formations on the flank of this 
ntovement would thus have to be especially circumspect 
and-mindful of the principles laid down by, for instance, 
William Smith; practitioners of direct action are responsi
ble befijre their community of opinion and bound by the 
duty to .advance, not retard, its cause.-'They may dive into 
a campaign of property destruction on condition of being 
pjepared to amend or it off, if at beccynes clear that-it
MU. draw top much retaliation, vilification, embarrass- 
rUentpij the-piovenient. Now this presents militants .with 
a genuine dilemma. On,the one hand, .they have-to .trust 
the'piainsxream to reproach and disowp them - a seal of 
the -division of labour - but- on the other, there, might 
be no beljer source..of information .about deleterious
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consequences for- the movement as a whole^ When do 
they ignore the-cenSTlre and proceed,- satisfied? When do 
they heh- . it and adjtlst? If not a catch-22, it is cfeitaihly 
andther'tighfrope. But then no one said militancy should 
be casual or comfortable.

The same applies to the inevitable objection from the 
standpoint of repression. Why provoke the state to rain 
down its harshest measures on the movement? In October 
2019, Jessica. Rezhicek and Ruby‘Montoya*were, indicted 
on charges,that carried a'sentence of 110 years irt prison. 
The pfevious year, a«panel at a conference for-oil" and gas 
corporations in Houston, Texas, discussed the, looming 
danger of sabotage a^nd the need for the State to throttle it. 
Kelcy Warren - CEO of Energy Transfet, foSsif fuel 
billionaire,* supporter of Perry and Trhmp - tbok direct 
aim at the two women: T think yOu re-talking about some
body who needs to be removed firom the gene pool.’ For 
Reznicek and Montoya, the prospect of llO years* in 
prison appeared to fall in the category — again related to 
faith — of sacrifice, although not of the kind that passively 
takes on .unearned suffering. They risked the rnost»draco- 
nian punishment m the act of resistance and were ready to 
pay the price. Should they' be upbraided for the choice? 
Chenoweth and Stephan hold it against violent resistance 
that it mandates‘high levels t)f both commitment and risk 
tolerance’, which are not for eveiyone. But seen from 
another'angle, the consequent*sacrifice iS a signal to others 
that this is worth fighting for, even spending the Test of 
one’s life in prison for, and the climate crisis could do with
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some- more acts "of that vcalibre. So far, few have been, 
prfepared to risk more than a,couple of nights under arrest. 
Cpmpare,d wth what struggling people jn history have 
gone thrpugb, the coipfort levels of climate Activism in 
the global North must be deemM feirly high, which does 
not quite besppak the significance “of the'problem.

, Perhaps, morg people* than RefnicSek and Montoya will 
eventually find* the mptivation. It does riot require a whl- 
ingness to-submit to the law — to the* contrary, , that famil
iar paragraph in the civil .disobedience protocol i§ bepom- 
ing more-obsplere by thejday, as aruling order that destroys 
th^fpundations of lifedeserve&.rio loyalty from its subjects. 
Sabotage can proceed in the dark. Indeejd, if one wants to 
accomplish something,* one shopldni fblJoW the exatripje 
ojF Roger Hallam, who -announced k^forehand that he 
wotlld' fly droned into IJeathrow airpprt to protest its 
expansion, with the predictable result that he was pre
emptively apprehended. The stronger it gets, the more the 
movementwill have to wrestle intimately with these forces 
of repression', even if it-si^ys with the most non-violent 
tactics: in August 2018, for. example, an activist paddling 
in the vicinity of a pipeline in Lduisiana was handcuffed 
b)i: private security and thrown -ipto .a court system that 
threatened.‘her with* five years in prison. Laws.with heavy 
penalties .for every protest against pipelines' have made 
their way through more than* a dozen -US states in the 
Trump-eraj During jche autumn uprising’ of 2019, the 
London police banned all protests under the XR flag. 
Criminalisation of non-violent climate protests is k)n the
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hcffizon, to speak with Ranstorp. If militancy^accelerates 
it to' an irtdefensibly-hatmiEuI degree, we woiild have a 
negd‘tiy6Tadical. flank effect. If it spreads regardless, the 
movement would face a choice that so man^ others have 
encountered 'b’efore^ back down or continue to fight, 
diversify, combine underground and 'overground work 
and do not'yield. LoVe-bombiitgthe-police with’flowers 
would hOt then necessarily be the sufestway to advance.

When tenk of thousands of actitisfs -are engagfed in 
fawbreaking, sdme errors are'to be expected. During its 
two-’wOeks-loAg ‘autumn uprising’, XRhad approximately 
30,000 '^p6ople out on the streets of London to create 
maximum annoyancej and disturbance;' perhaps a lapse 
was unavoidable. Its target arid mailner of executioh were 
not. In the rhofning rush hours of L7 October 2019, a 
group of XR activists* entered the London underground 
and light -rail systefnl to- stop the traffic. Twb of them 
brought a ladder into the Calming'Town-Tube-station in 
the' eastern part of -the city, placed it against n train, 
clinibed onto the roof and rinfolded a banner Treading 
‘Business As Usual = DEATH-’. Cotninuters on the plat
form Were first baffled and then fiiTlOus. They appeal to 
have belonged to the City’s largely non-white working 
classy on the many films circulating afterwards;-one voice 
can be heard shouting, 1 need to'get to work, I-have to 
feed my kids.’ The crowd surged towards the train, scream
ing‘fbr the men to come doWn. One commuter -7 inciden
tally a black man, in blue jeans ahd a-plain beaiiie ttied
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r t(\ climb onto the rooi^ at which point one of the activists 
[ -5 incidentally  ̂a. white man, in a suit and-a tie - aimed a 
I fed kick at his hea4. White man on top kicking Jblack 
I man below. Tfhe Ibrin^r was then drs^ged down onto the 
platfornj and set upon. Causing-an uproar in 4ie ci^r,the 

I incident markedandgnominious end tojdie ‘uprising.
; What .constituted .'this as the stupidest actipp ever 
I undertaken by the climate?movejnent in the global ISlprth,
1 however, was the r^ponse by London, hub of the 
1; global E^ebellipn. It Iwdthe opportunity tp wash its h^ds, 
f of the men in the tubej but instead thejofficial statement 

exonerated the kick-ta-the-head as an-act of‘self-defence’, 
f excused the activists.by appealing to their high,characters 
i -,"‘tbey were ^-grandfather, an isx-Buddhi?t teacher, a vicar 
I and a former GP among others^ — and defended tfie action 
s as planned ‘within Extinctipn llebellion’s principles and 
5 vfew, centred around non-violence and compassion’.
; One^ of the cofounders went on the BBC to bless the 

action as ‘peaceful’ and ‘non-violent’. Others in XR 
i Lpndon - a majority,, acpording to one poll - vehemendy 
j opposed it. Given the amount of self-policing and inter- 
I nalisation of tactical principles the movement has proved 
i itself capable of, however, one has to ask how this slipped 
i through. Three factors are immediately apparent.
I First, the strategy of XRhas bqen tp wreak generalised 
S -but,, mindyou, non-yiolent; - havoc on, the urban fabric^
I in, dip belief that this, will force politicians to respond 
^ adequately .to the crisis;’ this- is how change happens, 

Hallam and the.other readers of Cheqoweth and Stephan;

i .JB/eaking the Spell
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have' adjudifcated.’ The fossil economy is here understood 
as similar"to an autdcracy, a category mist‘ake,xhatlicfenses 
the targeting of pretty much anything for disruption. 
Hefide the’ fantastic fallacy of stopping ah undergfoiind 
tf^h.lts aS if the ’crvirrights''mdyement.\vould have block
aded‘the'dhtrahce to a black Baptist church in* Alabama, 
of Eg)^'tian revblutiofiaries,troopingaway frdih Tihrir to 
attack ah bppositiohal newspaper.. This oWn gohl'did hot 
mm‘ at subsistence emission's, ih the manner ‘of Macron, 
but‘father at subsistence now-^mi^sfohs; as dnydne With 
ruduhent'arj^ knowledge of the dlimite'problem will know
- and* as c'orhmut'e'rs at *Canniri^ Town slbouted Out
- public transport is part 'df the solutidrt. 'That climate 
adtivists gbt it into their heads to obstruct it'beggars belief.

Second, XR has. remained pefsiste^ldy aldbf from 
factors of class and race, remaining' based in' white 
midcUing kfata with ho stiAdpoinf other than their own. 
Its rhetoric hnd aesthetics have dripped'with a' kind of 
piety "^d sniugness those strata are' Uniqtiely prone to
- drj: as one Guardian cbluninisf Quipped,- ‘Why do so 
rhany'XR occupations lodkTike an audience in* search of 
the Natiohal Theatrei-'And'why would an XR carfipdgher 
think it' persu^ive to tweet: “We are engineers. We are 
lawyers. We ard doctors. We are everyone”?’ Unlike certain 
other branches dfthe niovenient, anfi-capitaliSrh and'class 
antagonism are absent from the XR discourse - these are 
the Rebels for Life oiit to topple’ A inendacious cohort of 
politicitos. With better leaders of the state, open-eyed ahd 
true to science, life could "be safegujfrded. Td hring'them
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iijto place, trusts jn-the conclusion from Chenoweth
^4 Stephan th^t a certain sh^e of the population - 3.5 
per cent is the figure rnakipg the rounds,-has to be 
corralled qnto-die streets. TJiis'requires mutirig or switch
ing pff any firxgerflpoin tipg.and rich-bashing ^rhetoric that 
cqul4 alienate.supporters. The Rebellion bas thus poai- 
tidned iKelf-as -beyqndj politics’-, neither left riot right, 
hailing police as much as ordinaryjCitizens, -even pan4er- 
m^ to; the concerns-of conservative constituencies: ‘If you 
believe’,, says one XR.agitp*rop video, ‘in people’s 4ght to 
property and if,you believe that the state -should keep 
order .apd safety .for people thqn you also now have to be 
agakist the impacts of catastrophic climate change.’ The 
right should be won oyer, not confronted.

The problem with this, of course, 4? that ‘tlte right, to 
properly’ — more precisely, a very particular- but, yery 
common type of property - is what niust be broken. And 
the order-keeping state stands in the way. Look at it which 
way you will, from, the angle of investment, production or 
copsumption, it is the rich that drive the. emergency,-and a 
cliinatg movement that does not want to eat the rich, with 
41 the hunger of those who struggle to put foo4 on the 
table, will- never hit home. A movements th^t refuses to 
make die distinctions betvVeen classes and colliding inter
ests will end up on the wropg sid^.of the tracks. That is a 
recipe for alienating, precisely the people who haye tjie 
least to gain from continued business-s^-usual. A climate 
movement -yathout social, anger will npt -acquire the 
required striking capacity and it shopld have no difficulties
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developing die point - and’ indeM,* some Gilets Jaunes 
have toutM the slogan ‘More ice sheets, fewet bankers’. 
Ox, ‘End'of the m6nth, end of the wofld; same perpetra
tors, .same" fight.’ Not only do the rich make our 'lives 
miserable', fhey are working to terminate die lives of multi
tudes. Here is another dimension in which XR leaves rbom 
for radical'flanks of the moVement: ‘those* who “dare' to 
speak the 'name'of the enemy.

’Third, did violence that XR eventually engaged m did 
hot target-police dr p'rivate prdperty, toit’a black; .man on 

the way«”td his*job, aftd this danxiot really •be’seen Is a<xi- 
dcQtal. Nor dd we' have reasoh to ddiibt that if “ari'XR 
activist had’ kitked a cop in the hdad, "the repudiation 
would have been tmdquivdcal. Pacifism" has perhaps never 
existed as a real thing. "What eJxists is-the ability, or not, to 
distinguish* Between forhis of violence. Thte' peculiafity of 
pacifism is that it iinbues its adherdhts with& self-right
eousness, borne out of the fetishisation'of one sohietimes 
useftil t)qje of tactic. If it stays hegemoni^,* this' doctrine 
will ensure that the climate movement remains, at best, the 
distalit, well-mamiered cousin of social revolt in the 2020s. 
Here is a contrast from late 2019: Chilean’^tudents react
ing to the rise in public transport fares**- chairipioning that 
mode of transportation, as free ahd accessible for all - by 
organising mass trespassing through the turnstiles, attack
ing ticket machines, silpermarkdts and company head
quarter and touching off a natiom>5^ide uprMfig -Igainst 
soarinfg' inequalities in the homeland of neoliberaliSm. 
Meanwhile, the moverAent against climate catastrophe:
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placid and, composed. The exigent, strategic task is to wed 
tlje Utter rpovemf nt- to the forces of the former. ^

^e .failure, of XR to do so,, howeyer, does not^detract 
ffom its vey considerable achievements: in the UK ,in 
P^ticular,*the twa ciyiL disobedience campaigns of 2p.l5 
ipassivejy shifted the point of'gravity injdopiesiic politics. 
They did paore to press-hom,e;the,clipiate, emergency than 
a thousand addition^ peer-reyiewed papers. Tqwgrds the 
end of th,ejyear, pubUcconcern about the crisis had reached 
unheard-of levels, and'bpth the House of Cornmons and 
the‘European ^Parligjnent had acceded to one .XR demand 
-..officially declaring a climatpiemergency - ^although, 
urisutprUingly, without actual measures corresponding to 
sucjx .a situation. 'But 'whgt was .perhaps^most awesome 
abqut XR was -the sheer speed of its development, velocity 
now-being .the most needed, featjare of action. Learning 
the next,steps,might come fast.too.

**■

But if the..te|npta|ion tp fetishise one kind of tactic should 
i> be resisted, this also applies, of course, to property destruc- 
J tion and-otljer formsiof violence. The tactic with the great

est .potential -for this, movement might be. something 
different. Ir tnight be the climate camp. As I have been 
witingthis gext,jthe-Swedish, government has been delib
erating abctut the application from Swedegas to-pump gas 
into .the country, the process in which the blockade of the 
Gothenburg harbour, intervened. The 4ccision qame in 
this-morning: against, all .expectations, the government 
turnediSwedegas down, with 4ttect reference to the recent
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protests. We won. Its another one of the small wins so 
inyaluablfe for this movement, although it'might still turn 
out to be ^hort-lived,'lik^ the victory-over Keystone XL; a 
far-bright government'is likely in-the *ne‘ar* future in this 
doufltrytoo.. Butevery respite,, evdry litde^intermissionln 
biisiriess-as-usual is a reminder thtit a world — not another 
world, this world — rtlight still'be'possibld.

Oimate camps have a way of buildihg on edtch other, 
spreading'horizontally, Stacking up-experiences pf how to 
fight fossil pdpital on the'ground. 'Uhlike the Occupy ^d 
Similar camps that cropped up in 2011'-.to which they 
are.of course related v climate'camps,are planned long in 
advance, with fixed dates for' ‘erection and dismantling; 
neither spontaneous np‘r reactive, they-feed into a plonCed 
escalation. Ende-Gdande has now raised the ante against 
German fo*ssil capital for’half a decade, while'forming 
cadres that go home to other countries afid organise their 
own camps,' and so on. We have yet to see diminishing 

returns from activist- investment; Ende Gelande has 
continued to draw in larger numbers and 6utmandeuvre 
the police. But such success 'can be hard to replicate else
where. Fewer that! the five to' ten thousand now readily 
drummed up in the Rhineland, activists in other parts of 
Europe have ffound that a pre-announced camp can give 
the corporations'time-to prepare andnlove out sufficient 
fuel and equipment to cushion against a-blockade. With 
the trouble limited, the police may blunt the edge of the 
action by standing to the side and letting it pass. Ihere is 
chatter in the movement about, combining camps with
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smaller, secfet, surprise hits to cause redl disruption. 
Whatever comes dut of It, the climate camp is thfe unri
valled laboratory, for learning this-fight.

Anyone who has visited on^ will have had a taste of the 
process; the slimy* porridges served after the gong is struck 
in the morning, the- rotating peeling of onion, the food 
shipments mir&culously materialisinig on the railway 
tracks. A climate 'camp is its own distinctive amalgam of 
the archaic and fhe contemporary - the metallic buzz 
from a drdne filming for the three-minute clip later sptead 
on social media, above outhouses in- wooden planks 
emptied-through mantial Tabour.-Activists spin on station
ary bikes to charge their laptops.* Singing, chanting, they 
fill nets with hay to mkke cushioiis'for pressing through 

police cordons and protecting against pepp’er spray. The 
mix is of -recently politicised youth, -seasoned hippies, 
short-haired dykes,* tattooed muscular men, students, 
precarious workers, anti-fascists, mothers with kids in 
tow, everyone a degree shabbier than in their daily lives, as 
on a music festival.

Affinity groups are cemented in drawn-out meetings. 
Delegates are sent to plenaries and return to share infor
mation and canvass opinions; more often than not, the 
process is frustratingly time-consuming. Human micro
phones announce the next training session. On the fields, 
columns line up with the flags of their finger -■ gold, red, 
silver, pink — and practise breaking through or -passing 
around obstacles. There- is a .militaristic quality to- this 
■form of non-violence: the officer corps positioned right
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behind the front banners, communicating with the 
command through headphones, infantry pressing on from 
behind. Contingency planning fpr different scenarios, 
scojits reporting movements .of police and situatiojp at 
target. Names pflaAyyers an4 phones of the legd teain are 
spcribbled on,arms (no one here wants to get arrested) to 
the sounds of spray cans tinkling as the;, coveralls are 
adorned with the logo of the two crossed hammers. 
Someone struggles tor fix a banner, ^vith the ^ords ‘Put-up 
a FUCIQNG fightjfor what you LOVE’.. It Jia§ the silhou
ette of a ponytailed girl lacking«a smoking chimney.

T^d then, in the morning, we march pff, iij the 
hundreds qr thousands,' bags^packed; torches flaring, the 
cfiants keeping a steady beat — who shut shit downP-'we 
shut shit down!’ hours later,, invariably, we reach the
mipe, the tracks, the terminal. Sometimes, as we hold our 
positions around a complex of power. plants,»we can see 
thnftnoke from the chimney? thin out. It dies do-^n. And 
dien it is gone..
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Fighting Despair

If both protest aild resistance seem Vain, thereis always an 
alternative ready at halid: to give up on humanity and this 
planet. It already has Its exponents. One of them is Roy 
Scranton, whose claim to fame is a book called Learning to 
Die in thi AnthropoceneL'^oMowed. by Were Doomed. Now 
What? He is adamant that were fucked’. It’s too late 
already - ‘too late to stop apocalyptic global-warming’; we 
have ‘passed the point where we could have done anything 
about it’; we are ‘already over the clifF and now stare into 
the chasm of ‘endless, depthless, unassuageable human 
suffering’. It ‘ends in disaster, no matter what’. All that is 
left is learning to die. The exact identity of thef entity that 
needs to learn to die is somewhat doubtful; Scranton 
slides between the individual, civilisation, capitalist civili
sation and the human species, a conflation of a most 
symptomatic nature. It is hard for him to ever distinguish 
between these scales.
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What is never in doubt, however, is the futility of 
protest and resistance: pervading Scr^tphs writings is a 
llisdain for collective aption;. He describes the vaciious 
feeling'of marchirig alongside 40Q,0OP other atornised 
individuals in the People s Climate March ^ a waste of 
tiijie,.sho-^casing, climate activism’s political impotence’ 
and spothing the masses with a false sense o^hope’. There 
is no way a movement c^ ever get its hands on fossil fuel 
combustion; ‘Nq 'matter how- rnany people take to the 
streets in massive marches or in,direct actions’, the energy 
is beyond reach, because people ‘do not help produce it. 
They oply consume.’ Qne should think that the move
ment has refuted this .quitter talk by mow, but Scrantop 
has sustained it deep into the third cycle^ In an essay 
published in theXosAngeles Review of Books in'June 2019, 
he takes McICibben and David Wallace-Wells, author qf 
The Uninhabitable Earth, to .task for suggesting that 
action might still avert the. wprst^case. scenarios and 
announces that ‘only the deluded and naive.could main
tain ,that, non-viplent protest politics is much more than 
ritu^ized wishful thinking’. What else, then, should be 
done? Tor onp brief moment, Scranton seems to, flirt with 
the .idea of transcending pacifism - ‘the..real reason that 
non-yiolence is considered to.be a virtue .in.tbe powerless 
is tha; the powerful dp not want to see their lives or prop
erty threatened’ - only tp come down firmly against (iny 
action. f,

instead we should cross our legs in a lotus position and 
think. On the way down, Buddhist meditation give us
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f)dacex)f min'd'. ‘‘If the bad news we must confront is that 
were all ghnna diS, then the wisdom that'might hfelp us 
deal with that news arises froni the realisation that it was 
going to- happen'anyway.’ If the-self can only understand 
that'^it was ^ready dying, already dead’, then it can’crash 
to the hottond with equanimity; if it -can 'also Understand 
that everything around it-is fleeting and insubstantial"- a 
speck'of dust'ih'the cosmos, t6 be blown a^vay'in amilli- 
secorid -’it "can"'quietly let go of the world. It won’t"hurt 
itl\ich> Activists hdve-^o farfrSnkered for the world to be 
saved; the point, however, is to accept'its end. The highest 
stage *of conseiousKess is ‘willing our fate’, and action 
blocks the'way to such ataraxy. ‘With every prdtest'chant’, 
Scranton bemoans, ■'‘we become weaker thinkers.’ We 
should rather cultivate ‘detachment’, suspend ‘our partici
pation in social life’* and accommodate ‘our souls to death’.

How can this’friessage find resonance with a reading 
audience -in the North? Most probably because it offers 
one articulation of the despair business-as-usual foments 
ih the'' bteakdown. For Scranton, however, everything 
begins with himself-He is an introspective and sdf-reveal- 
ing essayist, thespecies of writer who feels thkt his'readers 
need to know that he once had *a torrid affair with a 
German woman ten years my senior who flew me to s'fay 
with her in Hamburg’ and builds a political -Worldview oh 
that 'kind of data: A s'e'nse of personal failute underlines 
his sentences. ‘I’m a bad environmentalist’, he writeS', by 
which he means 'thdt he cannot cohttol his own acts of 
pollufidri. Scranton drives for hours ‘on end, flies ‘all the
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time,^.throws cups ^way, binges on beef apd tuna from 
‘the-worst places’* ‘I know its \yfong, but I do it apyway.’ 
Scranton treats himself,^ a source of informatiqn, about 
the ^terability of the ruling order. The . odds ate zero that 
‘I, persqnally, will ever be able to do anydiing to stop or 
even slow down global clirnate change’, and it follows that 
youre-heating up the pJlanet. We do jt every day. We can’t 
stop, ^e won’t stop,’ Presumably.a^yv^i'^o man who can’t 
stop ,.using the N-wprd for black people, seeing his
own face, in the mirror .of the world wqidd be unable to 
envision racism rooted out of ^qciety. Op* the climate 
question, this‘attitude breeds the certdpty ‘that the prob- 
lepi ,is us’ ^ struggle would be possible if an enenqy could 
be identified, but ‘global warming offers no apprehensible 
foe!, no one to fight, only the ceaselessly sinning culprit 
that is ‘ourselves’. And since this.self cannot even bring 
himself to put the paper cups ip the fight, bin, doomed we 
are.

Like all individuals, Scranton has,a political trajectojy,. 
and it has grossed paths widi collective action at several 
points. As a young,, man ip Oregon, he participated in a 
c^paign against a petroleum, pipeline across the'Cascade 
mountains; the campaigp prevailed, the pipeline w^n’t 
built, and still the experience left him with a, bitter taste of 
vanity. He m^ched against WTO on the streets of S,eatde 
in 1999 and thereby lo§t ‘what faith I had left in protest- 
based social movements’, a rather idiosyncratic reagfion to 
that- episode (another young demqpstrator was so enrap
tured that it stayed in his vision as he became ope of the

IBS'
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key orgailisers’of Ende Gelande). ‘I was doncwith eco- 
warribrS, tree buyers, and anarchists; I wanted nothing 
to do at all with the jiblitics of our fallen wdrld.’ And so 
Scranton took the step into what is plainly his most form
ative politital experience: he joined the US' army. He 
sighed up for-Iraq. He Was so disillusioned by the left, so 
shaken by 9/11, so ■swayed by hawks like Christoph6r 
Hitchens and convinced of die heed to crush Islaihic 
terrorism that hfe burned with desire to do ‘the dirty work 
of empire’. He also wished to beOome 4 man and 'clear up 
his 'deep insecurity about my masculinity’. He hungered 
for action.

In the beginning, he loved it; part of him still seems to. 
‘Thdse bthtal, ihadddiihg days in Baghdad in the summer 
of 2003’, Scranton -writes in 4 book published sixteen 
years later, ‘wdre’ some of the sweetest and purest of riiy 
life. Each moment gleamed with a transcendent splehdor.’ 
He recalls moments ‘sweeter than sex, the gut-grinning 
cruhch of ramming a civilian car, angels singing as I sped 
through jantmed Intersectidns without stopping, God’s 
own righteousness' when I picked up my rifle to take a 
man in tny sights’*. He retains some pride in his service: 
‘We kept Iraqi' kids from’ bldwifig themselves up and 
denied insurgents we4pohs.’ But eventually, a sbnse of rot 
set in. Scranton Ibst his faith in the- occupation' too. He 
had' to give up ‘the fragile' illusion that We Might have 
dondsome good in Iraq’ and come full-cirtle to the" insight 
that the American 'riiisfakes were not accidental, but part 
of‘a fconsistent pattern of imperialist manipulation in the
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Mi4<ile East. Th^ whole war was a crooked^-enterprise- 
and ‘I had. profited by it. I had letdt happen," and ,1 had 
made it happen.’,Since then, Scranton appears to have 
regarded the wodd -through a sniper scope that curves 
back on himself and made^this the ha^is of a-pjiblic. profile 
on climate change. In Jiis.essays,,tbe climate is^hopiolo- 
gous with Ilraq: an unmitigate^d catastrophe that / helped 
create, a blunder impossible tb get out pf, a iragic sfibw of 
the folly ©f human’ action, which tends to have terrible, 
irreversible consequences. iMitigating glqbal- heatipg, 
Scranton deduces, is as unfeasible as resurrecting the chil
dren killed undfer the command of George W. Bqsh.

An entfiiringf commitment to resistance would yield a 
different position bn climate, A^ conflicted soul and-intel
lect, Scranton.cannot fully hold back the radical spasms of 
his youth - he occasionally lashes out against'capitalism; 
towards the fend of Were Doomed,, he even calls for social
ist revolution and places its within thei,realm of the possi
ble, given enqugh/dedicated cadres’ — byit when the lights 
go nUt, hfe reaches for his’ Stoics and his Buddha. 
Resignation before the inevitable isflis main credp.

If .this were a mere personal quirk, it would merit no 
comment, but Scranton sfiqres this position with inter alia 
Jonathan -Franzen, a rather more* senior member of the 
American literary pantheon.' F/om his pulpit‘in the. New 
Yorker, he has periodically* held iforth ort how unwise it is 
to attempt to have climate change abated. Like Scranton, 
he believes that planetary overheating.is a donedeal^ As 
his evidence, he points to the fact that no head of state
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has ever made a commitment to leaving any carbon in the 
grouEfd’. Before the 1790s, no head Of a state “had ever 
made a commitm‘ent to freeing African slaves^ in July 
1791, someohe of Franzens disposition could have argued, 
on these grounds alone, that eternal slavery is a done deal. 
For the novelist, the fact that emissions have continued to 
rise over the past three decades proves that they cannot be 
cOt - a>non sequitur every struck in^a time of exaspera
tion has had to shake off. He admits that the lack of 
progress so far* admits of two options:- you can feel ever 
more ‘enraged by the world s inaction. Or you can accept 
that disaster is cofning’, and he would not advise feeling 
the'rage.

Franzen, like Scranton, feels guilty about his ungov
ernable driving and flying. He distrusts his own ability to 
cut back on combustion or contribute to the wider 
endeavour. Bur this dilpability is in the nature of the 
species: ‘human beings are killers of the natural world’; 
‘we’ll all be sinners in the hands of an angry Earth’. And 
this human nature is not going to change (Franzen 
includes in it things like ‘nationalism and class and racial 
resentments’ that obstruct mitigation;) Finding himself in 
such a cul-de-sac, ‘what makes intuitive moral sense’ to 
the novelist'is ‘to live the life I was ^ven — that is, to go on 
living the life of a prosperous American -intellectual. 
Frahzeh' professes awareness of the dimensions' of the 
dimate catastrophe,, as does Scranton, who believes it is 
‘bigger than "World War II,. bi^er than racism, sexism, 
inequality, slavery, the Holocaust, the end of nature, the
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Six;tlj Eytinetion, faniing, \yar, and Tp\a:goei, allpuf together, 
a vjertiginous-bigness thjit fenders surreudei: prydeftft.and 
nja^dajory. Spranton is sceptical-^bowt-renewable ^energy 
expansion„(he thinks it .will be.tpQ expensive^jidintprmit- 
tenf)>sJranzen hostile (-he fears it,-will “kill iiis’belpved 
birds): Both ijien -favour adaptation. We can adapt, 
Fran^^A argues,;mbre saAgiiine than his,companion - we 
humans -have always been? ‘brilliant adapters; climate 
change is .just the same old sipry-writ larger’. Personal 
advice from the-great American novelist; like tne, go on 
living.tbe 'life.you were given, tQ the best of your, ability.

One might think that this-ppsitiQn - call it clinjate 
fatalism- — belongs to a certain type, of American intelli
gentsia looking opt over a planet above 400 ppm. Buf that 
would be incorrect. It is older and, wider than that, v^fter 
COPX5, novelist Paul IQngsnorth bit off a chunk of the 
British climate movement for the ParkMpuntain Project, 
whose pore,tenets were and remain that the unravelling of 
civilisation is unstoppable, that the- ecological crisis, is 
uncontainable and that collective action against either is a 
wild'goose chase. He found a Swedish, disciple in David 
Jonstad, a nomble intellectual of the first-cycle, direct 
action groups, who now asseverated that it was all over 
and, retreated into the countryside to establish a farm for 
himself, and his family and Jearn to hunt. H®‘Wrote his 
first book on carbon rationing as,a splution to theprisis, 
his second pn jche inevitability of collapse, his thyrd-onthe 
virtues of a self-sufficient household. The paths to pave-in 
are many. . «
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^ Wh'at appears to‘ unite them, at least on the surface, is 
a deification of despair. The latter is an eminently tiftder- 
Standable emOtiond response to-the crisis, bUt uilservice- 
abk as a foundation fOr a politics in it<“As knOthdr climate 
philosopher, Gatriona McKinnon, has -argiled ih the atti- 
cle 'Climate Change: Against DeSp’aif, adelightful logfcal 
evisceration of the fatdist positiofi, it-often coities dowri 
t<5- a probability assfeSsmfent. While solne climate fatalists 
deny “that it Would be logically and»technicallf possible to 
cut'emissions to'zero'and'then begin the-work‘Of repair 
and regeneration, more comnlon is the argument that this 
just Wont happen, because of -the way the world is. 
^^cfantoh at One j5oint acknowledges that it coiild be 
accomplished, if we ifiailaged td ‘radically reorient all 
human economic and social production, a task that is 
ftaf-tely imdgitiable, much less'feasible. It would demand 
centralized Control of key economic sectors, massive state 
inves'tnjertt in- carbon capture and sequestration, and 
global coordination on a scale never seen before’ - a 
scenario that can be conjured up in some theoretical 
hemisphere of the mind but not promoted or imple
mented in the real world, because the forces -stacked 
against it are so stupcfyingly strong. Despair abput the 
climate is here based on a judgement of CxtremC improb
ability, hypostatiSed intd impossibility.* The procedure is 
anti-political through and through. *

If someone seeks to affect the ways of the" world by 
acting'in one Way rather-than another, it must be-because 
she holds an outcome to be desirable and wants to
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contribute to uts realisation. If she merely wished to 
confirm the most probable outcome on account of ipMgh 
prohability, she would have no reason to act at all. .Her 
behaviour would have no.normative substjmce. It would 
haye no strategic* charge. She would simply be floating, 
and she would be floating" just for the sake of it; To act 
politically is to reject probability assessment as aground 
for action .(since it -could inspire no action)', and this 
applies, to men like Scfanton and Frozen too: through 
their .writings, they .seek to influence-others .to do one 
thing oyer another. Else they would keep, their mouths 
shut. If Scranton* believed that .people would take up the 
lotus position in the fall down .the ch^m with the same 
probability as a bird qjreading its wings, his recommenda
tions would be redundant. Clirnate fatalismis a performa
tive contradiction, h does not passively reflect .-a certain 
distribution of probabilities ^ut actively affirms it - or, 
with McKinnon, ‘it may become a self-fulfilling proph
ecy: that which is repeatedly asserted to be impossible can 
thereby bepome inipossibl&s The more people who tell us 
that a radical reorientation is ‘scarcely imaginable’,, the less 
imaginable it will be.

Imagination is a pivotal faculty here. The climate crisis 
unfolds through a series of interlocked absurdities 
ingrained in it: nOt only is it easier to imagine the end of 
the world than the end of capitalism,-or the deliberate, 
large-scale intervention in the climate system - what we 
refer to pi geoengineering — than in the economic system; 
it is also easier, at least for some, to imagine learning to die
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than learning to .fight, -to reconcile oneself to the end of 
everything one*holds dear than t6 consider some militant 
resistance. Climate fatalism does all in its power to confirm 
these paralysing absurdities. Indeed, that is its vocation. If 
it .rests on personal shortcomings,- it becomes no less 
absurd; as' McKinnon shows, if .-an individual cannot 
muster the will to reduce his own emissions,,this in itself 
does-not establish that he is unable to do so. Roy Scranton 
may not have a ifiotivation sufficient to pick-a*different 
dish from the menu than the bloodiest steak, but he could 
do itf’ixi the sense that if he were to try 'and not give up*
— the crucial, proviso — he would ‘tend to succeed*. What 
despair here amounts to is that ‘I can make no difference 
because I am unwilling to make a difference*. The same 
goes, bfcourse, for every pe^etrator of luxury emissions.
A climate fatalist of the'Scranton-,Pranzdi type (the self- 
sufficient huntetrfermer is a.'separate case)‘ then projects' 
this weakness of the flesh onto society, elevating the indi
vidual inability to change the established order to a univer- 
sal.fact. It is easier-to“imagine the end of the world than 

me skipping a filet mignon.
The fatalist might counter that doubts about personal j

emissions reductions pertain not to» their possibility as I
such,-but to their effects. My foregoing that steak would j
have not one iota of impact bn an atmosphere staggering I
under "billions of .gigatons of carbon. This„ however, 
McKinnon pbints out;is but a version of thp sorites para- !
dox: if one grain of sand is removed from a heap,-this will j
not destroy the heap;.if one identical grain is removed, the |

'5
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heapis still there/and SD’on and so fotth, until nothing is 
left. Translated to the .climate: my flight today, between 
Lwndon and'New York makes no difference to cumulative 
emissions; therefore, neither did the same flight f took last 
weekrif-thisiis true.of*my flights, then it must-be true of 
everyone else s flights, and other acts of emission, and so 
we end upJ with' the conclusion- that 'dimute change is not 
anthwpogenic: Or, consider a hypothetical case of torture.* 
Someone is wired to a 'torture ihachine with* 1^000 
switches,.eath identical'to the next. When no switch is 
flipped, there isno current in the machine and the victim 
feels nothing; whenall are flipped, she screamS“in unbear
able pain. Between 0 and 15OOO, very‘many switches can 
be*flipped,each in itself of tiny consequence, adding tip to 
a current that must atsorne point‘cross the threshold, of 
pain. Transferred to the climate: the first ever act of ertiis- 
sion made no difference, similarly for the second,, and so 
on, until we-reach a point at which the climate-has clearly 
changed’. Somewhere along the wayif the problem' is 
anthropogenic - at’ least one act 'of emission must have 
made a perceptible difference, and.'the“same must then 
apply tcra reversal of the sequence.

Now McKinnon works in the.best<tradition of liberal 
political .philosophy; and so she focuses precisely on indi
vidual eraissio'as, buithe logic could be converted, to-the 
central force field of collective action. If we-accept that 
climate change is the cumulative effect* of action'at the 
level of class — the product of fossil capital and the classes 
ruhng on its behalf - then every time the switch is flipped.
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a, counteraction could, -logically, in principle, negate that 
action;and,turn the-Switch off. If the collective supplying 
the jcouhterforce were to try and not give up, if might 
succeed (logically -speaking, still). This must have held 
throughout the history of CO2 emissions. But maybe it is 
now too late? What if we,have reached, .say, 666 on the 
switch-panel and-the machine.-iS so constructed thatihere 
is.no going hack from, this point,--only forward towards 
maximum pafn? This is the -putatively scientific case for 
climate fatalism: because so much,has been already emit* 
ted, what cuts we make now and henceforth will make too 
little’dilfe'rence .to; justify‘the herculean effort involved. 
Problem is that this case has no basis in the science. Tt is 
not a .question pf ‘whether we, (kn limit warming but 
whether we choose ta do so, runs a standard phrase from 
the peer-reviewed literature on the state of the-climate as 
we enter the 2020s (we’ here meaning humanity, which 
divides itself into antagonistichlocs). -The precise,leyel of 
future warming’, Tong and his colleagues make .clear, 
‘depends largely,on infrastructure that has not yetheen 
built.’ Itxould he blocked.

The alpha and omega of the science of the cumulative 
character of climate change run contrary to the axioms of 
fatalism. Every gigatonr matters, every single -plant and 
terminal-and pipeline and :SUV and .superyacht makes a 
difference to the aggregate damage-done, and this is just as 
true .above 400 ppm-and FCas-it is below. It won’t lose its 
truth at 500 ppm,on2°G.or higher-still. The totality of 
global heating will-always be a . function of the totality of
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emissions - less of the latter, le^s of the former.. Positive 
feedback medhaiiisms do not 'cancel out this hiriction, 
only beef it up. Wallace-Wells has the science hfehind him 
when he writes: ‘The fight is, definitely, not yet lost - in 
fact will never he lost, so.dohg, as we avbid extinction, 
because however Warm , the planet gets, it will ^ways be 
the case that the decade that follows‘could contain-more 
suffering or less.’ Iffatalists‘think that mitigation is mean
ingful only at*a time when damage is yet to be done, .they 
have misunderstood.the basics of both climate science and 
movement.

Nowhere is the latter so naive as'to:think thaCt global 
heating as such could still be averted. It gets its urgency 
and rage from the knowledge that it is happening, that too 
much damage has already been donealreadyas expressed 
in the very naines' of the. groups: 350.'org, Extinction 
Rebellion, Ende Gelhide - and that nd efforts, should 
now be spared in preventing even more of it. The move
ment Jmows that it faces a giartt-salvaging'operation: safe
guarding as much space as possible on this'sc^red planet 
for human and other life to survive and maybe thrive and, 
in the best case, healing some of the wounds from the past 
centuries. A demand such as the prohibition of all aiew 
C02-emitting devices loses none of itS'relevance at higher 
concentrations and temperatures, but precisely the oppo
site; the later in the. day, the more impei;ative to enforce it 
by any tneans necessary • Overshoot of targets for climate 
mitigation calls for more, not less, resistance. This extends 
to geo'engineering scenarios the onset of solar radiation
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management, the roll-out negative emissions technolo
gies - which would rapidly fall apart without concomitant 
clcssure 0ECO2 sources. Until business-^-iisUaljs a-distarit 
memory, as* long as humahs are around, resistance is the 
path to survival in all weathers; it didn’t become passe in 
2009 and It won’t'do so in 2029..

No one knows'^’exacdy hoV this crisis will end.. No 
scientist, *110 actMst„no novelist, no modeller^ or.sooth- 
'S9.yer knowsT it, because too' many.,variables of human 
■action determine thd outcome. If collectives throw them
selves against the switches vvflth sufficient force, there will 
be no more flipping toVvards pedk torture; .the pain might 
be .ameliorated. Within these.parameters, one acts or one 
does not. Like each grain of sand in the pile, , an individual 
joining.the'cojunter-collectiiHe could boost its capacity on 
the margin, and the counter-collective could get the better 
of the.enemy. No more is required to maintain a mini^ 
mum of Jiope! succesS is neither, certain nor probable, but 
possible. ‘The context -for hope is radical uncertainty’,- 
writes McKinnon; ‘anything could happen, and whether 
we act or- not has everything to do with it’, Rebecca Solnit. 
‘Hope is not 4 door, but a sense that there "might be a door 
somewhere.’ Or, more poignantly still, ‘hope is an axe you 
break down doors with in an emergency’.

People Wielding that axe have always been told "that 
we’re fucked, we’re xioomed, we should just try .to scrape 
by, nothing will ever, change for the better; from'the slave 
barracks to the Judenrate- and onwards, every revolt has 
been discouraged by the elders of defeatism. But what of
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the revolts-that-actually failed? Did they not validate the 
naysayers? What was the pdint of Nat' Turner or the 
Warsaw ghetto ‘uprising? Tatalism ^f the j^resent holds 
defeated struggles of the pdst in 'toritempf, and so- does 
strategic pacifism: if someone ^raised a Veapon and lost, it 
was because she raised that weapon. ‘She shouldn’t have. 
Chenoweth and Stephan chide the; Palestinians for using 
rocks and petrol Bombs In the filst ititifadg.^ had they only 
managed tO stay peacefixl - had the leadership beeil dble to 
‘Convince youths* to stop- throwing rocks’ - they would 
have won- the West Bank and the (Saza Strip; Such arro
gance may be bred froni'Within the-ivory'aifd concrete 
towers of die empire.'(Adding to the irohies of pacifism, 
Matria Stephan Composed her portion of Why Civil 
Resistance Wctrks from the US embassy in JCabul. She wias a 
lead "officer ih the state-department’s 'Bureau of Conflict 
and Stabilization* Operations, whose mission is ‘to antici
pate, prevent, "and respond to conflict that i^nderfnines 
U.S. national interests’. As of this'writing, the Bureau’s 
website'-displays die picture xif masked youth building 
barricades and throwing Molotov cocktails.)

Likewise, Chenoweth- and .Stephan castigate the 
Fedaiyan for continuing the fight against Ayatollah 
Khomeini: the post-1979 guerrilla -campaigns merely 
served the regime with ‘a pretext for purging’ Iranian soci
ety of unwanted elements. In the universe of strategic 
pacifism, only the winners deserve praise. (But I should 
perhaps acknowledge a personal bias of my‘ own here: a 
close family member was a leading militant of the
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Fedaiyan. She was, tortured ^ a teenier in the djrngeons 
of the,Shah, snfiuggled weapons ajnd poordinated under
ground cells und.er the Ayatollah and, after the, final defeat, 
washed up in Sweden a wrpck.) i

Disparagement of the defeated can be reframed in 
terms of just war theory: resistance, including armed self- 
defence,. is justified only if it is likely to st3^ve off the threat. 
A viptim has no right to figftt back if,she is doomed in 
advance. But this suppesS condition has objectipnable 
consequences, rpggirding, for instance,, the Wajrsaw ghetto 
uprising. The Jews wfio scraped together what .gtins they 
could find knew for certairi that they would-be-crushed by 

‘the Na2is and, just as exp«:ted,-achieved nothing,in mili
tary term§. So should thpy have let themselves been 
supipely ferried off po Treblinka and, Auschwitz? The case 
can, .muta%is mutandis, be transposed to the rlimaff* 
Ima^ne that it reaHy is .too late. 50(fere over the; cliff. 
Apocalyptic ‘heating is a done deal, no matter what. 
Scranton and Franzep have nq scientifipsubstantiation for 
the claim that this is. the case now, and it would probably 
take some time for it to-,corne to pass, but it cannot be 
ruled out entirely: one can imagine a hothouse. Earth 
scenario, where positive, feedback mechanisms drive the 
planet into an orbit of uncontrollable heating.- Surely it 
rnust r^^w -he poindesa to resist?

Imagine that diminished human populations eke out 
an’ existence, near the, poles. Th.ey will be around for a- 
couple of more decades. Some of their offspring might 
have a chance to hoU on a litde . longer. What would we
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want'to..tell them? 'That humanify b'roughf about the end 
of ihfe 'wbrld in perfect’haniii)hy?'Ihat everyone willihgly- 
qtieued up fotthofUmices? Or that sdfne peopte fought 
like Jdws who knew' they would be killed?

in- the- ^ettos, as in 'tlfe eXterminatiSn camps- to 
* which' they -wetc thd’‘antechamberj the -resistants* 

ferilbarked-on race'against death. To slrug^e'and 
reSisf was "the only lucid'choicSj-ljut this'ihdst often 
meant for the fighters no- more than choosing' the 
'time and rifianner of their death. B^ond the imme
diate'outcome'of the’ struggle, which most often was 
inevitable, their combat- Was for history, for 
merndry ..-. This ajfirimtidfi oflifi by way of a sacri- 
fiee-and combat ivith ‘no prospetYof victory is a tragic 
-paradox that c4n only be understoSd as aft. act' of 
faith in hiSfory,

Alairi Bfossat and'Sylvife Klihgbefg write in Revolutionary 
Yiddlshland. Precisely the hojpelessness- of the situation 
constituted the nobility of tliis ‘resistance. The rebels 
aiffiriHed life so extraordinarily robustly because death Was 
cfertain and“Jft7/ they-fought on. It caii never, eVer be too 
late for that* gesture. If it is too, late for resistance to be 
waged within a calculus of inimediate utility, the'time has 
coihe for it to viildicate the fundamental valhes of life, 
eveii if'it'only mean^ crying out to the heavens.'To make 
that statement would require somfi forceful typeof action.- 
This is the moment for the cliche from Emilianb Zapata:
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‘It is b^ttet to die oil ypur feet than to l^ve qn ypur-kne€;s’ 
■rr better^tO’die blowing up a pipeline thari to burn- impas
sively - but we shall Hope^^pf course, that.it never cpmes 
to this. If we resist fa,^is|n', itjipight po,d TJ14 research that 
does suggest that sbme tippiifg ppints plight, have alfeady 
beep,crps$ed -sueh.^..iJQtayyi the pieltingof the West 
Antarctic 4ce sheet ,—pnly^un^lersgares the needJpj emer- 
gency^'tactics; if more points nre. crossed, |hat nee^ rises 
furjdier still, until, in the worst c^e, the time .copies for 
Warsaw..

In the less eschatological -conjuncture we still live in, 
we would be better .s,erved by honouring past struggles 
— including 'those .defeated — than sneering at them, 
because it woul4.pritue-us for staying on their path. Defeat 
also has a pedagogical, function, including for the clipiate 
movement: without COP 15.and the disappointments of 
early Obama, there might have been no turn towards Jnpss 
action. Climate fat^ism is for the jaded and the deflated; 
it is a ‘bourgeois* luxury’, in the plain language of one 
Swedish critic. In a memorable sectiop of W^’re Doomed, 
Scran top enjoys a conversation with Timothy Morton, 
another acclaimed writer and compulsive luxury emitter, 
lylprtpn illurpii^s^f^s.for Sprgnton how the climate, cat^- 
tj-ophe is anppiphany of‘OMG, I am the destruction. I’m 
part pf it ^d I’m'in k and I’m on it. Its an aesthetic, expe
rience, I’rri inside it, J,’m involved} Ini implicated.’ The 
trick is to, find enjoyment jn this moment. ‘I think that’s 
how we get fo smile,-^entually, by fully inhabiting catas
trophe space, in .the sapie way that eventually a nightmare
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can become so horrible that you start laughing.^You wont 
hear an;^ihg like this'in Dominica. You won’t hear poor 
people who'tdHay actuMly are at risk of dying in the catas
trophe - in' the Philippines, in .Mozambique, in* Peru - 
sky, ‘r am: the destruction. Its an aesthetic experience. I 
may aS well laugh at it.’ Where climate death is'a Teality, 
not philosophical" chic, pfbgrammatic fetalism of the 
Scranton-Franzenachool has zero traction (religious fatal
ism is another matter). Nor can thfe guilt that animates it 
be found on the vulnerable peripheries. Nor can the trust 
in 'self‘rdiant adaptation.

Climate fatalism is for those on top; its sdle contribu
tion is spoilage. The most religiously Gandhian climate 
activist, the most starry-eyed renfewablC energy entrepre
neur, the most self-righteous believer* in veganism as 
panacea, the most coAipromise-prbne parliamentarian is 
infinitely preferable to the white man of the North who 
says, ‘We’re doomed - fall in peace.* Within the range of 
positions this side of climate denial, none is more 
despicable.

A-reader well versed in the history'of Northern environ
mentalism will by now have asked; then what abbut the 
ecologists who practised sabotage on some scale firom the 
1980s to the early 2000s? Ihose were the-days of Earth 
First!, Animal Liberation Front and Earth Liberation 
Front. Their campaigns of‘monkeywrenching’ or ‘ecotage! 
prospered in a certain subculture that reached' its apogee 
in the 1990s, mingling punk and'hardcore with dumpster
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divi;ig and yeganism, spiritual wyoyages and, holistic medi
cine with squattihg and-gtierrUla gardening, fanzines, with 
herhs. The EF!, ALF and l^LF ^rank from tWp ideological 
Wells;'deep ecology and^animal liberation. Both hav^lost 
their street cred since? then. Neither has much‘bearing on 
the ,clipiate qrisis. Deep ecologyJs, as Nprthern environ? 
ihentalism has conie,tQ realise with vpry.few holdouts, a 
deeply yegctippary type; qf .ecplogy, .which locates the 
sourceof the maldse in humfUi civilisation as such, zooms 
ip pn qverpopplatipn' and prescribes the contraption) of 
huniapity.to a fraction of jits current size as the remedy.

Pne late attePiptto update this current and resuscitate 
ecotagefor the cliiPate era is Deep Green Resistance by Aric 
McBay,.Lierre .Keith and Derrick Jensen, who reiterate the 
behef that huinap civilisatipn-must now be broken, up in 
toto..'Jk'^Y sometimes refer- to it as ‘industrial civilisation, 
but. include in it agriculture, which also must be .’done 
away with. The fall o'ccurred when hunting and gathering 
w?re -squeezed out* by agripplture, which was- fropi the 
begipning^- some ten thousand years ago — ‘predicated on 
perpetual growth’. Wp cap’t have that anymore. We can’t 
hav6 solar or wind powejr either^ tljey are..as execrable as 
coal and pil. Schqqls apd pities must be closed down and 
human populations ttiippied:'‘A truly-sustaipable pumber- 
wpuld be somewhere'between 300 and 600 million.’ The 
means Tor carryipg opt such a mass extipctiop-are, as 
always,Jeft:.in ambiguity.*

So much for the,ideology of this -submovement. What 
of its tactics? The EF!,?ALF, ELF and loosely associated
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groUpuscules aiid individuals pulled*ofF a.global grand 
total of27,lt>0 actions between 1973 and 2010, paiiistak- 
ingly. Recorded by-the main scholarly authority, Michael 
Loaderithal. Th6 largest portion defecfed property* by- 
spraying grafeti— knother form.dflow-key sabotage left 

outside the arsenal of the climate movement — butlyfes 
were also slashed, vehicles burnt, Windows Smashed, locks 
glued, trees spiked,, bombs and noise, bombs and sound 
bombs thrown, the- list inanifestihg soiile rather vivid 
imagination. Targets were chosen'promiscuously. Ecotage 
hit McDonalds reStktirantS, banks, GMO'research offices, 
fur retailers,'mink farms (those were thS day&^)f thousands 
of miriks ‘liberated’'iilto American and'Swedish forests), 
hunting lodges,- a wildlife, masfeufn - 'activists burning 
down exhibitioiis of stuffed animals—ranches, hkteheries, 
apartment construction sites^ a ski resort encroaching on 
a lynx Habitat and sundry other objects. lu 1996, ELF 
glued the locks oli a'Chevron petroL station in Eugene, 
Oregon. Jri .l 998,'explo'sidns tore through equipment for 
oil aiid' gas extraction in Alberta,- Canada. In 2003, ELF 
cells* claimed responsibility for attacks on fbUr car dealers 
in the San-Cabriel Valley in southern California; one car 
lot 'storirig n'ew SLTVs Ibst forty Hummers to the flames 

Los Angeles'Times had the discernment to report this 
as ‘vandalism’, not'terrorism). That was one of the last 
high-profile actions of the submovement>. which petered 
out just as the climate movement came into its own.

What can be gleaned from this interlude? Loadenthal 
highlights the fact that the 27,100 actions caused exaedy
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four fatalities, all. of them at the hands of attackers “uriaf- 
filiated to any group (namely, the Unabomber and the 
man'who ^sastin^ted Che Dutdh.politician Pirn Foftuyn). 
EF!, ALF and ELF never killed-any^one. '99‘.9 pet centof 
their actions‘caused zerti injury. This waS, of'cout^e; a 
deliberate dhoice: ‘HousesVete checked.for all fornis of 
life, and we even moved'a' pfojiane tank out of the house 
all theway across the street |tist4)ecause - in [the] vvorst 
case Scenario — the firefighterS’cotild get hurt’. Said a t^i- 
cd'ELF comniuniqtid. This might be^themost compelling 
evidence so fat for the possibility of property destruction 
vSrithout .violence against people. It would seem to provide 
yet more contrast .to.Lanchester’s paradox — if all of this 
happened so recently, why sodittle of it now? But the para- 
dolc might, from another viewpoint, rather have a straight
forward solution: the climate movement took off because 
it had no connections to the “ecosystem of EF!, ALF and 
ELF. Had «i^ started with ecotage, it would have gohe 
no\^Eere. All’ those thousands of monkeywrendhing 
actions achieved little if anything and had no lasting gains 
to show.for them; They'were not perfortiied in a dynamic 
relation to a*mass movement, but largely in a void.

The limited use-value of this history is fully borne out 
in Oeep Green Resistance. Its authcJrs are sworn to pute 
substimtionism: small nuclei of’military combatants file 
out of their bunkers in lieu df the niasses. Tt iS our predic
tion that there will hemo mass movement’ — ‘are you’will- 
ing to set aside your last, fierce drekm of that brdVe 'uptis- 
ing of millions strong?’ This is despair, disproven on the
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issue^of the qUtri^te, ‘masquerading as mi^^ancy. Or, -if )^pu, 
\yill, i|he incompatibility thesis-of strategic pagifism wijh 
tjie'signs -r^erspd;-no-m^ses.- Only the^armed? vanguard; 
McBay and hi^ colleagues ar^ unabashed elitists. Jt» is. 
enough to jecruit.one bqt of 100,000 persons,, gs Iqng.as* 
the '‘\yarric|rs’ arfe of^.-Spodess charactet— ‘hotter to have a 
r^iabie few thanf4 unstablemore’.- Thesewaliant fewirave 
the. mission -to undo human ciyilisadon, as i,t has* devel
oped siqqe the ice'age,, yjc&the-qu'ondam praxis of ecotage, 
J^eep Gre^niReshtan'fe pgsts'its pe^^^^id^ .as the ■enemy is 
hazy:- daeiattacla -shall target bridges, tuitnels, mouqtain 
p.gsses,-damsi factories, the electrical* grid, thednxerqet 
- Jensen has also proppsed ‘immediately -taking- down 
eveiy cell phone towfer- in the wprld’ — banks; and- the 
Bpmbay Stock'Exch^ge,.. in additiofr-to the power plants 
and the{pipelines.
... The last 300 page?■ of Green-Resistance serve as a 
naanual on. something callqd/Decisive'Ecological Warfare’. 
'Ihe^'aim is to- ‘induce ..widespread industrial* qollapse, 
beyoqdsany epohorhicror political systems’ - tp reduce, 
organised ;human,life. to a tapula nw^and hand the planet 
back to the, animal kingdom.* A.few-years pf war will be 
ejiough for the roving Qpmtnapdos to cueCOa emissions 
by-OO per cent. Presumably there„will alsd be some papu
lation redifction along- the way- Murderi^is sno/fpnger 
abhorred ^-‘uniquely valuable individuals make^uaiquely- 
valuable targets for assassination - as the deep-greeqguer-. 
rillas'fight their way througl^the continefits,'wade.chrPugh 
rising ;riyers of blood and coUect firewood for survi-ying

t:5.6
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elders, in a >book of revelation ■wKose climactic battles- 
-bring to mind The Turner Diaries and Dthet Afnedcah 
fantasies of race war. It is another ending fbr deep ecology. 
It makes the'very notion of violent resistance appear 
nauseating, . - ^

Perhaps thel climate movement has, , after all, learned 
thedesson well by. hot even considering going dowil this 
route. Less than-a’ map for troop.movements. Deep Green 
Resistartce should be read as a sjmptom tof hardenihg 
despair and deadlock. Perhaps there-will be more fevec 
dreamS' of this kind, on a burning planet. Perhaps every 
instairce of toying'with-the idea'of violence is part of the 
^dfolhe;, Sanity .has been robbed from us.

How could a militant fclimate .struggle avoid veering 
down into such deep ditches? The set-up would, for a- 
start, , inverse deep ecology: wherfeaS" the latter wants to 
wage’‘War .against civilisation and indeed' humanity as 
such, the former Would fight for the possibility of civilisa
tion, in the sense of organised social life for Homd 'sapi
ens. Unlike.thefdeep variety, it would target a particular 
deformed kind-of civilisation - namely, that erected on 
the-plinth of fotssil capital - ahd tear it down sO that- 
another form of civilisation" can endure "(or none will). 
This' implies that " climate militancy would have to be 
articulated to-a Wider anti-capitalist groundswelkmuch 
asin earlier shifts of modes of production, when physical 
attacks On ruling dasses formed only minor parts‘ofSociety*" 
wide reorganisation:. How could that happen? This cannot
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be.known heforehand. Itjeah.be.fouhd our only thjrough* 
ini0a.ersid(i4n*practice; ^ * . * r

-51 ^ ' ", -i.. '5 » ‘

J^lidj^-dSel^dg 4n ^2046 -targeted 'dio mine and railway 
tracksi, around Sch.waiye*.Pumpe, :‘the,-black ,pump^, an 
eijormo.ns .ppwer -plant -in^thd .eastern fregion -pf JLuSatia 
runniogbn-brow^n cpaiand-belehipg ourvpleanic coljamns 
Qf,sinoke from»coijpay6 chimneys.- Fu,eLiseonveyed,'frotn 
the iiearby mega-'mine. via railjvay tracks* .IJp «ur}ttl- the 
year ohtheactioiji,Schw4rze Pumpe.and fojur similar ^il- 
ities jn-GeroJanyhadibeen. the property .ohl^ttenfall,,an 
energy corporation*‘o'vyned by- the Svfedish istatP' and 
subject 4;a directives from, its-government. Jn-the Swedish 
parliamentary, elections of 2014, Gustav Eridolin, leader 
of the Greens, kept^^aiump of coal in-hisfpocket. "Wherever 
he went, jo every speech and ,tjelevisedHlehate,4he waved 
that,htmp and promised,«;stern determination in his.voice, 
-tp. put^’lid-dn the coal-in the grqund. ^^ttenfall’s “brown 
cc^f.coihplexes an Germany-, prpduced CQai'emissions 
equal to the total'ffom.^Wddish territdry |)Jus,a ‘third; no* 
single.;measure would eut emissions as radically-as their 
closure. Fridolin and the Greens pledged themsdves to it 
if they entered government. They entered government, 
and twQ years later^, -Schwarze Pumpe and* its, four sister 
facilities were slated to be out of Swedish possessiomti^lhey 
wetq going to be sold so a consortium* of capitalists .from 
theiCzech Republic — including, its richestman - ^craving 
more .resources for the brown coal renaissance an which 
they invested. The Swedish state, governed .by; so^dal*
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demiocrkts' ahd’greehs, had ftsdlvedjiot“to close S0wre of 
the grpat^st cod riches of the'-contineht, but to thfow 
thfem straight irlto‘the,jaws pf fossil cafdtd.

»Up ote thejsrailway tracks;-no* twagons running, the^ 
blockade ififillb effect; my affinity group-itched for mote.- 
We-Wanted tP'pressfon.-So did hundteds" of others in-white 
cov^rdls, diolding- hnpromptti' assettlbliCs and .batrding; 
tagetherdbrn manoeuvre not planned in advance and"not 
CpVeredby thte action cortsen'SUs.' We marched away»from« 

- the'tracks, towards the power plant-itself Iftthe patch of 
forest surrounding ut, we encountered a fence. Wdking,-- 
hdforunning in^the front, my affinity group tore it down-, 
broke It apartr stamped on. it and continued with the rest 
of the-march up to* the periftieters of the plant. They were 
marked by another, sturdier fenCe, dso palled doiyn. Th*e“ 
few pTivafe' guards caught off-hand and completely’ 
outnumbered, WCcushetJ into the compound. During my 
years in 4:he climate movement, I have never felt a greater 
rush of. exhilaration: for One throbbing, mind-expanding 
moment, we had a" slice of the infrastructure wrecking this 
planet'in-our “hands. We could do with it as we wanted. 
We streamed -through the area, as amazed as the guards 
that we had entered ^nd with no plarts for how to proceed;- 
we checked some gates here, entered a tower there, sprayed 
a slogan in a corper, unsure of how to complete the shut
down, until police forces'arriveti and chased uS aWay with 
theirhatons.and spray. We returned toU;he encircling belt 
of bddekades. The"morning after,.’Vattenfall declared that 
Ende Gelandev had enforced the suspension of all
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dectricity production, ,something'that ^lad n6ver before 
happened at a fossilrfuelled power plant in;Europe,

The corporation, medik,;politiciahs were aghast. ‘It’s 
at:ompletely new phenomenon when’Violent pressp;re is 
used ^o.shtit, off production and diteotlyinterveBe in the 
Getn^arl energy systern’j. ^aid the (2EO of Vattenfdl’s 
CQntinetxtal. operations.^' He* compiUmed .of a -tfail of 
devastation’ and referred to the, destruction pf the, fences 
as massiyen Mritnineljlen ,Qewalttaten,^ ‘massive'crijminal 
violepce’^This phr^e,,was.repe?ited by t,he. mayor of the 
town, who.declared that you*cannot ipiagine'.^y vrorse 
damage than what these people did. .One of the m^n 
arguroents for this region and fot the Schwarze Pumpe 
industrial parkfs: .we are.industjry-friepdly. This nullifies 
the intage we try to establish withdnyestors.’ (Less than 
a yeardater, the new Czech owners shelved their plans-for 
expanding the mine serving Schjvarze Pumpe and 
another pit, citing adverse political develppments; Epde 
Gel^de claimed partial victory.) Civil .disobedience 
coines,to an end ‘when things are destroyed’, one public 
brQadcastei; denounced thes action.* Gustav Fridolin 
branded it ‘illegal’.

The incident of the stormed compound took on a life 
of itsrown, as a sign of the. purportedly violent nature of 
Ende« Gelande in eastern Germany., It> btpught- hpme 
more absurdities of thp situation: the bre^ng offences 
could be officially ffamed as massiyep. Mriminellen. 
Gpjvalttaten, devastation, unimj^inable^-d^piage, whereas 
the perpetual cloud of CO2 from Schwarze Pumpe. was
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the mark of a peaceful normality. This warping had some
thing tO' do with the political conjuncture in those east
ern districts, where the Alternative fur Deutschland 
(AfD) - the far-tight party that denies climate, loves coal 
and wants the bottom of the German mines to be scraped 

has its main bastions of support. No one was more 
incensed about the incursion than the AfD. In the houts 
after it, a mob of far-right activists and locals assaulted 
several of the Ende Gel^de blockades, shooting fire
crackers into them and chasing activists in cars. More 
violence of that kind should perhaps be anticipated, as 
the task of defending fossil capital is passed on to the ftr 
right in Europe and elsewhere.

But if destroying'fences was an aa of violence, it was 
violence of the sweetest kind. I was high for weeks-after
wards. All the despair that climate Breakdown generates 
on a daily basis was out of my system, if only temporarily; 
f had had an injection of collective empowerment. There 
is^ famous line in The Wretched of the Earth where Frantz 
Fanon writes of violence as a ‘cleansing force’. It frees the 
native ‘ftom his despair and inaction; it makes him fear
less and restores his self-respect’. Few processes produce as 
much despair as global heating. Imagine-that, someday, 
the reservoirs of that emotion bUilt up around the'world 
- In the'global South in particular - find their-outlets. 
There has been a tihie for a Gandhian climate movement; 
perhaps there might come a time for a Fanonian one. The 
breaking of fehces may one day be seen as a very^'minor 
misdemeanour indeed.
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